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resumo

A exploração de compostos, subprodutos e resíduos naturais é um passo
chave para a obtenção de um futuro sustentável. A valorização e
comercialização destes materiais dependem da aplicação de técnicas
adequadas de conversão e separação/purificação que permitam obter os
níveis desejados de pureza e produtividade.
Os ácidos triterpénicos, particularmente os ácidos betulínico, oleanólico e
ursólico, são compostos de elevado valor que têm atraído interesse devido às
suas já reportadas propriedades nutraceuticas e farmacológicas. Estes
triterpenoides estão presentes em diversas fontes vegetais mas podem ser
encontrados com abundâncias consideráveis na casca do eucalipto (decídua e
externa), um resíduo comum da indústria da pasta e papel. O isolamento dos
ácidos triterpénicos é uma tarefa difícil devido às suas semelhantes estruturas
moleculares, especialmente no caso dos ácidos oleanólico e ursólico, que são
isómeros de posição.
O leito móvel simulado (simulated moving bed, SMB) é uma técnica
cromatográfica de separação contínua e em contracorrente que maximiza a
força diretriz de transferência de massa permitindo a separação de moléculas
mesmo quando as seletividades se aproximam de um. Por exemplo, é
frequentemente utilizada no isolamento de enantiómeros. No SMB clássico a
separação de dois componentes é efetuada em quatro zonas, os caudais e
concentrações de alimentação são fixos e as portas de entrada/saída são
comutadas simultaneamente. Recentemente, novas implementações tais como
a modificação da concentração ou caudais da alimentação, a utilização de
tempos de comutação variáveis e a introdução de novas zonas para separação
multicomponente, têm permitido a obtenção de maior flexibilidade e melhor
performance. Uma revisão profunda destes modos de operação foi feita
durante esta tese.
A modelação e otimização são passos essenciais no dimensionamento e
desenvolvimento de qualquer processo e particularmente importantes no SMB.
Como ponto de partida para o estudo do fracionamento de ácidos triterpénicos
por leito móvel simulado, modelos fenomenológicos conhecidos foram
aplicados para desenvolver de um simulador SMB. Durante este trabalho uma
estratégia de otimização de unidades de SMB foi desenvolvida combinando as
metodologias de desenho de experiências e respostas de superfície com
simulações computacionais, com o objetivo de obter condições de operação
ótimas com baixa complexidade e um esforço computacional reduzido. Esta
técnica de otimização foi aplicada ao estudo da separação dos enantiómeros
de óxido de trans-estilbeno, usando informação da literatura, e posteriormente
comparada com outros procedimentos de determinação de condições de
operação ótimas. Esta técnica permitiu purezas acima de 99.5 % para ambos
enantiómeros, necessitando de um baixo número de simulações.

A separação de ácidos triterpénicos foi inicialmente estudada à escala
analítica, através de uma série de ensaios cromatográficos em diferentes
condições para seleção de fase móvel e estacionária apropriada. Os melhores
resultados foram obtidos com uma coluna Apollo C18 usando metanol/água
95/5 (%,v/v) e os parâmetros de equilíbrio e transporte foram determinados
através de experiências de rutura com os compostos puros. Esta informação
foi utilizada com sucesso na simulação da separação de uma mistura ternária,
cujos resultados foram validados com experiências de rutura ternárias. A
separação em SMB de uma mistura representativa de um extrato natural
contendo os ácidos betulínico, oleanólico e ursólico foi desenhada utilizando
um processo em dois passos: inicialmente o ácido betulínico foi isolado dos
ácidos oleanólico e ursólico e, de seguida, os ácidos oleanólico e ursólico
foram fracionados. Esta separação foi otimizada usando a metodologia de
desenho de experiências e respostas de superfície combinada com simulações
rigorosas e permitiu demonstrar que é possível produzir os ácidos betulínico,
oleanólico e ursólico com purezas de 99.4 %, 99.1 %, e 99.4 %.
Os polímeros molecularmente impressos (molecularly imprinted polymers,
MIPs) são sintetizados para possuírem centros ativos altamente seletivos para
moléculas alvo, tornando-os adsorventes muito promissores. Vários MIPs
foram sintetizados por polimerização por precipitação usando diferentes
formulações. Após a preparação, estes polímeros foram caracterizados por
microscopia eletrónica de varrimento e os mais promissores, em termos de
características morfológicas, foram diretamente testados através de
experiências de adsorção. Os resultados revelam que o material “MIP1b” exibe
selectividade infinita para o ácido oleanólico, a molécula alvo usada na sua
síntese. Em conjunto com a sua capacidade de adsorção – superior à da
previamente estudada fase C18 – estes resultados demonstram o elevado
potencial do polímero “MIP1b” para aplicação na separação dos ácidos
triterpénicos. Investigação adicional é necessária neste tópico onde diferentes
técnicas de separação podem ser antecipadas.
Este trabalho culminou com o dimensionamento e montagem de uma unidade
laboratorial de leito móvel verdadeiro baseada num sistema de uma-válvula-ST
por coluna recentemente patenteado, que permite à unidade operar sobre
diferentes estratégias de operação e configurações.
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abstract

The exploitation of natural compounds, by-products and residues is a key
strategy for the pursuit of a sustainable future. The effective valorization and
commercialization of these materials depends on the application of adequate
conversion and separation/purification techniques that can provide desired
levels of purity and productivity.
Triterpenic acids, particularly betulinic, oleanolic, and ursolic acids, are high
value molecules that have attracted considerable interest due to their reported
nutraceutical and pharmacological properties. These triterpenoids are present
in diverse vegetable sources but significant abundances are found in
Eucalyptus bark (deciduous and external), a common residue from the paper
and pulp industry. The isolation of triterpenic acids is a difficult task due to their
similar molecular structures, particularly in the case of oleanolic and ursolic
acids, which are positional isomers.
The simulated moving bed (SMB) technology is a countercurrent continuous
chromatographic technique that maximizes the mass transfer driving force, thus
allowing the separation of compounds even when selectivities approach one.
For instance, it is often used for enantiomers isolation. In a classic SMB, the
separation of two components is accomplished across four zones, the flow
rates and feed concentrations are fixed, and the inlet/outlet ports are switched
synchronously. Recently, new implementations and modifications, such as the
modulation of feed concentration or flow rates, variable switch times and
additional zones for multicomponent separations, enabled better flexibility and
performances to be achieved. A thorough review of these modes of operation
was performed in this thesis.
Modeling and optimization are necessary steps for the design and development
of any process, being particularly important in SMB. As the starting point for the
study of the fractionation of triterpenic acids by simulated moving bed, well
know phenomenological models were applied to develop a SMB simulator.
During this work, an optimization strategy of SMB units was developed
combining the design of experiments and response surface methodologies
(DoE-RSM) with computer simulations, aimed at providing good operating
conditions with low complexity and reduced computational effort. This
optimization technique was applied to the separation of trans-stilbene oxide
(TSO) enantiomers using data from the literature and compared with other
existing procedures for the determination of the best operation conditions. It
allowed purities above 99.5 % for both TSO enantiomers while requiring a
small number of simulations.
The separation of triterpenic acids was initially studied at analytical scale,
through a series of chromatographic assays under different conditions, to select
appropriate mobile and stationary phases. Best results were obtained using an

Apollo C18 column and methanol/water 95/5 (%, v/v), and equilibrium and
mass transport parameters were determined through breakthrough
experiments with pure compounds. This information was then successfully
applied in the simulation of a ternary mixture separation, whose results were
validated with ternary breakthrough measurements. The SMB separation of a
representative natural extract containing betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids
was designed using a two-step process: firstly, betulinic acid was isolated from
oleanolic and ursolic acids, and secondly, oleanolic and ursolic acids were
fractionated. This separation approach was optimized using DoE-RSM
combined with rigorous simulations, and it was demonstrated that it is possible
to produce betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids with purities of at least 99.4 %,
99.1 %, and 99.4 %.
Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) are synthesized to possess binding sites
highly selective to specific molecules, making them very promising adsorbents.
Several MIPs were synthetized by precipitation polymerization using different
formulations. After preparation, these polymers were characterized by scanning
electron microscopy and the most successful ones, in terms of morphological
features, were directly tested carrying out batch adsorption experiments. The
results disclosed that “MIP1b” material exhibits infinite selectivity for oleanolic
acid, the template molecule used in its synthesis. Together with its adsorption
capacity – even higher than that of the previously studied C18 phase – these
results demonstrate the high potential of “MIP1b” polymer for application on the
separation of triterpenic acids. Additional research is required in this topic,
where distinct separation approaches may be anticipated.
This PhD work culminated in the design and assembling of a laboratory
simulated moving bed unit based on a recently patented system using a oneST valve per column valve scheme, thus allowing the SMB to run under several
operation strategies and configurations.
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Chapter 1
Motivation and outline

In the last century, the intensive use of petroleum derivatives has caused increasingly ecological
and political concerns, as crude oil resources diminish and environmental problems arise. Oil is
a primary raw material for the energy and transport sectors, and in the chemical industry the
majority of products are obtained from oil refineries, accounting for 4 % of the total oil
consumption worldwide [1]. To reduce the world’s dependence on petroleum, alternative
production chains are necessary.
Recently, society is beginning to realize that renewable energy sources and new technologies
allow for a more sustainable economy and new opportunities in the energy and transportation
industries. Likewise, biomass has the potential to replace a significant fraction of fossil resources
as raw materials in the chemical and materials sectors. Herein the biorefining concept appears
as a sustainable way of processing biomass into a spectrum of marketable products and energy
[2]. A biorefinery is a network of facilities that integrates biological, physical and chemical
processes to convert/separate biomass resources into their constituent units in order to produce
power, biofuels, chemicals, and other value added products, in an analogous way to what
currently occurs in a petroleum refinery [1].
Portugal is a prime candidate for the utilization of biomass with nearly 40 % of the continental
territory occupied by forest [3], predominantly composed of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus),
pine tree (Pinus pinaster), and cork oak (Quercus suber) [4]. The pulp and paper and cork
industries, for example, already compose a significant fraction of the Portuguese economy and
are very well positioned to incorporate even more the biorefinery model in their production
chains.
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Betulinic (BA), oleanolic (OA) and ursolic (UA) acids (see Figure 1.1) are pentacyclic
triterpenoids, of molecular formula C H O , that belong to the triterpenic acids (TTAs) group
due to a carboxyl group present in their structure. They may be obtained from natural sources
[5–8], being widely found in plant tissues (stems, barks and leaves), and are integrated in the
human diet through the consumption of several fruits (olives, grape berries, and apples peels)
[9]. These compounds typically appear simultaneously, along with their acetylated forms (3acetylbetulinic, 3-acetyloleanolic, and 3-acetylursolic acids) and other molecules of the TTA
family such as betulonic acid.

Betulinic acid (BA)

Oleanolic acid (OA)

Ursolic acid (UA)

Figure 1.1 – Molecular structures of the three triterpenic acids in focus in this work.

Betulinic acid (3β-hydroxy-lup-20-en-28-oic), oleanolic acid (3β-hydroxyolean-12-en-28-oic) and
ursolic acid (3β-hydroxyurs-12-en-28-oic) have shown, through several studies, multiple
nutraceutical and pharmacological properties that promise their application in the development
of new multi-targeting bioactive agents [10–12]. For example, Bevirimat, an anti-HIV drug
based on betulinic acid developed by Panacos Pharmaceuticals Inc., finished Phase IIb clinical
trials in 2007 [13]. In 2015, the antitumoral co-drug Bet-CA was developed combining the effects
of betulinic acid with dichloroacetate [14]. One of the most important pharmacological
properties attributed to oleanolic acid is its hepatoprotective effect, protecting the liver from
chemically induced injuries and fibrosis caused by chronic liver diseases [15]. Ursolic acid may
be used as a suppressive drug for the treatment of arthritis [16] and has also the anabolic
potential to stimulate osteoblast differentiation and enhance bone regeneration [17]. Table 1.1
shows the most recognized biologic activities of these TTAs reported in the literature.
Triterpenic acids are present in numerous materials currently deemed residues by several
industries thus presenting an opportunity to use this left-over biomass as an economical source
of triterpenic acids. For instance, the previously mentioned Eucalyptus contains, especially in
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its outer bark, high amounts of free and acetylated TTAs (about 5-25 g/kg of bark [5]). In pulp
mills, where Eucalyptus is heavily used as a raw material, bark is usually burned. However, an
intermediate extraction step can generate a high-value product while still allowing the bulk of
the bark to be used in energy production. In our laboratory the extraction of TTAs from

Eucalyptus bark with organic solvents [5,6] and supercritical CO2 [18–20] has already been
studied. Recently a patent on the enrichment of the TTAs fraction of such extracts has been
awarded [21]. The prices of triterpenic acids greatly increases with purity as can be seen in
Table 1.2. For instance, ursolic acid price nearly triples from 90 to 98 % and increases sixteen
fold from 98 to 99 %. Currently betulinic acid is the most expensive of these compounds at
1867 €/g (99% purity).

Table 1.1 – Main biologic activities of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids.
Compound

Biologic activity

Betulinic acid

Anti-HIV [13,22,23]
Antitumoral [14,22,24]
Antimalarial [25]
Anti-inflammatory [26,27]
Antimicrobial [28]
Anthelmintic [29]

Oleanolic acid

Hepatoprotective [15]
Antitumoral [30,31]
Anti-ulcer [32]
Anti-inflammatory [33]
Anti-angiogenic [34]
Anti-HIV [35]
Cytotoxic [36]

Ursolic acid

Anti-arthritic effect [16]
Antitumoral [24,30,37–39]
Anti-ulcer [32]
Anti-inflammatory [33]
Anti-angiogenic [40]
Antiviral [41]
Antimicrobial [41]
Cytotoxic [36]
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The prospected increase in the demand for BA, OA, and UA driven by their possible
applications in the pharmaceutical and nutraceutical industries, that require high purity
compounds, create an opportunity for the development of a sequential process capable of
delivering these high value compounds in high purities. Due to their similar chemical structures,
especially in the case of ursolic and oleanolic acids which are positional isomers, their separation
is difficult to accomplish. For this reason we have looked onto simulated moving bed (SMB)
chromatography as an attractive option for the production of pure triterpenic acids. The SMB
continuous nature can provide higher productivity than batch chromatographic processes, the
counter-current flow of liquid and solid phases promotes a high mass transfer driving force, and
its cyclic and closed-loop design allows for low solvent consumption [42,43].

Table 1.2 – Price of triterpenic acids. Data collected on June 2016.
Compound

Purity (%)

Price (€/g)

Source

Betulinic acid

99

1867

Selleck Chemicals (USA)

98

75

Aktin Chemicals (China)

99

408

AK Scientific, Inc. (USA)

98

27

Aktin Chemicals (China)

97

9

Sigma-Aldrich (Germany)

99

445

Selleck Chemicals (USA)

98

27

Aktin Chemicals (China)

95

15

Geneham Pharmaceutical (China)

90

10

Geneham Pharmaceutical (China)

50

1

Geneham Pharmaceutical (China)

Oleanolic acid

Ursolic acid

The main objective of this dissertation is the isolation of triterpenic acids – namely betulinic,
oleanolic and ursolic acids – from natural extracts rich in these compounds. Accordingly, we
propose to accomplish the following specific objectives:
i) Select appropriate mobile and stationary phases for the chromatographic separation of
betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids. A preliminary high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) study was carried out to test several solvents and adsorbents. Commercial adsorbents
and molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) were considered.
ii) Synthetize molecularly imprinted polymers to provide a high selective stationary phase for
the separation of triterpenic acids. Several MIP formulations were prepared by precipitation
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polymerization and the most promising MIPs were tested through batch adsorption
experiments.
iii) Measure kinetic and equilibrium data for the triterpenic acids and their mixtures. Pulse and
breakthrough experiments were conducted in an HPLC unit and allowed the determination of
isotherms, mass transfer parameters, and adsorbent and system properties.
iv) Develop a SMB simulator. It was created to allow the selection of the operating conditions
and optimization of any SMB unit. It is capable of representing the conventional SMB process
as well as other operating strategies.
v) Install a laboratory scale SMB unit. A versatile SMB was assembled in our laboratory and
is being tested.

Thesis outline
This thesis is organized in nine chapters. The current chapter (Chapter 1) contextualizes the
work, presenting its motivation and outline.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the principles of chromatographic separations covering both
batch and continuous processes at laboratory and preparative scales. A detailed analysis of the
theoretical fundamentals of chromatography modeling is performed. This section is based on
the chapter “Preparative chromatography: batch and continuous”, from the Wiley-VCH book
entitled “Analytical Separation Science” [44].
Chapter 3 presents the state of the art of the simulated moving bed (SMB) technology,
exploring its diverse operation strategies, as well as the most used equipment designs and valve
schemes. This literature search preceded the SMB design and installation accomplished in this
thesis. It corresponds to the review article “Simulated Moving Bed strategies and designs: from

established systems to the latest developments” [42].
Chapter 4 deals with the development of a SMB simulator and its validation against literature
data. The program features are described and its first application to the separation of triterpenic
acids (betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids) is shown.
Chapter 5 describes the development of a fast optimization strategy of SMB units using the
design of experiments and response surface methodologies in combination with computational
simulations. The proposed approach is compared with triangle theory and the concept of
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separation volume, being tested with experimental data from the literature for the separation
of trans-stilbene oxide enantiomers. This chapter is published as “General optimization strategy

of simulated moving bed units through design of experiments and response surface
methodologies” [45].
Chapter 6 focuses on the study of the separation of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids at the
analytical scale and the determination of its equilibrium and mass transport parameters.
Subsequently, this data is used for the design and optimization of a SMB unit for the separation
of these compounds. This work corresponds to the article entitled “Design and optimization of

a simulated moving bed unit for the separation of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids mixtures:
Experimental and modeling studies” [46].
Chapter 7 presents the work related with the synthesis of molecularly imprinted polymers to
be applied as adsorbents intended to improve the isolation of triterpenic acids. It includes the
polymer synthesis, their characterization and testing through batch adsorption experiments.
Chapter 8 describes the assembling of the simulated moving bed unit in our laboratory covering
the technical aspects of construction and required equipment.
Finally, in Chapter 9, the main conclusions of this thesis and suggestions for future work are
presented.
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Chapter 2
Batch and continuous
preparative chromatography
This chapter is based on: José P.S. Aniceto, Carlos M. Silva. Preparative Chromatography: Batch
and Continuous, in: Analytical Separation Science, Wiley-VCH, Weinheim, 2015: pp. 1207–1313.

Chromatography, as it is known today, was first applied by M. S. Tswett in the beginning of
the 20th century for the separation of plant pigments [1]. However, further developments on
chromatography only appeared in 1938 when Steiger and Reichstein [2] introduced liquid
chromatography and in 1941 when Martin and Synge [3] introduced partition chromatography.
Another important milestone was set in 1952 when Martin and James [4] presented gas-liquid
chromatography. For this contribution they were awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
For a long time chromatography remained a primarily analytical technique, a way of separating
the components of a given mixture in order to identify and quantify them. In analytical
chromatography the sample is often discarded once the required information is acquired through
the use of ultraviolet, thermal conductivity and flame ionization detectors, mass spectrometry,
nuclear magnetic resonance, among others. On the other hand, the goal of preparative
chromatography is to produce a certain amount or a continuous stream of purified compounds,
from a feed mixture, that can be further used or processed.
In the last decades, chromatography has been increasingly applied in several industries such as
pharmaceutical, food, fragrance, and agrochemical [5–9]. These industries possess a unique set
of characteristics that makes an intrinsically expensive process such as chromatography
worthwhile. Pharmaceutical compounds are frequently high value products with direct impact
on the wellbeing of humans and, as such, are subject to high quality standards and few price
variations,

often

enforced

by

regulatory

agencies.

For

these

reasons,

preparative
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chromatography presents itself as a suitable technology capable of delivering high purity
products on a constant basis [5].
The increase in demand for chromatographic products led to the development of continuous
processes capable of higher productivities than the traditional batch systems. In batch
chromatography, a pulse of the feed mixture is injected into a column packed with an adsorbent
and a continuous flow of a solvent passes continuously through the column. Due to the
difference of affinity of the adsorbent to the various solutes, they migrate through the column
at distinct speeds and are thus separated [10–12]. The first large scale batch chromatography
units were established in the 1960s and were applied in the separation of flavors and fragrances,
petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, and other chemical compounds that could not be obtained
through other methods. Batch operation is often inefficient, requiring large amounts of solvent
and making an inefficient use of the column throughout separation. To counter such problems,
continuous chromatographic systems have been developed to provide more efficient operation
(by maximizing the driving force for heat and mass transfers and lowering solvent consumption)
and higher productivities (made possible by high feed concentration) [10,11,13,14]. Continuous
systems also offer increased flexibility, capability of automatic/unattended operation, and
constant product quality. The Hypersorption process [15], used in the separation of light gases,
was the first continuous chromatographic process to employ countercurrent flow of the solid
and fluid phases. However, the solid flow is difficult to establish and causes several technical
problems, like mechanical erosion of the adsorbent and wearing of the equipment, which in turn
may result in high maintenance costs [16]. This led to the appearance of the simulated moving
bed (SMB), a practical application of the true moving bed (TMB) concept. In the SMB, a single
chromatographic column is substituted by several smaller columns and the movement of the
solid phase is simulated by periodically displacing the inlet and outlet streams in the direction
of the fluid flow [14,17]. The SMB technology retains the advantages of continuous
countercurrent operation, maximizing the mass transfer driving force, which leads to significant
reduction in mobile and stationary phases consumption, while avoiding the problems inherent
to the displacement of the solid phase through the unit. The SMB saw its early applications in
the petrochemical and sugar industries. The first SMB units were commercialized by Universal
Oil Products Inc. (UOP) in the 1960s under the Sorbex® name [17,18], destined to the
separation p-xylene from a C8-isomers mixture, among other uses, in the petrochemical industry
[19,20], and the Sarex® process for the separation of fructose from corn syrup in the sugar
industry [21]. Nowadays batch preparative chromatography is typically used in the production
of small amounts of compounds, up to tens of kilogram per day, and continuous processes can
produce up to a few tons per day [22].
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2.1

Modeling fundamentals

Mathematical modeling is essential for the optimization and control of any process and
chromatography is no exception. The complete set of equations that may be written to model
a generic chemical engineering process comprehends material, energy and momentum balances,
equilibrium relations, kinetic laws for mass, heat and momentum transport, and rate equations
(when chemical reactions are present). Subsidiary relations are frequently necessary for the
calculation of properties or constants like thermodynamic quantities, diffusivities, viscosities,
etc. The mathematical solution requires the appropriate set of initial and boundary conditions
necessary for integration. Finally, the optimization principle is also omnipresent whenever our
targets are the system/process parameters (to be determined from experimental data) or the
best operating conditions of the unit.
The large diversity of models for chromatographic systems may be classified into two main
groups. The first group is based on the seminal work of Thomas [10,23,24] and comprehends
models of chemical kinetic law type, i.e. the kinetic transport laws are described by expressions
similar to the rate equations of chemical reactions. The second group grows around the nucleimodel of Rosen [10,24,25], who described the transport according to the physical mechanisms
involved, namely, the diffusion through pores, surface, external film, etc. For this reason, they
are called models of physical kinetic law type.
This section covers several aspects of the modeling of an adsorption system, in particular solidliquid, which are the basis for the study of the preparative chromatographic processes presented
throughout this chapter. This can be accomplished with different levels of complexity depending
on the phenomena taking place, and their importance to the correct representation of the system
behavior. All models must take into account the thermodynamic equilibrium represented by
linear, in the simplest case, or nonlinear isotherms. Additionally, and following the approach of
the physical kinetic law type models, the convective transport through the column, the external
and internal mass and heat transfer limitations as well as axial dispersion are considered the
most relevant phenomena. The rate of adsorption-desorption is also sometimes included. With
gas mixtures, mainly in bulk separations, both heat and mass transfer can be important, in
opposition to purifications and liquid adsorption where the thermal effects may be neglected.
Hence, only mass transport is hereafter analyzed.
Four main chromatographic models are usually presented in the literature. They are dubbed
the equilibrium model, the equilibrium dispersive model, the lumped kinetic model, and the
general rate model. The equilibrium model considers only the thermodynamic equilibrium and
convective transport through the column, neglecting axial dispersion and mass transfer
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resistances (column efficiency is infinite). The equilibrium-dispersive model takes into account
the effect of axial dispersion but still neglects the mass transfer limitations. It is capable of
providing accurate results in cases where column efficiency is high. The lumped kinetic model
can be seen as an extension of the ideal model where a kinetic equation is used to relate the
rate of variation of the local concentration of solute in the solid phase and the extent of the
local deviation from equilibrium. The general rate model takes into account all contributions
to the mass transfer kinetics and combines them with thermodynamics and material balance
equations.
The modeling approaches presented in this section embody the following assumptions:
• Isothermal process;
• Constant mobile phase velocity;
• Negligible mobile phase compressibility;
• The stationary phase is composed by particles of uniform size. They may be porous, dense
or bidisperse (composites);
• Uniform bed with negligible concentration gradient in the radial direction;
• Local equilibrium between the pore surface and the adjacent fluid inside the pores;

2.1.1

Bed and adsorbent properties

Commercial adsorbents may be granules, spheres, cylindrical pellets, flakes or powders. A
microporous structure is usually desired as it yields a high specific surface area. The adsorbent
particle diameter, porosity, density, and pore size distribution are properties of importance for
the modeling and simulation of any chromatographic process. With respect to the whole
adsorbent bed domain, the total volume of a packed column,
interstitial volume of the fluid phase,

, corresponds to the sum of

, and the volume of the solid phase,

can, in turn, be divided into the volume of solid material itself,
pores volume,

. The later

, and the intraparticle

(see Figure 2.1). Accordingly, the bulk porosity or void fraction of the bed,

, the adsorbent particle porosity,

, and the total porosity,

, can be calculated from these

quantities as follows:

=

14

;

=

;

=

+

= + 1−

(2.1)
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Figure 2.1 – Different volume domains of a packed column. The colorized area corresponds to
the mentioned volume.

Typically, the high efficiency adsorbents used in chromatography are spherical and
monodisperse particles with a theoretical bed porosity in the 0.26 – 0.48 range and a particle
porosity between 0.50 and 0.90, which results in total porosity of 0.65 – 0.80 [26].
The bulk density of the bed,
crystalline) density,

, the particle or pellet density,

, and the solid (frequently

, can be interrelated via the previous porosities by:
= 1

1

1

(2.2)

For the simplest case of cylindrical pores of uniform diameter
(area per unit mass of adsorbent) is

4 ⁄

, the specific surface area

. The specific surface area can be measured

experimentally by the well-known BET method [27].
The pore size distribution is also an important factor in any adsorption process. The specific
pore volume is determined by measuring the displaced volumes of helium and mercury. The
helium molecules are small enough to fill the pores and are not adsorbed, thus providing a way
to assess the solid volume. In turn, mercury cannot penetrate the pores at atmospheric pressure
allowing the measurement of the total volume of the adsorbent particle. The distribution of
pore volumes through the pore size range is obtained by mercury porosimetry for large pores
(

> 100 Å), by gaseous nitrogen desorption for pores between 15 – 250 Å, and by molecular

sieving for pores below 15 Å [28].
The pore network inside adsorbent particles provides the access to the active sites. Particle
pores are usually not cylindrical but instead have variable diameters and take random
orientations, which results in longer diffusional paths. These effects are accounted for by means
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of a tortuosity factor,

, and may be directly related to the particle porosity. Several authors

have proposed ways of obtaining an approximate prediction of tortuosity based on the particle
porosity (see Table 2.1). Although the predicted value may be uncertain and different
throughout different equations, all agree that tortuosity increases with decreasing porosity. In
adsorbent materials the tortuosity factor usually lies between 2 and 6 [29].

Table 2.1 – Predictive equations for the tortuosity factor ( ).
Mackie and Meares [30]:

1

Wakao and Smith [31]:
Suzuki and Smith [32]:

2.1.2

"

2

=

+ 1.5 1 −

Equilibrium relations

Adsorption equilibrium is defined as the point of equality of the chemical potential of all species
between all interacting phases and may be represented by adsorption isotherms [10]. The
isotherm is the analytical relation between the solute concentration in the solid, or solid load,
%& , and its concentration in the fluid phase, '& , at constant temperature.
The working range of the adsorption isotherm used can differ significantly in analytical and
preparative chromatography. While in the former the work is usually conducted in a short
range of concentrations often limited to the linear section of the isotherm, in the later it can
extend to the nonlinear domain, requiring accurate knowledge of the complete equilibrium
isotherm [26]. Additionally, preparative chromatography deals with the separation of two or
more components, which requires the knowledge of competitive, or multicomponent, adsorption
isotherms as opposed to single component relationships. Competitive models may be derived
from single component isotherms but are frequently measured in order to take into account the
interferences that can occur from the interaction of molecules of different solutes. Figure 2.2
presents the common types of isotherms. In the %& vs '& plot, the isotherm is considered

favorable if its second derivative is negative (( " %& ⁄('& " < 0), and unfavorable when

( " %& ⁄('& " > 0. There are also the irreversible, sigmoidal (with inflection point) and linear
isotherms.
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Figure 2.2 – Basic types of isotherms.

Molecular dynamics methods have been used to calculate adsorption isotherms although with
limited accuracy. Tolmachev and coworkers [33,34] have used this approach to calculate the
isotherms of methanol and ethanol vapor on active carbon.
Several techniques are available for the determination of equilibrium isotherms implying
different levels of accuracy and experimental work. They can be divided into static methods,
like the batch and the adsorption/desorption methods, or dynamic methods, such as the frontal
analysis, perturbation, and curve fitting of the chromatogram methods. More extensive
information into these and other techniques can be found in the literature [35–37].
Various mathematical models are available to describe equilibrium. Without loss of generality,
the most applied competitive isotherms for two solutes (,

1, 2) in liquid solution are briefly

focused below. Thorough reviews of single and multicomponent models may be found in the
excellent books of Ruthven [10], Yang [38] and Do [39].
The Langmuir-type isotherms are the most commonly utilized in preparative chromatography.
They comprehend the following assumptions: i) the solid surface is homogeneous; ii) each
adsorption site adsorbs one solute molecule and only one layer is formed; iii) there are no lateral
interactions between adjacent adsorbed molecules. The following equation represents the
competitive Langmuir isotherm for a binary mixture:
%& =

./& '&
1 + /0'0 + /" '"

, = 1,2

(2.3)
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The model parameters are the adsorbent capacity, ., and the adsorption equilibrium constant,
/& . When /0
/"

0, the single component isotherm of solute ,

0 the single component isotherm of solute ,

2 is recovered, and likewise, if

1 is obtained. In some cases the

superposition of a linear term with slope 1& to the Langmuir model can improve the fitting to

experimental data:
%& = 1& '& +

./& '&
1 + /0 '0 + /" '"

, = 1,2

(2.4)

This combined model considers the existence of non-selective sites, represented by the term 1& ,
and selective sites accounted by the Langmuir contribution. The non-selective coefficient 1&
can be considered either equal or different for both components. Other, more complex, models
are also available in the literature such as the bi-Langmuir isotherm containing two competitive
Langmuir contributions that represent two different adsorption sites (denoted with and without
apostrophe) [40]:
%& =

./& '&
. 2 /&2 '&
+
1 + /0 '0 + /" '" 1 + /02 '0 + /"2 '"

, = 1,2

(2.5)

The Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm is yet another possible model that introduces a power law
expression [41]:
34

%& =

./& '&
3

3

1 + /0 '0 5 + /" '" 6

, = 1,2

(2.6)

When 70 = 7" = 1, the previous competitive Langmuir model (equation (2.3)) is recovered.
Another isotherm used when the Langmuir-type models do not provide good fitting is the Toth
isotherm which considers the solid surface has a continuous and unimodal adsorption energy
distribution [42]:
%& =

./& '&
81 + /0 '0 9 + /" '" 9 :0⁄9

(2.7)

where ; is the heterogeneity parameter and is considered the same for both components,
meaning that the solid phase is equally heterogeneous for both compounds. Once again, if < =
1, the competitive Langmuir isotherm is obtained.
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Other equilibrium relations and approaches are available, such as the Ideal Adsorbed Solution
(IAS) theory [10,38,43], based on the Myers and Prausnitz [44] work for gas phase adsorption
and extended by Radke and Prausnitz [45] to dilute liquid solutions. IAS is a thermodynamically
correct approach and can be used to predict the multicomponent adsorption equilibrium based
on the pure component isotherms [39], though it is not explicit and requires an iterative
calculation procedure. In systems that deviate greatly from ideality, the IAS theory is
inadequate. The Real Adsorbed Solution (RAS) theory takes into account the non-ideality
effects by introducing the activity coefficients that can be calculated through theoretical
correlations or from binary equilibrium data [10,39,46]; the Wilson, Flory-Huggin and Margules
equations [39,47] are usually adopted. Such non-idealities are particularly significant in ionexchange [48], where activity coefficients are almost always crucial, being reported the
utilization of the Wilson, Margules, NRTL and UNIQUAC models [48–51].

2.1.3

Rate equations and approximations

Chromatographic separations are rate controlled processes where steady state is never reached.
Accordingly, concentration and temperature gradients not only never vanish but even change
continuously. As mentioned earlier, the thermal effects will be neglected.
The mass transport taking place in sorption systems owes to the movement of the solute to
reach or to leave the active surface of the adsorbent during an adsorption or a regeneration
step, respectively. In any case, the fluid-solid system evolves towards equilibrium though this
trend is always interrupted by the dynamic nature of the separation which is analyzed in detail
in sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.1.3.1

Rate equations and concentration profiles

The resistances to mass transfer are essentially of three types: i) the external or film diffusion
associated to the boundary layer near the particle surface; ii) the internal (or intraparticle or
pore/solid) diffusion linked to the solute transport between the particle surface and the active
site inside the solid; and finally iii) the resistance caused by the adsorption phenomenon per se,
which is frequently neglected. Typically one of these resistances is the limiting step that controls
the process, though more than one may equally prevail. Besides, in the bulk, dispersion
phenomenon may also superimpose to the convective flux mainly because of the existence of
particles in the bed.
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If the dominant resistance to mass transfer lies in the fluid film surrounding the particles, and

if the thickness is small enough, the solute flux, =& , passing through the solid-bulk interface is
well described by:

=&
where '& and '

,&,AB

>?,& @'&

'

,&,AB C

(2.8)

are the solute concentrations in the bulk and at particle surface (D

E ),

respectively, and >?,& is the convective mass transfer coefficient. This linear relation can be easily

derived from the Fick’s first law applied to equimolar counterdiffusion or to unimolecular
diffusion in dilute solutions. In Figures 2.3a and 2.3d the concentration profiles for this case are
depicted for dense and porous particles: in a porous adsorbent two concentration profiles exist
inside the particle, %& F, D and '

,&

F, D , and the fluid concentration profile is continuous at the

interface; in a dense particle only %& F, D occurs and the profile is discontinuous at interface

where the equilibrium isotherm is satisfied.

On the other hand, if the internal resistances are significant, the mass transfer of solute in the
particle is calculated from kinetic laws analogous to Fick’s first law. In general, when diffusion
takes place simultaneously in the pores (pore diffusion) and in the solid (surface diffusion)
domains, the flux of , is computed by:
=&
where '

,&

G

??,&

(' ,&
(D

1−

G

,&

(%&
(D

(2.9)

is the concentration of component , in the fluid inside the pores, G

diffusivity, G

,&

??,&

is the effective

is the solid diffusivity (also called surface, intracrystaline or microporous

diffusivity), and D is the radial coordinate. Assuming local equilibrium inside the pores and
linear isotherm (%& = 1& ' ,& ), then equation (2.9) reduces to:
=& = −HG

??,& +

1−

1& G ,& I

(' ,&
(D

where an equivalent effective diffusivity given by the sum G
case of dense adsorbents, G

??,&

= 0 and

(2.10)

??,& +

1−

1& G

= 0. In porous materials both G

and the second may dominate when the specific surface area,

,&

emerges. In the

??,&

and G

,&

exist,

, is high and the loading

concentration is also high. In Figures 2.3b and 2.3e the concentration profiles for dense and
porous particles where internal diffusion dominates are sketched. Moreover, if film and
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intraparticle resistances to mass transfer are equally relevant, the concentration profiles are
those shown in Figures 2.3c and 2.3f.
With respect to mass transport along the bed, two main contributions can be present. For one
dimensional flow the total flux is:
=&

J '&

G

K,&

('&
(L

(2.11)

where J is the interstitial fluid velocity which is calculated from the volumetric flow rate . as
J

. ⁄ M , where M is the cross section area of the column, G

K,&

is the axial dispersion

coefficient of component ,, and L is the longitudinal coordinate. The first term on the RHS is

the convective flux of solute and the second represents its axial dispersion flux calculated once
again by an equation of Fick’s law type. The importance of the axial dispersion is evaluated by
the magnitude of the Peclet number, Pe
its importance vanishes.

JP⁄G

K,& ,

where P is the bed length. In large beds,

Figure 2.3 – Schematic representation of the concentration profiles associated to mass
transport from the fluid bulk to dense (a-c) or porous (d-f) adsorbent particles. The
limitations to mass transfer are: (a,d) external diffusion; (b,e) internal diffusion; (c,f)
simultaneous external and internal diffusion.
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2.1.3.2

Diffusivities and rate constants

The convective mass transfer coefficient, >?,& , can be estimated by well-known dimensionless

correlations available in the literature (Table 2.2), where the Sherwood (Sh
?J

Reynolds (Re

U? ⁄

⁄U? ) and Schmidt (Sc

? GS,&

>?,&

⁄GS,& ),

) numbers are involved. Here

the particle diameter, GS,& is the molecular diffusion coefficient,

?

is

is the fluid density, and U?

is the fluid viscosity. The molecular diffusivity is generally estimated through hydrodynamic
[52,53] or molecularly-based models [53–61]. In turn, several models are available for the fluid
viscosity [53,62] from which the milestone Andrade equation [63] or extensions of it can be
detached.

Table 2.2 – Correlations for the convective mass transfer coefficient (>?,& ).
Sh

2.0 + 0.6Re0⁄" Sc 0⁄X

>?,& ⁄J
>?,& ⁄J

0.4548ReZ.[Z\] Sc ^"⁄X

0.765Re^Z.`" + 0.365Re^Z.X`\ Sc ^"⁄X

Sh

2.0 + 1.1ReZ.\ Sc 0⁄X , Re

Sh

0.82ReZ.\ Sc0⁄X , Re

Sh

0.38Re

Z.`X

>?,& ⁄ J

Sc

, Re

0⁄X

0.206ReZ.` Sc 0⁄X , Re

Sh

0.25

1.09

2

^0
^0

Re

Z.XX

Sc

Z.XX

3

1000

40, Sc

1 − 70, Sc

1.17Re^Z.[" Sc ^"⁄X

Sh
Sh

[38,64]

2

3

20

11

1 − 100, Sc < 10

, 0.0015 < Re < 55

ReZ.\] Sc Z.XX , 55 < Re < 1050

The axial dispersion coefficient (G

K,& )

[65]
[65]
[66]
[67,68]
[68,69]
[70]
[71]
[10,72]
[10,72]

is also estimated by dimensionless correlations. There are

various expressions for gases while fewer are available for liquid systems. In this case, the
theoretical limit of the Peclet number for particle is reached for high Reynolds values [10]:
Pe

J

⁄G

K

2. The dispersion is more significant in liquids than in gases for low Reynolds

numbers. The molecular diffusivities of liquids are usually too small to have a significant impact
in axial dispersion, which means it results essentially from turbulent mixing around the

particles. In Table 2.3 several correlations are listed, from which those proposed by Edwards
and Richardson [10,73] and Wakao and Funazkri [66] can be detached.
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Table 2.3 – Correlations for the axial dispersion coefficient (G
G
G K,&
JP

0.7GS,& + 0.5

K,&

G K,&
GS,&

J

K,& ).

[73]

20 + 0.5 Re Sc

0.3
0.5
+
, 0.008 < Re < 400 and 0.28 < Sc < 2.2
Re Sc 1 + 3.8⁄ Re Sc
G K,& 157.7 Re" + 0.284 Re + 0.199
,
mm < 1, Re 2 80, Sc 15.77
GS,&
Re + 0.7
G K,&
1.317 Re Sc 0.X]" , Re Sc > 0.3, Sc 3.9 665
GS,&
G K,&
Re Sc "
0.58 + 1.65
, Re Sc 0.02 30
GS,&
1 + Re Sc
* Particularly applicable to supercritical fluids

[66]
[74]
[75]*
[76]*
[77]*

With regard to the effective diffusivities, their estimation requires the knowledge of the diffusion
coefficients of the solutes in straight pores, and the porous structure of the adsorbent. For an
unimodal pore size distribution, the Wheeler model for G
G

??,&

??,&

G&

may be applied:
(2.12)

where G& represents the diffusivity of component , in a straight pore. On the other hand for a

bidisperse pore structure, i.e. the solid presents both micro and macropores, the effective

diffusivity combines the diffusion in the macropores (here represented by superscript M) and
in the micropores (denoted by superscript µ):
G

??,&

G&g

g "

+

h "

1+3

1−

g

g

h

G&

Note that if the solid is only microporous or only macroporous then G
G&g

g "

(2.13)

??,&

h

G&

h "

or G

??,&

, respectively. Comparing with the Wheeler model presented before, it is possible to

conclude that
Satterfield [78].

1⁄

(see Table 2.1), which is a reasonable approximation as shown by

In the case of gases, both molecular (GS,& ) and Knudsen (Gi,& ) diffusivities contribute to G& ,

being the law of combined resistances frequently adopted for its estimation [79]. The Knudsen
diffusivity prevails when the mean free path of the molecule is much larger than the pore
diameter which implies that the collisions with pore walls dominate. The molecular diffusion is
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fundamental when the pore diameter is much higher than the mean free path, and thus the
collisions between the fluid molecules control the mass transport. Therefore in liquid and dense
solutions the Knudsen flux vanishes.

2.1.3.3

Concentration dependence of diffusivities

The effective diffusivities are often independent of concentration, though in non-ideal liquid
solutions significant variations may be found due to the influence of the non-idealities upon the
Fickian diffusivities. The Maxwell-Stefan approach is the most efficient way to deal with this
subject [39,80,81]. On the other hand, the surface diffusivities exhibit a strong variation with
the solid loading, especially when working over a large concentration range. An appropriate
relation for such dependence is provided by the Darken’s equation [82], which for ideal solutions
expresses as:
G
where G

Z,&

,&

G

Z,&

ln'&
ln%&

can be considered almost independent of %& . For a linear isotherm, G

constant. On the contrary, for the Langmuir isotherm, it provides:
G

,&

(2.14)

,&

G

G Z,&
1 − %& ⁄.

It can be easily concluded that for low fractional occupancy (%& ⁄. → 0) the coefficient G

approximately invariable and tends to G

2.1.3.4

Z,& ,

which was expected in advance.

Z,&

(2.15)

,&

gets

Approximate rate equations. Linear driving force model (LDF)

The linear driving force (LDF) approximation was proposed by Glueckauf and Coates [83,84]
in order to simplify the material balance to the adsorbent particle which, in its unapproximated
form, embodies Fick’s type laws (equation (2.9)) and originates partial differential equations
(e.g. (2.35), (2.40), (2.46), (2.53) and (2.58) below). It provides reliable results for linear and
nearly linear systems but may fail when highly nonlinear isotherms are implied.
According to the LDF approximation, the adsorption rate is simply calculated by:
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(%&
(F

>opq,& %&,AB

%&

(2.16)

where %& is the volume average concentration of adsorbed solute, %&,AB is the concentration at

particle surface, >opq,& is the LDF mass transfer coefficient, and F is time. This model provides
good agreement with the exact solution calculated for a homogeneous particle (see equation

(2.40) where solid concentration gradient is involved) when the internal kinetic constant is
given by [83,84]:
> opq,&

ΩG ,&
E"

(2.17)

being E the particle radius, and Ω a constant dependent on the particle geometry (for spheres,
Ω

15). The LDF model performs accurately when GF⁄E " is higher than 0.1, which implies

that its application is invalid during the initial period of adsorption [38]. In fact Liaw et al. [85]

have derived the LDF approximation by assuming a parabolic adsorbate profile in the particle,
reinforcing the necessity to have a developed profile, i.e. the first instants have to be discarded.
As in fluid-fluid interfacial mass transport, one can also define a LDF global mass transfer
coefficient, sopq,& , which takes into account both intraparticle and film resistances [10]:
1
1& sopq,&

1
1
+
>?,& t
1& >opq,&

E"
1
+
>?,& t
1& ΩG

,&

(2.18)

where >opq,& is the particle LDF coefficient, >?,& is the convective mass transfer coefficient
M ⁄

estimated by correlations of Table 2.2, and t
of the pellets (for spheres, t

3⁄E ), where M and

is the volumetric external surface area

are the particle external area and

volume, respectively. In this case the adsorption rate is written as:

(%&
(F

s opq,& %&∗

%&

(2.19)

where the global driving force includes the solid loading in equilibrium with the bulk fluid
concentration, %&∗ .
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The previous additivity of mass transfer resistances can be extended to more complex systems,
as the very general case of bidisperse pellets (see section 2.1.4.2) where both macropore and
micropore diffusion may occur [10,86]:
1
1& sopq,&

E"
1
E"
+
+
>?,& t
ΩG ??,& 1& ΩG ,&

(2.20)

where E is the radius of the microparticles (e.g. a crystal) inside the pellet. Furthermore, if

axial dispersion is present, good results can be achieved by solving the plug flow model combined
with LDF approximation if such effect is also included in equation (2.20) as [10]:
1
1& sopq,&

E"
G K,& 1 −
1
E"
+
+
+
v
w
J"
>?,& t
ΩG ??,& 1& ΩG ,&

(2.21)

Sometimes the LDF model is also expressed in terms of fluid concentration driving force, and
to avoid any confusion with previous >opq,& and sopq,& (equations (2.16) and (2.19)) a specific

subscript is now introduced to distinguish them:

(%&
(F

>opq,x & '&,AB

'&∗

sopq,x & '&

'&∗

(2.22)

where '&,AB is the fluid concentration at particle surface and '&∗ is the fluid concentration in

equilibrium with %& . Note that '&,AB and %&,AB are also in equilibrium. Equations (2.16) and

(2.19) are easily converted into equation (2.22) if the equilibrium is linear since >opq,&
1& >opq,x & and sopq,&

1& sopq,x & .

Other approximate rate equations may be found in the literature [87,88], generally introducing
nonlinear driving forces. For instance that of Vermeulen [88]:
(%zy
(F

{ " G ??,& %&,AB %zy
2%zy
E"
"

"

for which the mathematical complexity increases due to the squared concentrations.
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2.1.4

Conservation equations

There are three kinds of conservation equations that may be taken into account when dealing
with sorption systems: material, energy and momentum balances. The material balances
combined with equilibrium and mass transfer kinetic laws are the most important equations.
Due to the exothermic nature of adsorption processes, which requires the heat of sorption to be
dissipated, energy balances can be quite relevant. However, in liquid systems, the thermal effects
are frequently neglected. The momentum balance describes the pressure drop through the
column, and often makes use of the Ergun equation [10]. In the following, the material balances
to the fluid bulk and particle domains are discussed in detail.

2.1.4.1

Mass balance to the bulk phase

The material balance of component , in the fluid bulk is performed to a cross section of length
L of the chromatographic column shown in Figure 2.4:
('&
('&
+J
(F
(L

G

( " '&
K,&
(L "

1−

>?,& t @'&

'

,&,AB C

(2.24)

The first term is the solute accumulation in the bulk, the second and third ones represent its
convective and dispersive transport through the bed, and the last one takes account of the
solute transfer from the bulk to the adsorbent particles.
The governing mass balance is many times written for the complete differential volume element
of the bed where both fluid and solid are included. In this case the accumulation in the solid
and in the fluid inside the pores substitute the flux term in equation (2.24):
('&
('&
+J
(F
(L
where '̅

,&

G

K,&

( " '&
(L "

1−

|

(%}&
+
(F

s

,&

('̅ ,&
•
(F

is the average concentration of , inside the particle pores, and s

(2.25)

,&

parameter that quantifies the amount of pores permeated by the solute. If s

can penetrate all pores, and if s
multiply by s

,&

,&

is a size exclusion
,&

= 1, the solute

= 0 it cannot enter. The first time derivative does not

since the isotherm includes automatically the steric restrictions inside the solid.

This parameter is particularly important in size exclusion chromatography where the molecules
are separated based on size rather than affinity.
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For the integration of equation (2.24), two paradigmatic input signals are commonly found in
practice: in analytical chromatography, an impulse (in reality, a very short pulse) injection of
solute is introduced, while in adsorption applications a step input is almost always used.
In the case of a step input of matter, the necessary initial and boundary conditions for equation
(2.24) are:
F
L

0∶

0∶

'&

'&,Z

G K,& ('&
J (L

'&
L

'&,

('&
(L

P∶

(2.26)
'&q 1 F

(2.27)

0

(2.28)

where '&,Z denotes the initial bulk concentration, '&,

is the input signal, '&q is the feed

(upstream) concentration, and 1 F is the Heaviside function:
1 F

•

0,
1,

F<0
F≥0

(2.29)

At the very beginning, the system is frequently clean ('&,Z

0), although in cyclic processes the

initial condition corresponds to the final concentration profile of the previous step. Equations
(2.27) and (2.28) are the famous Danckwerts conditions [89] which equals, at L

0, the

convective flux of the upstream solution to the combined convective plus diffusive fluxes at bed
entrance, and impose no diffusive flux at column end (L

In the case of a feed pulse of duration F?

P).

, the input concentration to include in equation

(2.27) should be:

'&q 81 F

'&,

1 F

:

F?

(2.30)

In analytical chromatography, the initial and boundary conditions for equation (2.24) are:

L

28

L

P∶

F

0,

…†4
…‡

0,
0

'&

'&

'&,

or

'&,Z

'&∘

0

„ F

L → ∞ ∶ '& → 0

(2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)
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Equation (2.31) states that the column is initially free of solute. On the other hand, the left
boundary condition (L
being

'&∘

the column,

7&∘ ⁄

that is defined by:

0) establishes that an impulse of solute is injected at column inlet,

the ratio between the moles of injected solute , and the void volume of

⁄. is the space time, and „ F is the Dirac delta function with unitary area
„ F

•

∞,
0,

F 0
F‰0

(2.34)

The second boundary condition can be equal to equation (2.28), i.e. there is no diffusive
transport at column outlet, or alternatively consider a semi-infinite column (L → ∞).

Figure 2.4 – Schematic representation of the mass transport through the column and into the
adsorbent particles.

2.1.4.2

Mass balance to the adsorbent particle

Regarding the adsorbent phase, it is frequently a homogeneous particle or a bidisperse pellet.
In the former case, the particle can be dense or possess a uniform pore structure; strictly
speaking this is an approximation to real adsorbents, as their pore structure is inherently
heterogeneous, which affects the diffusivity and the affinity between the adsorbent and the
solutes (isotherm). With respect to bidisperse pellets, well represented by zeolite-type materials,
one deals with a collection of microporous crystals dispersed on a macroporous support. As
such, mass transfer resistances can be identified in the micropores and/or in the network of
macropores. Whatever the case under study, an external (film) limitation to mass transport
may also be taken into account.
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Homogeneous porous particle
Regarding uniform porous spherical particles, the complete material balance comprehends the
accumulation in the pores and in the solid itself, and the radial diffusion through the pores:
s

,&

(' ,& (%&
+
(F
(F

1 (
ŠG
D " (D

If the effective diffusivity is constant, G

that the local %& and '

,&

??,&

??,& D

"

(' ,&
‹
(D

(2.35)

is pulled outside the derivative. It is worth noting

are in instantaneous equilibrium. The accumulation in the pores is

usually neglected since it is much smaller than that in the solid, which corresponds to the
removal of the first term on the LHS. For a linear isotherm (%&

equation (2.35) can be recast as:
(' ,&
(F

(' ,&
G ??,&
1 (
(%&
ŠD "
‹ or
"
s ,& + 1& D (D
(D
(F

1& ' ,& ) and constant G

G ??,&
1 ( " (%&
vD
w
s ,& + 1& D " (D
(D

??,& ,

(2.36)

The initial and boundary conditions for integration are:
F

0∶
D

D

'

,&,Z

E ∶

0∶

(' ,&
(D

'

,&

(' ,&
(D

'

,&,Z

(2.37)

0

>?,&
@'
G ??,& &

(2.38)
'

,&,AB C

(2.39)

is typically zero or equal to the concentration profile of the previous step in a cyclic

process. Equation (2.39) equals the diffusive flux in the particle for D

convective transfer.

E to the interfacial

Homogeneous dense particle
In the case of microporous spherical adsorbents, the mass balance includes the solid diffusivity,
G ,& , that usually depends upon concentration as has been mentioned in section 2.1.3.
(%&
(F
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F

0∶
D

D

0∶

(%&
(D

E• ∶

%&

(%&
(D

%&,Z

(2.41)

0

(2.42)

>?,&
@'
G ,& &

'&,AB C

(2.43)

Once again, %&,Z is zero or equal to the previous concentration profile in a cyclic process, and

the right boundary condition (equation (2.43)) imposes no accumulation at the fluid-solid
interface. The value of '&,AB in equation (2.43) is in instantaneous equilibrium with %& at surface.

As before, when G

,&

is constant it can be factored out the derivative. In this case there is a

formal equivalence between equations (2.36) and (2.40) if G

diffusivity defined as:

G
If instead G

isotherm:

,&

,&

,&

is replaced by an apparent

G ??,&
s ,& + 1&

(2.44)

varies with the concentration, one obtains, for the particular case of the Langmuir
(%&
(F

G Z,& (
D"
(%&
Š
‹
"
D (D 1 − %& ⁄. (D

(2.45)

by combining equations (2.15) and (2.40).

Bidisperse particle – micropore diffusion control
In the following, bidisperse adsorbents are modelled, starting with pellets where the mass
transfer resistance in the micropores takes prevalence. This model is applicable for small pellets
and/or for solutes with diameters close to the average micropore size. Here the system can be
envisioned as a collection of (crystalline) microparticles, and the fluid concentration is uniform
through the network of macropores, which implies the adsorption rate is independent of the
pellet size. In Figure 2.5a the accumulation profiles that prevail in this case are schematically
shown. Accordingly, the material balance needed to establish the mass conservation inside the
microparticles, together with its initial and boundary conditions are:
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(%&
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E ∶

%&

(%&
(D

(2.46)
(2.47)

0

%&,AŽ

(2.48)

%& '

,&

(2.49)

where D and E are the radial coordinate and the radius of the microparticles, respectively. In
the right boundary condition, equation (2.49), the concentration at the microparticle surface

(%&,AŽ ) is in equilibrium with the uniform fluid concentration inside the macropores which
prevails until the pellet surface: %&,AŽ

%& '

%& @'

,&

,&,AB C.

When G

,&

is constant, it can be

taken out of the derivative. Otherwise equation (2.14) should be adhered to.
The material balance to the whole pellet and the initial condition for integration are simply:
s

,&

(' ,&
+ 1−
(F
F 0∶
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As in the previous cases under analysis, '
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,&,Z
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,&,AB C

(2.50)
(2.51)

is zero or, in cyclic operations, is the final

concentration of the last step. The volume average loading of component , in the microsphere,
%}& , can be easily computed from the concentration profile %& F, D by:
%}&

3 AŽ "
• %& D D
EX Z

(2.52)

Bidisperse particle – macropore diffusion control
In what concerns bimodal pellets subjected to macropore diffusion control, the concentration
inside the small crystals is uniform while a concentration profile arises through the
macroparticle, which causes the sorption rate to become dependent on the pellet size (see Figure
2.5b). This is expected for large pellets and/or solutes much smaller than the average diameter
of the microparticles. The material balance should embody the pore diffusion mechanism and
the local equilibrium between the sorbed phase and the fluid phase in the macropores:
s
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The initial and boundary conditions are those presented in equations (2.37), (2.38), and (2.39).
Just to reinforce, the %& is calculated from the isotherm for the local ' ,& , i.e. %&

%& '

,&

.

1& ' ,& ) and constant effective diffusivity,

For the particular case of linear isotherm (%&

equation (2.53) originates, after trivial manipulation, the following equations:
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which are equivalent to equation (2.40) if G

macropore diffusivity defined as:
G

,&

s

,&

G

,&

(2.54)

is constant and is replaced by the apparent

??,&

+ 1−

1&

(2.55)

On the other hand, if the Langmuir isotherm is adopted and it is considered that %& ≫ '& ,
equation (2.53) becomes after manipulation:
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Š
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‹
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(2.56)

This expression is analogous to equation (2.45), for micropore diffusion control, but the
influence of concentration on the effective diffusivity is stronger. As for the linear case, an
apparent diffusivity can also be isolated:
G

,&

1−

G

??,&

1 − %& ⁄.

"

/& .

(2.57)

Bidisperse particle – micropore and macropore diffusion control
To conclude the analysis of bimodal pellets, let us now consider the situation where intraparticle
diffusion through both micropores and macropores control the adsorption (see Figure 2.5c). In
this case, the material balance within the spherical particle shell includes the accumulation in
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the macropores and in the small dispersed crystals. It is written using the volumetric average
loading, %}& :

s

,&

(' ,&
(F

(%}&
(F

1

1 (
ŠG
D " (D

??,& D

"

(' ,&
‹
(D

(2.58)

The mass balance to the microparticle domain is described by equation (2.46) and the %}& is
computed by equation (2.52). The initial and boundary condition for both partial differential
equations are already presented in equations (2.47) through (2.49), and (2.37) through (2.39).

Figure 2.5 – Schematic representation of the concentration profiles in bidisperse particles. The
profiles in the microparticles, network of macropores, film, and bulk fluid are shown for three
possible cases.

2.1.4.3

Equilibrium theory

The most simplified chromatographic theory is given by the Equilibrium Model which only
takes into account the plug flow through the percolation bed and phase equilibrium, therefore
neglecting the effects of axial dispersion, mass transfer resistances, temperature and pressure
gradients. As such, the fluid concentration profile and the solid loading are both uniform and
in

instantaneous

equilibrium:

'&

'

,&,AB

'

,&

and %&

%& '& .

Despite

such

hard

approximations, the Equilibrium Model is on the basis of the analysis of chromatographic
systems dynamics, being quite useful in providing initial insights into complex units [10,90]. In
this case the material balance given by equation (2.25) for a trace component , reduces to:
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is the size exclusion parameter, and %& is directly calculated from the isotherm.

In order to analyze the evolution of a particular concentration '& in the bed, the condition
'&

0 must be imposed:
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from which the velocity of concentration '& along the bed, J
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L⁄ F

as function of the partial derivatives of '& F, L . Taking into account J
differentiation:
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the final expression for the propagation velocity arises:
J
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(2.62)

This equation was firstly derived by de Vault [91] and is the basis for the study of the dynamics
of percolation columns and the concepts of compressive and dispersive waves. It emphasizes the
crucial role played by the type of isotherm upon J ,& , since its slope, %& ⁄ '& , appears explicitly

on the denominator. Accordingly, three cases with practical interest are discussed below.

i) Linear isotherm (%&

1& '& , see Figure 2.2)

In this case, the isotherm derivative in equation (2.62) is constant and equal to 1& , therefore

all concentrations propagate at the same velocity, which implies that any input signal travels
through the column without deformation. This is graphically shown in Figures 2.6a and 2.7a
for step and impulse inputs. This velocity is:
J

,&

1

1−

J

s

,&

+

1−

1&

const

(2.63)
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ii) Favorable isotherm (( " %& ⁄('& " ) 0, see Figure 2.2)

As the concentration growths, the isotherm derivative decreases and thus J

,&

increases. In this

case, high concentrations move faster, giving rise to a compressive wave whose result can be
the appearance of a shock wave. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 2.6b for a step input of
solute. In this limit, the isotherm derivative does not exist and the discrete jump associated to
the infinitely sharp wave is introduced for the calculation of the shock wave velocity, J ’:
J

’

1+

1

J

s

,&

1

Δ%&
Δ'&

(2.64)

where Δ%& ⁄Δ'& is the slope of the line segment of the isotherm for the involved concentrations:
Δ%&
Δ'&

%& after shock − %& before shock
'& after shock − '& before shock

(2.65)

The concentration profile and the response for an impulse of solute is shown in Figure 2.7b.

Figure 2.6 – Schematic diagram of concentration profiles inside the column and the system
responses for a step input in the cases of linear, favorable and unfavorable isotherms. The
profiles are plotted for three times, F0 < F" < FX.
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iii) Unfavorable isotherm (( " %& ⁄('& " + 0, see Figure 2.2)
In this case the higher concentrations move slower, producing a dispersive wave through the
bed. In fact, as '& increases, the isotherm derivative also increases and thus J

,&

decreases. The

profiles and responses for both step and impulse inputs are depicted in Figure 2.6c and 2.7c,
respectively.

Figure 2.7 – Schematic diagram of concentration profiles inside the column and the system
responses for an impulse input in the cases of linear, favorable and unfavorable isotherms.
The profiles are plotted for three times, F0 ) F" ) FX.

2.2

Batch chromatography

Chromatography is a separation process where a mixture is injected at the inlet of a packed
bed (the adsorbent) through which flows a mobile phase (solvent). The separation occurs due
to differences of affinity between the solutes and the adsorbent which causes distinct retention
times. The solute with the highest affinity moves through the column with slower speed than
the component with lower affinity. This was clearly demonstrated by de Vault (equations (2.62)
and (2.64)) since higher 1& values originate lower velocities J ,& . This allows the solutes to
appear separated at the column outlet since they arrive there at different times.
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In this chapter, the fundamental concepts of batch chromatography are presented, namely the
factors determining the peak shape, chromatogram modeling and overload operation.
Additionally the most common types of batch chromatography systems are described and
discussed.

2.2.1

Fundamental concepts. Peak shape. Linear systems

The peak shape in a chromatogram is influenced mainly by the adsorption equilibrium (type of
isotherm) but also by the existent mass transfer and fluid dynamics phenomena inside the
column.
In section 2.1.4.3 it is shown that in an ideal chromatogram (isobaric and isothermal operation
with no limitations to mass transfer) the peak shape is uniquely determined by the
thermodynamic behavior of the system, since its dynamic behavior only depends on the slope
of the isotherm (see equations (2.62) and (2.64)). A pictorial overview of the most important
ideal chromatograms is collected in Figure 2.7: in linear systems, the impulse feed exits the
column without deformation after a pure time delay (Figure 2.7a); in favorable isotherms, a
compressive front and a dispersed back are generated (Figure 2.7b); in unfavorable isotherms,
a dispersed front followed by a sharpened back arise (Figure 2.7c).
In a real chromatogram (see Figure 2.8), the peak shape is also affected by the mass transfer
and fluid dynamics. The well-defined impulses shown in Figure 2.7a for linear isotherm take a
bell-shape Gaussian distribution (Figure 2.8a). A similar change occurs with nonlinear isotherms
(Figures 2.8b and 2.8c).
The effect of mass transfer on band broadening is due to axial dispersion in the bed, diffusion
in the film, intraparticle diffusion, and eventually the adsorption kinetics, all of them already
introduced in sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 and applied to the modeling of chromatograms and
Preparative HPLC in sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.4.1. The film and the internal pore diffusion are
usually much slower than the convective transport through the bed and adsorption kinetics,
and tend to be the limiting factors of the whole process speed [10]. Particularly in preparative
separations, where the particle diameter is often above 5 µm, the intraparticle resistance is the
main contribution to the total mass transfer limitations [92,93].
Hydrodynamic effects also contribute to the chromatographic peak broadening, namely, tubing
configuration, fluid distribution inside the column, and packing non-idealities. The generated
dispersion is exacerbated by long tubing, channeling, and dead and stagnant volumes where
fluid and solutes can accumulate. Especially in large diameter columns, often utilized in
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preparative chromatography, the fluid distribution at column inlet and outlet can be extremely
important for axial dispersion. At the entrance, this distribution is highly dependent on the
pressure drop caused by the adsorbent bed, being necessary to guarantee a uniform radial
distribution of the flow. Other non-idealities can also have significant influence: fluid adhesion
in the adsorbent, particle agglomerates, eddy diffusion, and void/packing non-uniformities. All
these factors contribute to a symmetrical increase in band broadening.

Figure 2.8 – Schematic real chromatograms for different types of isotherms (linear, favorable,
and unfavorable).
Concerning the location and shape of the chromatographic peaks, the mean F̅ , variance — " ,

skewness ˜0 , and kurtosis ˜" are the most important parameters for their characterization.
They are calculated in terms of >

’

raw moments (about the origin), U™ , and/or >

moments (about mean), <™ , by the following expressions [94,95]:
—

˜"

"

F̅

<"

U0

U" −

central

(2.66)

U0"

<X UX − 3U0 U" 2U0X
˜0
—X
U" − U0" X⁄"
<[
U[ − 4U0 UX 6U0" U"
−
3
—[
U" − U0" "

’

(2.67)
(2.68)
− 3U0[

(2.69)
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where the >

’

raw and central moments are defined for a density function š F by:
œ

U›
<›

•

œ

Z

• F› š F
Z

F − U0

›

F

š F

(2.70)
F

(2.71)

It is worth noting that here š F is the response of the column to an impulse or Dirac input of
solute, i.e. it is the normalized chromatogram:
š F =

'& F, L = P
'&∘

(2.72)

The mean is the first moment about the origin and measures the location of the center of
gravity of the chromatographic peak. Only in the case of a symmetric peak, the retention time
(peak maximum, F•,& ) coincides with the mean, F&̅ = F•,& . The variance, — " , is the second central
moment and measures the dispersion of the peak about the mean. The skewness, ˜0 , is the third

standardized moment and identifies the existence of tails: if ˜0 > 0, the peak has a longer tail

to the right, while for ˜0 < 0 there is a longer tail to the left. The kurtosis, ˜" , is the fourth

standardized moment minus 3 (for a normal distribution, <[ ⁄— [ = 3), hence: if ˜" < 0, the

signal is less peaked than a gaussian distribution, and if ˜" > 0, the signal is more peaked than

a normal distribution [94,95].

The numerical calculation of the previous moments from experimental chromatograms is
particularly inaccurate for higher order moments mainly due to noise and impact of curve tails
weights. In these cases the method of Vergnes [96] can be adopted with advantage.

When the chromatographic system is linear, the transfer function of the column, ž Ÿ , can be

introduced with interest, being defined as the ratio between the output and input signals in the

Laplace domain, ž Ÿ = ℒ response ⁄ℒ input [97]. The transfer function is independent of the

input signal and characterizes completely the dynamic behavior of the system. A milestone
feature of ž Ÿ is the ability to generate the >

’

raw moments of the response of the system to

a Dirac or impulse, „ F , according to the van der Laan theorem [98,99]:
U› = −1
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A great advantage of linear systems is the validity of the superposition principle by which
solutions can be added and subtracted to give a solution of a combined process. For instance
the response of a chromatographic linear system to a pulse of feed injected at F

stopped at F

F

¦

'& F, L

F

and

is the difference between the mathematical solutions (§) for both steps:
P

§ F

F ,L

P

§ F

F

¦

,L

P

(2.74)

In nonlinear systems the superposition principle is not strictly applicable though relevant
information may be drawn about the dynamics of chromatographic systems. Furthermore it
can be used whenever one operates within the linear region of an isotherm and the LDF model
of Glueckauf and Coates [84] presented in section 2.1.3.4 is valid.

2.2.2

The chromatogram

The chromatogram provides the result of the separation of an injected mixture as a relation of
the detector signal with time. In Figure 2.9 a real chromatogram with symmetrical peaks is
plotted where non-retained and retained components are included. The time from injection to
the peak maximum of a non-retained compound represents the total dead time (F

), which

encompasses the time it takes to flow through the unit pipe volume between the injection point
and the column inlet, plus the time required from the column outlet to the detector (unit dead
time, F¨ ), and the time needed to pass through the packed bed (column dead time or space
time, FZ). Once the unit dead time is known, it is possible to measure the retention time of all
other components (F•,0 and F•," ) as its total retention time minus the unit dead time.

In order to compare the retention behavior of a solute over different column geometries and
mobile phase flow rates it is customary to present it in a normalized fashion as the capacity
factor (or retention factor), >&2 :

>&2

F•,& FZ
FZ

(2.75)

However, the capacity factor is still only comparable between cases where the same non-retained
molecule is used to measure FZ. The selectivity, ©&ª , can be calculated by dividing the capacity

factors of two components where, by convention, the more retained component is in the
numerator such as the selectivity is always higher than one (©&ª

>&2 «>ª2 ).
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Figure 2.9 – Chromatogram showing the separation of three components.

In the following, several models of linear chromatographic systems are presented in an order of
higher approximation to reality which necessarily results in an increasing degree of
mathematical sophistication. This complexity trend is linked to the sequential introduction of
film diffusion, intraparticle diffusion and axial dispersion phenomena into the simple equilibrium
model. In this way it is highlighted the influence of finite mass transfer resistances upon the
chromatographic peak broadening.

2.2.2.1

Equilibrium theory and linear isotherm

The analytic solution for this simplest case is obtained from the partial differential equation
(2.59) with linear isotherm (%&

1& '& ) subject to the initial and boundary conditions given by

equations (2.31) and (2.32). The transfer function, ž Ÿ , and the chromatogram (response signal

in time domain), '& F, L
ž Ÿ

P , are:

exp -− v1 +
'& F, P
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This ž Ÿ is the transfer function for a pure time delay, thus the response is an impulse displaced
by the value of the mean, F&̅ , which in this case equals the retention time, F•,& , since the peak
variance is zero:

F&̅

F•,&

1−

v1

s

,&

+

1−

1& w

(2.78)

In a mixture of various solutes, they get separated according to their affinity to the adsorbent,

i.e. if 10 > 1" , F•,0 > F•," .

2.2.2.2

Film diffusion and linear isotherm

In this model, the film diffusion is imposed to the ideal case and the accumulation in the pores
of the particle is neglected. Therefore the concentration profiles for the adsorbent are those
sketched in Figure 2.3d. The set of equations that represents this chromatographic system
comprehends the mass balance to the fluid (equation (2.24) with G

K,&

= 0), the mass balance

to the particle (equation (2.80)), the linear isotherm, and the corresponding initial and boundary
conditions:

('&
('&
1−
+J
+
>?,& t '& − '
(F
(L
(%&
= >?,& t '& − ' ,&
(F
%& = 1& ' ,&
F = 0,

L = 0,

,&

=0

(2.79)
(2.80)
(2.81)

'& = %& = 0

'& = '&,

(2.82)

= '&∘ „ F

(2.83)

These PDEs can be solved applying Laplace Transforms, for which the transfer function and
solution for L = P (chromatogram) are, respectively:
ž Ÿ = ¯ ^°±,² ¯ °±,² ⁄

¤³0

'& ´, L = P
=?,o
´−1
´−1
=
exp -−=?,o v
+ 1w® ·0 ¸2=?,o ¹
º
'&∘
¶
¶&
&
µ¶& ´ − 1
where the following dimensionless variables were introduced:
´=

F

;

=

P
J

;

¶& =

1−

1& ;

=?,o = >?,& t

1−

(2.84)
(2.85)

(2.86)
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where

is the space time, ¶& is the capacity factor of the column, and =?,o is the number of

film mass transfer units based on the length of the column.

The mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis (equations (2.66)-(2.69)) can be obtained from the

transfer function using the van der Laan theorem (equation (2.73)). Expressed in terms of ´,

the necessary moments are:

U0

—"

<X
<[

´

1 + ¶&

2 "
¶
=?,o &
6

=?,o

24
Š
=?,o X

" ¶&

(2.88)

X

12

=?,o "

(2.87)

(2.89)
‹ ¶& [

(2.90)

The non-zero variance proves that the existence of mass transfer limitations in the film gives
rise to peak dispersion and since ˜0

<X ⁄— X + 0 a tail to the right should be observed. In Figure

2.10 the graphical representation of the analytical solution given by equation (2.85) points out
such behavior: in Figure 2.10a all peaks have the same mean, the variance vanishes as >?,& → ∞

(or equivalently =?,o → ∞), and the mean is on the right of the peak maximum; in Figure 2.10b,
more retained solutes (higher 1& or, equivalently, higher ¶& ) give rise to higher mean times and

also dispersion.

Figure 2.10 – Effect of the (a) mass transfer limitation in the film and (b) adsorption
equilibrium upon the chromatographic peaks variance and mean time. Data used in
calculations: >?,& t = 2.5 s-1, 1& = 20, P = 100 cm, = 0.4, and J = 10 cm/s.
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2.2.2.3

Axial dispersion, film and intraparticle diffusion, and linear isotherm

This is the general case of a linear isothermal and noncompressible system originally studied by
van Deemter et al. [94,100], where axial dispersion and mass transfer limitation in the film and
inside the particle are considered. In order to ensure linearity, the LDF approximation of
Glueckauf and Coates [83,84] is embodied. The corresponding concentration profiles are
sketched in Figure 2.3f. The set of model equations and conditions for integration (of a semiinfinite column) are:

G

K,&

( " '&
(L "

L

('&
('&
1−
+J
+ sopq,†4
(F
(L
(%}&
sopq,†4 '& ' ∗,&
(F
%}& 1& ' ∗,&
F

0∶

0,

'&

%}&

G K,& ('&
'& −
'&,
J (L
L ∞∶
'& 0

0

'& − ' ∗,&

(2.91)
(2.92)
(2.93)
(2.94)

'&∘ „ F

(2.95)
(2.96)

The chromatogram solution is complex, but the transfer function and the moments of the peak
distribution are easily obtained. Introducing the dimensionless quantities:

JP
G K,&

Pe

;

1−

¶&

1& ;

=opq,o

sopq,†4

1−

(2.97)

the generated mean, variance, and third central moment (this one linked to skewness) in ´
F⁄ are:
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Equation (2.97) defines the axial Peclet number and the number of global mass transfer units,
=opq,o .

Once again, the finite resistances to mass transfer associated with axial dispersion broaden the
chromatographic Dirac peaks since the variance is higher than zero. Moreover the peaks exhibit
tails to the right because the skewness is positive: ˜0

<X ⁄— X > 0.

If the axial dispersion is neglected (Pe → ∞), the results for plug flow with mass transfer
limitations arise, where a direct correspondence can be observed with equations (2.87)–(2.90),
which was expected in advance:

U0

—"

<X
<[

2.2.3

Š

´

24

1

¶&

2
¶"
=opq,o &
6
¶& X
=opq,o "

=opq,o

X

+

12

=opq,o "

(2.101)
(2.102)
(2.103)
‹ ¶& [

(2.104)

Overload operation

Contrary to analytical chromatography, where small volumes of feed mixture with low
concentrations are injected to guarantee good resolution of the peaks, in preparative
chromatography the productivity of the unit is the main goal. As such, preparative units are
operated in what is called overload conditions. Mass overload occurs when the concentration of
the sample is increased, at constant volume (Figure 2.11b). It often results in tailing of the
peaks and lower retention times, although the opposite is also possible. Volume overload consists
in increasing the sample volume, at constant concentration, to a point where the peak width is
affected and takes a more rectangular shape (Figure 2.11c). In column overload both the sample
concentration and volume are increased, which results in a decrease of the retention coefficients
of solutes, decrease in plate number (or increase in plate height), and in loss of resolution
(Figure 2.11d). A column is said to be overloaded if the sample mass per unit mass of packing
causes a 10 % decrease in the retention factor or a 50 % decrease in the plate number.
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Figure 2.11 – Comparison of overload conditions with analytical chromatography conditions.

2.2.4

Types of batch processes

The conventional batch chromatography apparatus consists of a solvent reservoir, a pump, a
column, and a valve for the collection of the products. In its simplest form the separation occurs
in isocratic mode, meaning the composition of the mobile phase remains constant throughout
operation, although gradient operation is advantageous in some cases. Several types of batch
chromatography processes used at preparative scale are presented in this section.
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2.2.4.1

Preparative High Performance Liquid Chromatography (Prep-HPLC)

Preparative High Performance Liquid Chromatography (Prep-HPLC) is one of the most used
preparative techniques, particularly when small amounts of a certain compound are required.
For research purposes, for instance, Prep-HPLC is maybe the most straightforward approach
as it can be easily implemented with the knowledge acquired for previous analytical studies in
common analytical HPLC apparatus.
Preparative columns for HPLC are available from several manufactures using packing materials
with around 5 µm particle diameter, or even larger for easy separations. Columns with 10 mm
internal diameter are often designed for 10 – 100 mg samples, while columns around 21 mm can
be used in the 0.1 – 1 g range [101]. In preparative work, columns often run under overload
conditions (see section 2.2.3) which allows for higher productivities. The increase in scale, from
analytical to preparative HPLC, and the respective increase in mass and volume load can cause
the peaks to become undistinguishable. This can be overcome through recycling techniques,
either by cycling the eluate back into the column or by re-injecting it in a second column.
However, each cycle causes band broadening effects that can limit the number of recycling
cycles [101].
Several applications of Prep-HPLC have been presented throughout the years. For instance,
Kuang and coworkers [102] isolated natural sulforaphene, a compound with interesting
biological activities, from radish seeds using a C18 column and methanol/water (30/70 %, v/v)
as the mobile phase. The Prep-HPLC purification was preceded by a primary separation by
SP-700 macroporous resin in order to enrich the extract up to 65.8 % of sulforaphene. Further
purification by Prep-HPLC allowed the purity of the sulforaphene extract to be increased to
96.5 %.
In terms of modeling, the major difference in relation to the cases presented thus far in section
2.2.2 is the feed concentration signal. In analytical chromatography, Dirac delta functions are
assumed, i.e. '&,

'&∘ „ F , while in Prep-HPLC pulse signals are involved. These can be

interpreted as two steps separated by a finite time interval, a step-up followed by a step-down.
Carta [103] determined the analytical solution for periodic and rectangular feed pulses of
duration F?

elution period F

F

¨

¦

F

(for pulses injected at F

and stopped at F

¦

), followed by an

, neglecting axial dispersion and using the LDF approximation and linear

isotherms. Solving the linear system of equations for the dimensionless concentration,
'& F, P ⁄'&q , using Laplace Transforms, he obtained:
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In Figure 2.12 the separation of glucose, sucrose and fructose in a chromatographic column
packed with an ion exchange resin is used as an example of the application of Carta’s solution
(equation (2.105)) [104]. Two chromatograms are shown for different column lengths. In the
working conditions, the adsorption isotherms are linear and the necessary separation conditions
and system properties required for calculation are collected in Table 2.4. The equilibrium
rectangular solution is also plotted in Figure 2.12b, in dashed lines, in order to illustrate the
influence of mass transfer limitations upon the separation. Note that the area under the two
curves is the same.

Table 2.4 – Data for the separation of an aqueous mixture of glucose, sucrose and fructose
[104] whose solution calculated by Carta’s equation is plotted in Figure 2.12.
Property
Glucose
Sucrose
1&
0.26
0.40
1.1×10-8
1.8×10-8
G ??,& , cm2/s
5.0×10-3
5.0×10-3
>?,& , cm/s
= 0.39; E = 0.0025 cm; J = 0.0795 cm/s; F?
= 500 s; F

¨

Fructose
0.66
2.8×10-8
5.0×10-3
= 2000 s
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Figure 2.12 – Calculated chromatograms using equation (2.105) for the separation of an
aqueous mixture of glucose, sucrose and fructose for the system of Table 2.4. Solution for two
column lengths: (a) P = 182 cm and (b) P = 546 cm. The dashed rectangles are the
equilibrium solution.

2.2.4.2

Gradient Chromatography

Certain separations can be very time consuming under isocratic conditions or cause one or more
components to become trapped in the column. In these cases, modifying the elution strength
can be advantageous. This method is called gradient operation and can be accomplished by
altering the mobile phase composition (amount of modifier or buffer, salt concentration or pH),
the mobile phase flow rate or the temperature throughout the column [105]. Several gradients
can be applied depending on the situation: a linear gradient (constant increase in elution
strength) is recommended when the solutes have very different retention times (Figure 2.13b);
a step gradient is usually applied when the target component remains adsorbed in the column.
In these cases, after the impurities exit the column the modifier concentration (eluent B –
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stronger eluent strength) is increased to elute the desired component (Figure 2.13c); a
combination of linear and step gradients can be used by applying the linear gradient where the
most separation strength is required followed by the step gradient for the fast removal of all
remaining unwanted components (Figure 2.13d). In all these cases, gradient operation allows
for the reduction of retention time, however, it can lead to longer cycle times since, at the end
of each cycle, an additional step is needed to return the mobile phase to its initial condition
[106].
Zhang et al. [107] used the gradient HPLC technique for the purification of four flavone Cglycosides, which present interesting pharmacological activities, from an extract of bamboo
leaves. A C18 column was used and the mobile phases consisted of acetonitrile, acetic acid (1
%, v/v), and water. A step gradient was used such that 10 % acetonitrile used in the first 180
minutes was switched to 15 % acetonitrile in the last 60 minutes. This method allowed for 268
mg of the four flavones to be obtained from 5 L of the antioxidant of bamboo leaves
concentrated solution.

Figure 2.13 – Representation of different gradient operation modes based on different mobile
phase composition: a) isocratic operation; b) linear gradient; c) step gradient; d) combined
linear and step gradient.

2.2.4.3

Preparative Supercritical Fluid Chromatography (Prep-SFC)

Supercritical Fluid Chromatography dates back from 1962 [108] but in recent years it has
become increasingly more utilized at preparative scale in the discovery and development of
pharmaceutical compounds [109–112], as well as in the isolation of natural extracts [113–116].
Preparative Supercritical Fluid Chromatography (Prep-SFC) uses a supercritical fluid as the
mobile phase, being carbon dioxide and water the most commonly utilized, whose physical
properties present several advantages over conventional solvents. Their near gas viscosity
enables higher flow rates without significant pressure drops while their higher diffusivity allows
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for greater efficiencies [117,118]. Additionally, these physical properties can be modified by
varying the pressure and temperature of the fluid. The fact that Prep-SFC does not require the
use of large quantities of organic solvents allied to the non-toxic and non-flammable nature of
supercritical fluids like CO2 make SFC a “greener” technology than conventional
chromatography. It is also easier to scale up than standard chromatography systems since the
low viscosity of supercritical fluids avoids pressure build up problems common in liquid
chromatography systems. In HPLC, for instance, extensive scale up studies are needed adding
cost and time to the setup of an industrial unit and often requires the use of bigger, less efficient
adsorbent particles to avoid pressure build up problems [119].
A typical Prep-SFC consists of a chromatographic and a collection section. In the first the CO2
is compressed, mixed with a co-solvent if necessary, heated and before entering the column the
sample to be separated is injected into the mobile phase. Downstream of the column a back
pressure regulator (BPR) controls the system pressure. In the collection section, the
depressurization of the fluid causes the product to precipitate while the gaseous solvent can be
recovered. Several review works offer more detailed view into Prep-SFC applications [120] and
design [22].
Ramírez and coworkers [113] used a Prep-SFC system to fractionate a rosemary extract into
several components of interest to the food industry. The separation was conducted at 80 ºC and
130 bar, using a LC-Diol column, and CO2 with 10 % ethanol was used as the mobile phase.
With this setup, a fraction with enriched antioxidant and antimicrobial compounds was
obtained that presented an improvement of about 20 % and 40 % of antioxidant and
antimicrobial activities, respectively, in comparison to the original extract, and without residual
rosemary aroma.

2.2.4.4

Recycling processes

Conventional batch chromatography processes can often suffer from high eluent consumption
and low performance when high yields are desired. As such, several recycling strategies have
been proposed over the years to allow increased productivity and reduced cost derived from
solvent expenditure and yield loss [121–124]. Two relevant closed loop recycling processes are
the closed loop recycling chromatography (CLRC) and the steady state recycling
chromatography (SSRC).
In CLRC the sample passes several times through the column until a four-way valve at the end
of the column is switched to collect the sample. This recycling system requires few further
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apparatus in relation to the conventional batch method and yet allows considerable savings in
solvent consumption [123]. The SSRC, initially proposed by Grill [125], consists of a setup
similar to the CLRC but where fresh feed is injected in the recycle avoiding concentration
decrease between cycles [126].
Batch chromatography, CLRC, SSRC, and simulated moving bed (SMB) have been compared
by Schlinge et al. through dynamic process simulation [127]. The evaluation of CLRC, SSRC
and SMB is performed in terms of productivity improvement in relation to batch
chromatography for a purity requirement of 98 % and yield requirement of 80 %. In most of
the cases studied, the SMB technology allows higher productivities. However, in certain
situations, such as for high separation factors, the increase in productivity provided by the
SMB may not compensate the increase in complexity that is introduced, in terms of equipment
as well as in modeling and simulation required for the design and optimization of the process.
In these cases, batch chromatography straightforward approach can provide good results. CLRC
and SSRC can be seen as a middle point between classical batch chromatography and SMB.
CLRC can provide an increase in productivity over batch chromatography for difficult
separations with small increase in equipment complexity and cost. The SSRC, like the similar
CLRC, also shows a performance enhancement over the batch chromatography for low
separation factors, and can be particularly advantageous in systems with a low fraction of the
desired component and when high yields are desired [127].

2.2.4.5

Flip-flop Chromatography

The Flip-flop Chromatography was devised by Martin and coworkers [128] in an analytical
setting for the concentration of trace impurities and later applied in preparative
chromatography with the intent of shortening the cycle duration [106]. In Flip-flop
Chromatography, when the less retained components exit the column after an initial injection
(Figures 2.14a and 2.14b), the flow direction is reversed while the more retained component
remains adsorbed (Figure 2.14c). After a certain time new feed is injected in reverse flow
direction (Figure 2.14d) and the more retained component from the first injection exits the
column first, followed by the less retained components of the second injection (Figures 2.14e
and 2.14f). Then the flow direction is reversed once more, and a new cycle begins. This mode
of operation works particularly well for mixtures of components with different adsorption
behavior, though its complexity in terms of operation and setup results in few practical
applications.
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Figure 2.14 – Representation of an operation cycle in Flip-flop Chromatography [128].

2.2.4.6

Countercurrent Chromatography (CCC)

Countercurrent chromatography (CCC) was proposed in the 1960s by Ito et al. [129] as was
developed concurrently with the SMB. It is a liquid chromatography technique that uses two
immiscible liquid phases and no solid support, and relies on the partition of a mixture between
both solvents to accomplish the separation. It is important to note that despite its name there
is usually no countercurrent movement in CCC systems, instead one phase is stationary while
the other moves. In recent times, High-Speed Countercurrent Chromatography (HSCCC) has
become one of the main forms of CCC along with Centrifugal Partition Chromatography
(CPC). These two versions differ mainly in the way the force field that holds in place one of
the liquids is created. These techniques offer some advantages over conventional liquid-solid
separation processes, namely, the total recovery of injected sample, reduced tailing, no
irreversible adsorption, low risk of sample denaturation, and low solvent consumption [130].
High-Speed Countercurrent Chromatography (HSCCC) [131] uses a double axis gyratory
movement and seal free column arrangement to provide a variable gravity field needed for
separation to occur [130]. HSCCC evolved from previous CCC versions of Droplet
Countercurrent Chromatography (DCCC) [132,133] and Rotation Locular Countercurrent
Chromatography (RLCCC) [134].
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A common set up of a HSCCC system is shown in Figure 2.15 [135]. The movements of the
planetary gear, mounted in the column holder, combined with the sun gear, fixed to the
centrifuge framework, create a planetary motion on the column holder, where the column holder
rotates on its axis while revolving around the centrifuge axis at the same angular velocity in
the same direction. This motion allows the mobile phase to continuously elute through the
column, creating a rotary-seal-free elution system, and produces a unique hydrodynamic motion
of the liquid phases that separates them completely along the column. During operation the
column coil is filled with one of the liquids (solvent A) and the second liquid (B) is pumped
from one side of the column. The mobile phase B moves through the coil while a large volume
of solvent A remains stationary in the column. The same happens when the column is filled
with the solvent B and the liquid A is pumped from the opposite side [135]. The HSCCC allows
significant improvements in performance in terms of separation time, volume retention of
stationary phase and flow rate.
Extensive preparative studies have been conducted on the topic of HSCCC. Recently, it was
applied in the separation of two macrolactin antibiotics from marine bacterium [136], and in
the isolation of five flavonoid glycosides and one benzophenone galloyl glycoside [137]. In both
these cases HSCCC achieved purities over 95 %. Liang et al. [138] used a combined microwave
assisted extraction and HSCCC process for the separation of six bioactive compounds from a
Tibetan medicine and applied the design of experiments and response methodology to predict
the extraction parameters.

Figure 2.15 – Setup of a multilayer coil separation column used in HSCCC systems and its
synchronous planetary motion [135].
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Centrifugal Partition Chromatography (CPC) uses a single rotating axis to create a constant
gravity field in conjunction with rotatory seals for the solvent admission [130]. The CPC
apparatus is a series of tubes connected in cascade and aligned around a circle in a rotor, which
when in motion submits the assembly to a constant centrifugal field. The centrifugal force keeps
one liquid in place (stationary phase) while the other liquid moves with the help of a pump
[139]. In CPC the flow direction can be reversed at any time eluting the stationary phase.
Similarly to other liquid-liquid CCC systems, CPC offers the advantages of allowing total
recovery and the injection of large samples compared to conventional preparative
chromatographic methods.
In recent years CPC has been applied in the preparative separation of triterpenes from

Eucalyptus providing near 95 % purity and over 94 % recovery of both ursolic acid and ursolic
acid lactone [140]. Another study employing a dual mode CPC (CPC performed in normal
phase mode followed by reverse phase mode) accomplished the separation of flavonoids and
stilbenoids from an Asian woody vine achieving purities ranging from 85 to 95 % [141].

2.3

Continuous chromatography

The large scale production of chromatographic products requires continuous and autonomous
systems that offer higher efficiency and lower solvent consumption than batch units. The
simulated moving bed is an established continuous chromatographic technique used in several
fields, from petrochemical to pharmaceutical. Its extensive prospective applications lead to the
appearance of several variant configuration. Several other continuous systems have also been
developed such as the High-Speed Countercurrent Chromatography, Centrifugal Partition
Chromatography, and Annular Chromatography.

2.3.1

True Moving Bed (TMB) and Simulated Moving Bed (SMB)

The simulated moving bed (SMB) process is a continuous separation technique that can offer
higher separation performance and productivity in comparison with traditional batch
chromatographic techniques. The SMB concept was derived from the previously existent true
moving bed (TMB), a countercurrent continuous chromatographic process where both liquid
and solid phases flow simultaneously. The countercurrent movement of solid and liquid
enhances mass transfer between both phases and thus increases productivity. However, the
TMB process is difficult to apply since the movement of the solid phase causes several technical
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problems, like mechanical erosion of the adsorbent and wearing of the equipment, which in turn
may result in high maintenance costs [14].
Since the SMB is the separation technology focused in this dissertation, a thorough analysis of
its state of the art is presented in Chapter 3.

2.3.2

Annular Chromatography (AC)

While the SMB has played a major role in the preparative scale production of chemicals, it is
not

the

only

significant

continuous

chromatography

technique

available.

Annular

Chromatography (AC), developed initially as a continuous method of paper chromatography,
is a continuous chromatography technique that uses a stationary solid adsorbent packed
between two rotating concentric cylinders. As shown in Figure 2.16, the feed is introduced in a
fixed position on the top of the column and the solvent is admitted throughout the whole
column top. The rotating movement of the column together with the downward movement of
the liquid phase creates a crosscurrent movement of the mobile and stationary phases that leads
to the separation of the feed components into several streams withdrawn from the system at
fixed locations at the column bottom [106].

Figure 2.16 – Scheme of an Annular Chromatography column and its inlets/outlets [106].
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Operating conditions for AC can be easily obtained from the knowledge of the batch separation
and similar productivities can be expected. It is also possible to apply solvent gradients in AC
by introducing different solvents on the several solvent ports on the column top. The main
downside of AC relies on the fact that an efficient packing of the concentric cylinder column is
difficult to accomplish creating uneven distribution of the target compounds over the column
product ports [106].
Finke and coworkers [142] performed the large scale separation of fructans from a natural
extract using a size exclusion annular chromatography system, and compared its results with
those obtained with a conventional fixed-bed size gel chromatograph. The AC unit provided 25
times higher productivity than the conventional system although both units were not optimized
for maximum feed loading capacity. Higher resolution was found in the fixed bed since the
column used was 5 times longer. A collection of other AC applications is presented in the review
of Hilbrig and Freitag [143].

2.4

Remarks on optimization and system design

Chromatographic processes were, for a long time, regarded as too expensive to be applied on
an industrial setting. The appearance of new processes and the thorough optimization of existing
ones allowed the successful implementation of chromatographic units. For instance, in the
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries, the optimization of chromatographic processes
lead to significant reductions in the separation costs which represent a major fraction of the
manufacturing costs.
The process of optimization of an existing chromatographic process, with an available unit and
for a specific separation, follows several steps [5]: (i) selection of mobile and stationary phases;
(ii) determination of physico-chemical properties; (iii) establish the objective function for
optimization; (iv) optimization; (v) validation of results.
The selection of the mobile and stationary phases must be done in accordance with the
separation under study, ensuring compatibility with the compounds to be separated and
compatibility between mobile and stationary phases. The adsorbent has direct influence upon
the selectivity and the loadability of the column, whereas the choice of solvent will impact the
compounds solubility and the mobile phase viscosity, which in turn influences the flow rate.
Particularly in industrial applications, sufficient solubility of the feed mixture in the mobile
phase must be guaranteed and high adsorbent capacity is desirable as these factors can greatly
influence the economics of the process.
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Following the selection of the separation system, the accurate determination of several physicochemical parameters is required. These include the measurement of equilibrium isotherms,
selection of proper isotherm models and subsequent determination of their parameters, and
measurement of mass transfer kinetics parameters.
After all necessary information is collected, an objective function may be selected and the
optimization can be accomplished, usually through computer programs running the appropriate
chromatographic models. Additionally the application of Design of Experiments techniques,
which is already widely utilized in analytical chromatographic studies, allows the optimization
of the operating conditions without the need of the system model. Using the Response Surface
Methodology, for instance, empirical equations (usually polynomials) are fitted to the
experimental data to generate response surfaces for the objective performance parameters of
interest. It can be very useful in the industrial setting as it can significantly reduce the number
of experiments to carry out, and consequently the cost of the optimization procedure. In
industrial scale applications the optimization is ideally directed to minimizing the product cost.
However, it is often difficult to obtain reliable estimates of all involved costs and thus it is
common to maximize the productivity or production rate (amount of feed turned into product
per unit mass (or volume) of adsorbent per unit time) [5,144,145]. The production rate
multiplied by the recovery yield has been proposed as an alternative objective function capable
of avoiding extreme maximization of the production rate at the expense of recovery yields [146].
Functions weighting the importance of productivity and solvent consumption have also been
proposed [147].
For the production of limited amounts of product, such as in the early stages of drug
development, the maximization of productivity is very important, and can be improved by
applying techniques such as overlapping injections or peak shaving. The automation of the
process can further improve productivity, regardless of the type of chromatographic process,
and is a must in large scale operation. Several other parameters can be used to evaluated unit
performance: purity, defined as the ratio between the concentration of the desired component
and the total concentration of all solutes; recovery, defined as the ratio between the amount of
the desired component in a product stream and the total amount of the same component fed
to the system; solvent consumption, the total volume of solvent used per unit mass of the
solutes in the feed, which is often a major contribution to the operational cost and thus should
be minimized. Recovery is particularly important when the feed mixture is expensive. In this
case, a low recovery of either product means that a high amount of feed mixture is required to
obtain small amounts of the pure components.
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Nomenclature
M

Cross section area of a chromatographic column

t

Volumetric external surface area

M

/& and
'&
'&∘

Concentration input signal

'&,AB
,&

Concentration of component , in the pores

,&,Z

Initial concentration of component , in the pores

,&,AB
q

G
G
G
G

G&

Average concentration of component , in the pores
Concentration of component , at the particle surface
Solute concentration of feed
Particle diameter
Pore diameter

K,&

,&

Apparent diffusivity (equations (2.55) and (2.57))
Axial dispersion coefficient

,&

Solid (surface, intracrystaline or microporous) diffusivity

??,&

Effective diffusivity

Z,&

G&g
h
G&

Gi,&

GS,&
š F

ž Ÿ
1&

1 F

·0 Â
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Fluid concentration at particle surface

,&

G

Ratio between the moles of injected solute , and the void volume of the

Feed (upstream) concentration

'&,

'

Concentration of component , in the fluid

Initial bulk concentration

'&q

'

Adsorption equilibrium constant

Fluid concentration in equilibrium with %&

'&,Z

'
'

Particle area

column

'&∗

'

/&2

Constant in the solid diffusivity, equation (2.14)
Diffusivity in a straight pore (equation (2.12))
Diffusivity in the macropores of a bidisperse particle
Diffusivity in the micropores of a bidisperse particle
Knudsen diffusivity
Molecular diffusivity
Density function
System transfer function
Linear equilibrium constant
Heaviside function
Modified Bessel function of the first kind of order 1
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>&2

Capacity factor (or retention factor)

>opq,&

LDF mass transfer coefficient for solid concentration driving force

>?,&

>opq,x &
s

,&

sopq,&

sopq,x &
ℒ ⋅
P

=ÅÆ
Pe

Average solid loading of component ,

%&,Z

Initial concentration of component , in the solid phase

%&∗

Solid loading in equilibrium with the bulk fluid concentration

%&,AŽ

Concentration at the microparticle surface

%&,AB

Sh
F

Number of theoretical plates

Concentration of component , in the solid phase

%zy

Sc

Number of global mass transfer units (equation (2.97))

Peclet number for the particle

%&

Re

(2.86))

Peclet number

Pe

E

Laplace Transform operator

Number of film mass transfer units based on the column length (equation

=opq,o

E

Global LDF mass transfer coefficient for fluid concentration driving force

Flux of solute ,

=?,o

D

Global LDF mass transfer coefficient for solid concentration driving force

Moles of injected solute ,

=&

D

Size exclusion parameter

Molecular weight

7&∘

., .
D

LDF mass transfer coefficient for fluid concentration driving force

Column length

Ä

.

Convective mass transfer coefficient

Concentration of component , in the solid phase at particle surface
2

Volumetric flow rate

Adsorbent capacity in Langmuir-type isotherms
Radial coordinate
Mean pore radius
Radial coordinate of the microparticle (crystal)
Microparticle (crystal) radius
Particle radius
Reynolds number
Specific surface area
Schmidt number
Sherwood number
Time variable
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FZ

Column dead time

F

¦

F

¨

F?
F&̅

F•,&
F

F¨

J
;

Feed pulse duration in Carta’s solution (equation (2.105))
Initial time of pulse feed injection
Retention time of component ,
Total dead time
Unit dead time

Å
J

Duration of elution period in Carta’s solution (equation (2.105))
Mean time

F

J

Final time of pulse feed injection

Temperature
Interstitial fluid velocity
,&

’

Velocity of concentration '& along the bed
Shock wave velocity

Heterogeneity parameter in the Toth isotherm (equation (2.7))
Volume of the solid phase
Total volume of a packed column
Interstitial volume of the fluid phase
Particle volume
Intraparticle pores volume

Â

§
L

Volume of solid material
Dimensionless axial coordinate
Output in time domain
Axial coordinate

Greek symbols
©&ª

Selectivity factor

˜"

Kurtosis

˜0

„ F
g
h
Ç

´
´
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Skewness
Dirac delta function
Column porosity
Particle porosity
Microporosity in bidisperse particles
Macroporosity in bidisperse particles
Total porosity
Dimensionless time (equation (2.86))
Average dimensionless time
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U?

Fluid viscosity

<™

>

U™
¶&

?

—

"

Ω

>

’
’

raw moment (about the origin)
central moment (about mean)

Capacity parameter
Bulk density
Fluid density
Particle density
Solid density
Variance
Space time
Particle tortuosity
Particle geometry constant

Subscripts and superscripts
A, B, C

Generic components

ads

Adsorbent

i

Component

int

Interstitial

M
μ

Macropores

AC

Annular Chromatography

BPR

Back pressure regulator

CCC

Countercurrent chromatography

CLRC

Closed Loop Recycling Chromatography

CPC

Centrifugal Partition Chromatography

CSP

Chiral Stationary Phase

CSS

Cyclic Steady State

DDW

Distilled Deionized Water

HPLC

High Performance Liquid Chromatography

HSCCC

High-Speed Countercurrent Chromatography

IAS

Ideal Adsorbed Solution

LDF

Linear Driving Force

LHS

Left hand side

Prep-HPLC

Preparative High Performance Liquid Chromatography

Prep-SFC

Preparative Supercritical Fluid Chromatography

Micropores

Abbreviations
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RAS

Real Adsorbed Solution

RHS

Right hand side

SFC

Supercritical Fluid Chromatography

SSRC

Steady State Recycling Chromatography
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Chapter 3
State of the Art of the Simulated
Moving Bed technology
This chapter is based on: José P.S. Aniceto, Carlos M. Silva. Simulated Moving Bed Strategies
and Designs: from Established Systems to the Latest Developments, Separation & Purification
Reviews, 44 (2015) 41-73.

The simulated moving bed (SMB) technology has evolved significantly since its inception. The
appearance of several variants to conventional SMB has led to better performance in
productivity and products purity, and lower operating costs, thus creating new opportunities
for different applications. This trend is clearly visible in the increasing number of papers and
patents published in this field in recent years. This review aims to gather and discuss several
modifications and operation modes that have been proposed, from the most well-known Varicol
and PowerFeed to the latest Intermittent-SMB and variable external stream systems, giving
particular emphasis to innovations and applications of each SMB strategy. SMB valve designs
are also covered in this article for their importance in the application of the operation modes
discussed, which require ever more flexible units capable of variable switch times, column
expandability, zone bypasses, and reduced solvent consumption while still avoiding
contamination through line sharing.
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3.1

The simulated moving bed (SMB) technology

The simulated moving bed (SMB) process is a separation technique derived from the earlier
true moving bed (TMB). The TMB is a countercurrent continuous chromatographic process
where both liquid and solid phases flow simultaneously. It is usually divided in four sections
(or zones) delimited by four inlet and outlet lines. As it can be seen in Figure 3.1, the feed is
continuously introduced in the middle of the system and two product lines are collected: the
extract (rich in the more retained compound, B) and the raffinate (rich in the less retained
compound, A). At last, a pure eluent is injected in the system [1,2].
The movement of both solid and liquid, promoted by the TMB, enables higher mass transfer
driving force and thus higher productivity as opposed to other chromatographic techniques
where one phase is usually stationary. However, the TMB suffers from one major disadvantage:
the flow of the solid is difficult to accomplish and causes several technical problems, like
mechanical erosion of the adsorbent and wearing of the equipment, which in turn may result in
high maintenance costs [3].

Figure 3.1 – Schematic representation of a TMB unit for the separation of components A
(weakly adsorbed) and B (strongly adsorbed).
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The SMB appeared as a more practical application of the TMB concept [4]. It imitates the
TMB process but avoids the problems inherent to the displacement of the solid phase by
simulating the movement of the solid. This is achieved by substituting the TMB column by
several smaller fixed bed columns and periodically displacing the inlet/outlet streams in the
direction of the fluid flow. The higher the number of SMB columns and the smaller the switch
times, the most it will resemble the TMB operation. In a limit situation, an SMB with an
infinite number of columns and an infinitesimal switch time will be identical to the equivalent
TMB. SMB chromatography allows the continuous injection and separation of mixtures. The
simulated countercurrent interaction between solid and liquid phases maximizes the mass
transfer driving force, causing significant reduction in mobile and stationary phases
consumption in comparison with elution chromatography.
In Figure 3.2 a schematic representation of a SMB unit with a 3-3-3-3 column configuration is
shown. There are 4 separation zones, as well as two inlet streams (feed and eluent) and two
outlet streams (raffinate and extract). Zones are delimited by the position of the external
streams in each cycle and have different roles: in zone I the adsorbent is regenerated; in zone
II the less retained component (A) is desorbed; in zone III the more retained component (B) is
adsorbed; in zone IV the eluent is regenerated. The inner arrow in clockwise direction shows
the displacement of the external streams positions around the SMB unit every
∗

∗

seconds. The

(switch time interval) is a crucial design parameter specifically tailored for obtaining high

purity and productivity.
The initial applications of the SMB process were directed to the petrochemical and sugar
industries. The first SMB articles and patents were published by Universal Oil Products Inc.
(UOP) in the 1960s when it started commercializing the Molex [5] and Sorbex® processes for
the recovery of p-xylene from a C8-isomers mixture (Parex®) [6], separation of ethylbenzene
from a mixture of C8-aromatic isomers (Ebex®) [7], separation of n-paraffins from branched
and cyclic hydrocarbons (Molex®), separation of olefins from parafins (Olex®), and separation
of p-cresol and p-cymene from its isomers (Cresex® and Cymex®). In the sugar industry, UOP
commercialized its Sarex process for the separation of fructose from corn syrup [8].
In recent decades the SMB process has been increasingly used in fine chemistry applications,
mainly within the pharmaceutical industry. In this area, separations of enantiomers have been
performed with great success via SMB process, giving rise to enantiomeric pure products being
commercialized whereas once they were available only in a racemic mixture that could
sometimes be highly undesirable.
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Figure 3.2 – Schematic representation of a SMB unit for the separation of components A
(weakly adsorbed) and B (strongly adsorbed). Dashed arrows indicate the position of the
external streams after a switch time interval, ∗.

The rise in interest caused by the successful application of the SMB technology to several areas
led to the development of new theories, modelling methodologies and new operations modes. In
Figure 3.3 the evolution of the number of scientific papers depicting several SMB operation
modes is shown over time. The SMB operational policies presented are: the classic SMB, 2-, 3and 5-Zone units, open-loop, SMB reactor (SMBR), gaseous SMB (GC-SMB), supercritical fluid
SMB (SF-SMB), PowerFeed, Gradient-SMB (including both solvent and temperature gradient
SMB), SMB cascades, Pseudo-SMB (also called the JO process), ModiCon, Varicol, 1-column
analog SMB, variable external streams systems (including partial feed, partial discard, and
partial withdrawal), and Intermittent SMB (I-SMB) systems; as well as others like 9- and 6Zone systems, Outlet Stream Swing (OSS), Fractionation and Feed-back SMB (FF-SMB), and
FeedCol systems. The most relevant operation modes are further discussed throughout Section
3.3. Despite the increasing attention given to new SMB operation strategies, the classical SMB
system is still being extensively applied both in industry and research in the last few years [9–
17].
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Figure 3.3 – Evolution, over time, of the number of scientific papers depicting several SMB
operation policies.

It is clearly visible in the Figure 3.3 the appearance of different alternatives to the conventional
SMB throughout the years and its take on the whole SMB research. While conventional SMB
systems are still used extensively, the application of these optimized operation modes allows for
significant improvements in the separation performance, in terms of products purity and process
productivity, as well as the successful extension of the SMB technology to increasingly more
difficult separations. The most recent publications (from 2010 to present) were collected in
Table 3.2, detailing the SMB strategies, systems under study, mobile and stationary phases,
columns configuration, feed concentration, and purities of the extract and raffinate products.
Following the same trend observed for the research publications, the number of patents has
increased significantly over the years, as it can be seen in Figure 3.4. The fact that the number
of scientific papers appears to decrease or stabilize in the last years (2009-present) while the
number of patents increases significantly in the same period may lead us to conclude that are
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the R&D efforts are becoming more focused on industrial diffusion and licensing. Recently
patents have been filed covering new SMB operation methods or modifications to establish
methods [18–20], SMB designs tailored to specific separations [21–24], as well as valve apparatus
[25,26]. In Table 2 the most recent patents (from 2010 to the present) are listed.

100
80
60
40
20
0

Figure 3.4 – Evolution on the number of filed patents relating to the SMB technology.

Several review works on the subject of SMB chromatography and its applications have been
published throughout the years focusing on chirotechnology [27–29], applications [30,31],
process design and operation modes [32–34], and economics [35].
In this chapter the research developed in this field is critically updated and reviewed. Initially
the fundamental principles of the SMB and TMB processes are covered, along with the most
common modelling strategies. The third section encompasses all SMB operation modes (Figure
3.3), from seminal works to the latest ones. A collection of recent papers and patents (2010 to
present time) is also presented and the most relevant studies are discussed and compared.
Finally several significant SMB valve systems are analyzed as they are the basis for the
implementation of the most flexible and efficient modifications to conventional SMBs.

3.2

Modelling

Mathematical models are essential for the optimization and control of chromatographic
processes. The modelling of a simulated moving bed unit can be tackled in two ways: (i) by
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simulating the SMB system directly, taking into account the periodic shift of the inlet and
outlet points; (ii) by equivalence to the TMB system, considering a true countercurrent flow of
solid and fluid phases. Both are based on a single chromatographic column model and make
use of material balance equations at the nodes between each column to connect the system
according to its desired configuration. The Triangle Theory and the Standing Wave Design are
also briefly presented. These methods provide a straightforward approach to the design of a
SMB unit, allowing the estimation of the optimal conditions for operation.

3.2.1

The SMB strategy

The modelling equations following the SMB strategy are presented below. This model considers
that the solid phase is stationary, but its movement is simulated by the periodic shift of the
inlets/outlets of the unit (see Figure 3.2).
The material balance of component
chromatographic column

and

−

−

∗

1−

∗

are the concentrations of component

phases, respectively,

of a

can be expressed as:

=
where

in the fluid phase along the axial coordinate

is the porosity of the column,

−

(3.1)

in column

in the fluid and solid

is the axial dispersion coefficient,

the linear driving force (LDF) mass transfer coefficient, and
fluid, which can be calculated from the volumetric flow rate

∗

is

is the interstitial velocity of the
as:

∗

=

⁄

, where

is

the cross section area of the column. The material balance in the solid phase is:

=
where

∗

∗

−

(3.2)

is the solid phase concentration in equilibrium with the fluid phase, given by the

adsorption isotherm, which in a system containing components A and B can be represented as:

∗

=

,

and

∗

=

,

(3.3)
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The initial and boundary conditions are:
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By introducing the dimensionless variables 7 = ⁄/ and 8 = ⁄ ∗, where / is the length of a

column and

∗

is the switch time interval, the material balance equations (3.1) and (3.2) become:
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The initial condition (equation (3.4a)) and boundary condition for 7 = 1 ( = / ) (equations

(3.4c) to (3.4e) remain the same. The boundary condition for 7 = 0 ( = 0 ) (equation (3.4b))
becomes:
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7=0∶

−

1
;<
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=

(3.8)

-

By making the model equations dimensionless the following model parameters arise:
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(ratio between solid and fluid volumes)
(ratio between fluid and apparent solid

∗

interstitial velocities)

/

∗

(3.9)
(3.10)

(Peclet number)

(3.11)

(number of mass transfer units)

(3.12)

Because each column plays a different role depending on the section it belongs, the boundary
conditions for each column change after each switch time. As such, a cyclic steady state (CSS)
is reached in a SMB, instead of a real steady state that occurs in the TMB operation. This
means that, once CSS is reached, although the internal concentration profiles vary within a
cycle, they are identical at the same point in time for two consecutive cycles.

3.2.2

The TMB strategy

The SMB modelling can also be accomplished by analogy to its equivalent TMB system.
Following this methodology, the solid phase is considered to move in plug flow in the opposite
direction of the fluid phase, and inlet and outlet lines are fixed (see Figure 3.1). A SMB and a
TMB process can be considered equivalent (result in similar separation performance) if a
sufficient number of columns per section is employed (a total number of 8 columns in a 4-zone
SMB) [36], and provided the following relationships are respected:
=

∗

?@ =
where

∗

and

− ?@
/
∗

are the interstitial fluid velocities in section

(3.13)
(3.14)

of the SMB and TMB,

respectively, ?@ is the solid velocity in the TMB model, / is the length of one SMB column,
and

∗

is the switch time in the SMB model. Following the TMB model, the material balances

in the fluid and liquid phases are:
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space time in a certain SMB section, and C is the number of columns per section in the SMB,

the material balance equations (3.15) and (3.16) become:
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3.2. Modelling

The initial condition (equation (3.17a)) and boundary condition of section

for 7 = 1 ( = / )

(equations (3.17c) to (3.17h)) remain the same. The boundary condition for 7 = 0 ( = 0 ) of
section

(equation (3.17b)) becomes:
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The model parameters are:
(1 − )
9 =

?@

;< =
> =

/

/
?@

(ratio between solid and fluid volumes)

(3.22)

(ratio between fluid and solid interstitial velocities)

(3.23)

(Peclet number)

(3.24)

(number of mass transfer units)

(3.25)

By following this model a real steady state can be represented.
Both models present similar performance in the stationary state however, the differences
between the two models become more significant if a low number of subdivisions per section is
employed. In a limit case, where the adsorbent bed is divided into an infinite number of columns
and when an infinitesimal switch time is used the SMB and TMB models are completely
equivalent [36]. Pais et al. compared the application of this two models for a conventional SMB
[36] and for a SMB employing the Varicol mode of operation [37].

3.2.3

Triangle Theory

The detailed models presented above are often used for the optimization and simulation of SMB
processes, however, for the purpose of designing a SMB unit they are too complex and, therefore,
not practical to apply. For this reason, the Triangle Theory was developed providing a
simplified approach to SMB design [38]. The Triangle Theory considers a chromatographic unit
under the scope of the equilibrium theory where local equilibrium between solid and fluid phases
is assumed (mass transfer resistances are not considered) and axial dispersion is neglected.
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Due to the equivalence between the TMB and a SMB with an infinite number of columns, it is
possible to design a SMB unit based on its TMB analogue. The relationship between SMB and
TMB internal flow rates is:
∗

where

∗

and

=

+

DE

(3.26)

∗

are the internal fluid flow rates in the SMB and TMB, respectively, and DE is

the column volume. By establishing that the unit achieves complete separation, or specified
purities of the product streams, it is possible to determine a set of constrains of the operation

parameters (flow rates in each section of the SMB) that define a separation region within which
the desired separation is obtained successfully [38,39].
F GF

H GF

where

H

>1;

FF KFF
H KFF

>1;

FF GFF
H GFF

<1;

FFF KFFF
H KFFF

>1;

FFF GFFF
H GFFF

<1;

Q FN CKFN
<1
Q H q 01

(3.27)

is the solid flow rate in the TMB. It is customary to represent the fluid and solid flow

rates as a ratio Q :

Q =

∗ ∗

1−

− DE
DE

(3.28)

This methodology allows the graphical representation of the separation region created by the
constraints of equation (3.27) that lead to a triangular region for the case of linear isotherms
(see Figure 3.5a) or a triangular shaped form for the case of nonlinear isotherms, exemplified
in Figure 3.5b for the separation of trans-stilbene oxide enantiomers using Chiralcel OD
adsorbent. The same methodology can be applied in cases where SMB units function under
reduced purity requirements [40].
In the case of linear adsorption isotherms, the region of complete separation, showed in Figure
3.5a, is defined by the following conditions:
RG < Q, < ∞
RK < Q < QT < RG
0 < QU < RK

(3.29)
(3.30)
(3.31)
For a Langmuir isotherm, the definition of the region of complete separation becomes more
complex. The straight line wr in Figure 3.5b is represented by:
VWG − XY Z1 + [G
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\
G ]^Q

+ [G

\
G XY QT

= XY WG − XY

(3.32)
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The straight line wa is:
VWG − WK Z1 + [G

\
G ]^Q

+ [G

\
G W K QT

= WK WG − WK

(3.33)

Finally, the curved line rb is:
QT = Q +

Z_WG − √Q ]
[G

(3.34)

\
G

In these equations, W = [ and XY and X\ can be obtained from the roots of the following

quadratic equation, being XY > X\ > 0:
Z1 + [K

\
K

+ [G

\
G ]X

− VWKZ1 + [G

\
G] +

WGZ1 + [K

\
K ]^X

+ WK WG = 0

The coordinates of points a, b, r, and w in the Q – QT plane are:
WK , WK

Point a:

WG , WG

Point b:
Point r:
Point w:

a

XY XY bX\ WG − XY WG − WK + WKXY WG − X\ c
,
d
WG
WK WG WG − X\
a

WKXY XY bX\ WG − WK + WK WK − X\ c
,
d
WG
WK WG − X\

(3.35)

(3.36)
(3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)

Figure 3.5 – a) Representation of the separation regions defined through the Triangle Theory
for linear isotherms. b) Example of the separation region for a nonlinear isotherm.
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The results provided by the Triangle Theory have been compared with those obtained through
detailed modelling, considering the effects of axial mixing and mass transport resistance, in a
case where the dispersive effects are significant. It was shown that the differences between the
two modelling approaches were relatively small, demonstrating the usefulness of the Triangle
Theory for selecting the initial optimal conditions when designing a SMB unit [41].
The effect of extra-column dead volume on the unit performance, a problem particularly
relevant in small scale SMB systems, has been studied through the use of an extension of the
Triangle Theory [42]. It was verified that only when significant mixing occurs in the dead
volume the corrected Triangle Theory is not capable to account for the negative effects of extracolumn dead volumes on the separation.
The Triangle Theory has been used extensively and extended to several cases. For instance,
Mazzotti [43] derived the Triangle Theory to the general class of Langmuir isotherms, including
anti-Langmuir and mixed cases (one species following Langmuir and another following antiLangmuir behavior). Abel et al. [44] extended the Triangle Theory to the design of a SMB unit
operation in a solvent gradient mode (gradient operation is further discussed in section 3.3.6).
When mass transfer limitations are significant the Triangle Theory may not produce reliable
results, since the separation region becomes narrower. In these cases, systematic simulations
can be conducted within the separation region provided by the Triangle Theory, fixing the
values of switch time, recycle flow rate, and total inlet/outlet flow rate. All points with purities
below a defined criteria are discarded and the remaining points form a new separation region
where the mass transfer effects are taken into account [45,46].

3.2.4

Standing Wave Design

The Standing Wave Design (SWD) is an alternative to the Triangle Theory. It was derived for
continuous moving bed systems and shown to be applicable to the SMB process under linear
[47] and nonlinear conditions [48]. It relies on the concept that, for separation to occur, the flow
rates in each SMB section must be chosen so that the switch time is slower that the migration
speed of the less retained component and faster than that of the more retained component.
Through this method, explicit algebraic relationships between products purity and recovery
with axial dispersion, mass transfer coefficients, zone lengths, and zone flow rates can be
obtained, providing the operating conditions that give the highest productivity with the lowest
solvent consumption. The SWD becomes particularly useful in nonideal systems where the mass
transfer effects are significant. In these cases, the optimum operating point determined by the
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Triangle Theory can deviate from the actual optimum thus requiring further experimentation
and/or simulation to be accomplished. The Standing Wave Design has been successfully applied
to several linear systems like the separation of phenylalanine and tryptophan [49], and that of
glucose, xylose, acetic acid and sulfuric acid [50] and nonlinear systems such as the separation
of aminoacids [51], FCT-ester enantiomers [52], and lactic acid from acetic acid [53].

3.2.5

Simulation tools

Several simulation tools are available nowadays that allow the finding of the numerical solutions
for the model equations which are constituted by systems of partial differential equations,
ordinary differential equations and algebraic equations. One may cite the gPROMS package
(general PROcess Modeling System from Process Systems Enterprise) using the orthogonal
collocation on finite elements method (e.g. [54–59]), and the Aspen Chromatography software
(Aspen Technology Inc.) which uses the Triangle Theory for initial flow estimations (e.g. [60–
63]). Choi et al. compared the results obtained with gPROMS software and the Aspen
Chromatography for the separation of bupivacaine enantiomers and demonstrated that values
projected by the gPROMS more closely matched experimental data [64]. Additionally, Matlab
Software (MathWorks) also provides all necessary tools to solve the numerical problem, such
as the “pdepe” function, based on the method of the lines, to solve the partial differential
equations.

3.3

SMB operation modes

Several SMB variables and operation conditions can be manipulated to optimize its
performance. As such, the conventional SMB, characterized by a fixed number of columns per
section with constant internal, inlet, and outlet flow rates, has suffered many modifications
aiming at tailoring the unit for a specific separation, which led to a significant increase in the
range of applications of the SMB technology. In this review, the most relevant operational
schemes will be detailed, giving particular emphasis to the most recent applications and
developments. To name a few: the Varicol® process (asynchronous switch times); PowerFeed
(modulation of section flow rates); ModiCon (modulation of feed concentration); IntermittentSMB (or Improved-SMB); Supercritical fluid SMB (SF-SMB); Gradient SMB (solvent or
temperature gradient); Partial-Feed, Partial-Discard, Partial-port-closing, and Outlet Swing
Stream-SMB; Single column analog SMB; Two-Zone and Three-Zone; the Pseudo-SMB (or JO
Process); SMB cascades; and SMB Reactor (SMBR).
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3.3.1

Varicol Process

The Varicol® process [65,66] was patented in 2000 and is commercialized by Novasep SAS. It
is one of the most utilized nonconventional SMB policies and is characterized by performing
asynchronous shifts of inlet/outlet ports, allowing a more flexible use of the columns. Figure
3.6 shows a 6-column Varicol configuration. The asynchronous time shifts allow to better fit
the different transient concentration profiles shapes at the two outlets. Due to the variations
on the number of columns per zone caused by the asynchronous switch times, an average
number of zones concept must be adopted, leading to non-integer numbers of columns per zone.
The Varicol process has been found to provide better performances than the traditional SMB,
namely higher productivity for the same purity, particularly in units with a small number of
columns [37,67,68]. The optimization of the Varicol process has been the focus of several studies
[69–73].
Recently da Silva et al. [74] have used a SMB unit running a Varicol protocol to separate
mitotane enantiomers. One of the mitotane enantiomers has been found to be more potent in
cancer treatment, making its pure form much more interesting as opposed to the racemic
mixture. The separation was achieved using an average column configuration 0.98-1.46-1.321.29, amylose tris(3,5-dimethylphenylcarbamate) as the desorbent, and a mixture of acetonitrile
and isopropanol as the mobile phase, and resulted in reasonable purities for both enantiomers
around 97 %.

Figure 3.6 – Example of a Varicol configuration in a SMB with six columns, showing the port
switching over a period ∗ [66].
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3.3.2

PowerFeed

The PowerFeed [75], also called time variable SMB, is a generic operation mode that relies on
the variation of flow rates over the switch time. It works by dividing each switch time interval
in subintervals in which different flow rate values are applied (at most, four independent flow
rates can be fixed while the remaining four result from the mass balance). PowerFeed has shown
to allow the reduction of solvent consumption and increased productivity in comparison to the
traditional SMB [76–78]. Due to its complex nature, most of the typical SMB design approaches
cannot be applied, requiring the application of multi-objective optimization algorithms to
determine suitable operating conditions [79,80].

3.3.3

ModiCon

The ModiCon system applies cyclic variations of the feed concentration within a switch time,
allowing an increase in productivity and a decrease in solvent consumption. Similarly to the
PowerFeed, the switch time period is divided in subintervals in which different feed
concentrations are used. The variation of feed concentration influences the internal
concentration profiles and their migration velocities in systems with nonlinear isotherms. This
makes the ModiCon mode only suitable for nonlinear adsorption equilibrium.
This operation mode was applied to the separation of cyclopentanone and cycloheptanone in
an 8-column SMB using a silica gel adsorbent and n-hexane/ethyl acetate as the mobile phase.
The experiment showed that improved performances were achieved when compared to the
conventional SMB system [81].
The ModiCon operation mode can be easily applied to existing SMB units by using gradient
pumps or simple valve circuits. Furthermore, it can be combined with other operation modes,
like Varicol, to further improve the SMB performance [81,82]. In fact, by combining ModiCon
with Varicol, and/or PowerFeed, in a hybrid process, better performances can be obtained than
when using any of these operating modes alone [83,84].
The three SMB operation modes presented thus far (Varicol, PowerFeed, and ModiCon), as
well as the conventional SMB, have been compared by Zhang et al. [84] for a model chiral
system and the summarized results are shown in Table 3.1. The multi-objective numerical
optimization was performed with the aim of maximizing extract purity and productivity, under
a constrain of 90 % minimum raffinate purity using several SMB systems ranging from 3 to 5
columns. In general, for the model system studied, PowerFeed and ModiCon strategies
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demonstrated better performance than Varicol, which in turn presented better results than the
conventional SMB operation.

Table 3.1 – Comparison of conventional SMB, Varicol, PowerFeed, and ModiCon processes
optimized for maximum extract purity and productivity, subjected to a minimum raffinate
purity of 90 % for a model chiral system [84].
Process

Productivity
(g/L day)
57.6
72.0
74.9
57.6
72.0

ef (gh = gi =
j. l) (g/L)
8
8
8
8
8

mf
(mL/min)

nop

pq
(%)

pr
(%)

0.3
0.5
0.65
0.3
0.5

65
41
37
63
45

90.00
90.06
90.03
90.01
90.09

88.50
88.61
89.63
89.66
93.64

74.9

8

0.65

34

90.11

92.63

3
4

Column
configuration
1-1-1-0
1-1-2-0
1-2-1-1
0-1-1-1, 1-1-1-0
0-2-1-1, 1-1-2-0,
1-2-1-0
1-1-2-1, 1-2-1-1,
1-2-1-1
1-1-1-0
1-2-1-0

57.6
72.0

8
8

61
41

90.09
90.10

93.50
94.03

5
3

1-2-1-1
1-1-1-0

74.9
57.6

0-9.00-0
0.01-0.091.40
0-0.02-1.93
0.3

Columns

SMB

3
4
5
3
4

Varicol

5
PowerFeed

8
35
90.05
0.10-11.9963
90.03
11.91
4
1-2-1-0
72.0
0.07-11.970.5
44
90.04
11.96
5
1-2-1-1
74.9
0-12.00-12.00
0.65
34
90.02
C \ - total solute concentration of feed; Q\ – volumetric flow rate of feed; NTP - number of theoretical plates; Pv –
raffinate purity; Pw – extract purity.
ModiCon

3.3.4

93.52
91.28
93.52
93.72

Intermittent-SMB

The Intermittent-SMB (I-SMB) [85,86] is commercialized by Nippon Rensui Co. under the
Improved-SMB name and is mainly applied in the sugar industry. As opposed to the
conventional SMB, each switch time in the I-SMB is divided in two subintervals (see Figure
3.7). In the first interval (step I), the unit functions as the conventional SMB but without flow
in section IV (

01

= 0) and thus no recycle to section I. In the second interval (step II), all inlet

and outlet ports are closed and the recycle is re-established to section I, closing the loop. At
the end of step II, the inlets/outlets are shifted and the process restarts. The I-SMB allows the
same level of performance of the traditional SMB but with fewer columns per section [87].
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Katsuo et al. [87–89] studied the theoretical design of the I-SMB and were able to demonstrate
that the synchronous partial feed and partial withdrawal operation characteristic of the I-SMB
allowed for better separation efficiency than the conventional SMB. Laboratory experiments as
well as computational simulations were carried out, at low feed concentrations, to compare the
I-SMB performance with a conventional SMB unit for the separation of Tröger’s base
enantiomers under 1-2-2-1 and 1-1-1-1 configurations (see Table 3.2). It was verified that both
I-SMB configurations as well as the 1-2-2-1 conventional SMB were able to fulfil the product
purity specifications of 99.5 %, with the 1-1-1-1 I-SMB system achieving productivity twice as
large as the other two, with the same solvent consumption. Simulations using the equilibrium
dispersive model and a bi-Langmuir isotherm corroborated these results. Additionally, the
implementation of the I-SMB operation scheme was found to be simple and compatible with
alternate operation as a conventional SMB [88]. Equally successful results were obtained at high
feed concentration where nonlinear adsorption isotherms are clearly applicable [89].
In a different work the I-SMB has been used for the separation of the enantiomers of (RS,RS)2-(2,4-difluorophenyl)butane-1,2,3-triol [90], a compound of interest mainly for the
pharmaceutical industry. A unit was set up and studies to select the chiral stationary phase
and the mobile phase were conducted. A system constituted of Chiralpak AD and a mixture of
hexane, ethanol, and methanol (90/5/5 %, v/v/v) was selected as it was the one that allowed
better separation. A series of I-SMB experiments was carried out to separate a racemic mixture
of (RS,RS)-2-(2,4-difluorophenyl)butane-1,2,3-triol into its pure enantiomers (see the operating
conditions in Table 3.2). Experiments carried out using this configuration achieved the desired
purity specifications of 98 % for both products, required for their pharmaceutical use.
The I-SMB has also been proposed for three fractions separation, where the third fraction is
composed of impurities in the mixture containing two desired compounds [91]. Two I-SMB
systems were proposed: in one, the most retained component is withdrawn during the second
subinterval of the I-SMB and the other two products are collected during the first subinterval;
in the second system, the least retained component is collected in the second subinterval instead.
However, a theoretical analysis showed the first system to be infeasible. An experimental study
of the second system was conducted for a ternary system consisting of the enantiomers of γphenyl-γ-butyrolactone and of the (−)-Tröger’s Base enantiomer (the impurity) in a 4-zone
SMB with four columns and using pure ethanol and Chiralpak AD as the mobile and stationary
phases, respectively. A purity of at least 94 % was obtained for all three product streams
demonstrating the feasibility of this system.
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Figure 3.7 – Schematic representation of the I-SMB process: (a) time sequence; (b) operation
during step 1; (c) operation during step 2 [90].

3.3.5

Supercritical SMB (SF-SMB)

The supercritical SMB was proposed by Nicoud and Perrut [92] and consists of a SMB where
the mobile phase is a supercritical fluid (the mixture temperature and pressure are above their
critical values). Supercritical fluids, among which water and carbon dioxide are the most
commonly used, are very attractive mobile phases for chromatography due to their near liquid
density and near gas viscosity and diffusivity. When used as mobile phases in the SMB process,
high separation efficiency, reduced pressure drop, and reduced eluent consumption can be
achieved [93–95]. A SF-SMB can function in isocratic mode, when the pressure is uniform
throughout the columns (except for pressure drops due to fluid flow), and pressure gradient
mode, when different pressures are applied. Pressure gradients between sections are applied
through the use of a pressure control valve in each column. By applying a decreasing pressure
gradient from sections I to IV, a decreasing gradient of elution strength is created, resulting in
an increase of the Henry constants and retention times of the components to be separated along
the SMB [93].
The SF-SMB has been applied in the separation of 1-phenyl-1-propanol enantiomers [96], binaphthol enantiomers and phytol isomers [97], accomplishing good results. Recently, SF-SMB
technology has been used in the separation of ethyl linoleate and ethyl oleate using supercritical
CO2 as the mobile phase (see Table 3.2) [98]. In this work the adsorption isotherms of both
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components were determined at analytical scale and, together with the equilibrium theory,
applied to the design of a two-step process. The two-steps were required to allow the removal
of impurities from the initial mixture in the first step and posteriorly separation of the two
compounds. The separation is difficult to accomplish and highly sensitive to parameters
disturbances due to the similarity of the compounds. Nonetheless, high productivities were
achieved.

3.3.6

Gradient SMB

The performance of a SMB separation can be improved by manipulating the adsorption
behavior to better fit its needs. Following this concept, the solvent gradient SMB (SG-SMB)
and the temperature gradient SMB (TG-SMB) were developed and are discussed in this section.

3.3.6.1

Solvent Gradient SMB (SG-SMB)

Solvent gradient operation was applied by several authors [99–103] in the SMB process to allow
the separation of complex mixtures that are otherwise difficult to isolate. It differs from the
conventional SMB in that the eluent strength is increased through the columns. Some solutes
might be weakly adsorbed or not adsorbed at all, if the mobile phase exhibits high elution
strength. On the other hand, some solutes might not be eluted if the mobile phase strength is
too low. For these cases, the application of a solvent gradient, achieved by modifying the
concentration of the strongest component of the solvent mixture, might be the solution, as it
allows for a higher separation resolution and a reduction in eluent consumption [99].
Ströhlein et al. [100] were the first to present a continuous chromatographic solution capable
of multicomponent separations that takes advantage of solvent gradient operation. This 5-zone
process was analyzed under the scope of the equilibrium theory and it was shown to be capable
of performing difficult separations.
Wei et al. [101,102] have presented a Pseudo-SMB system with solvent gradient for the
separation of ternary mixtures. The open-loop SMB is composed by three zones and the process
follow three steps that repeat cyclically (see Figure 3.8). In step 1 the components to be
separated are fed to the system, between zones II and III, dissolved in the weaker solvent (D2).
Simultaneously, the stronger solvent (D1) is added in zone I. This causes the least retained
solute to move forward, while the most retained solute moves backward, and the medium
retained solute moves forward in zone II and backward in zone III, trapping the intermediate
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retained solute in columns of zones II and III until they are saturated. When this happens
feeding is stopped. In step 2 the feed is substituted by the weaker solvent to remove the most
and the least retained components from the system, and purifying the medium retained solute.
In the final step the medium retained solute is removed trough the extract port by stopping
the flow in zone II. Afterwards a new cycle starts and the feed is added to the system once
more. This process was successfully tested in the separation of Nordihydrocapsaicin+capsaicin
from dihydrocapsaicin and homodihydrocapsaicin [101] using the operating conditions presented
in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.8 – Scheme of an open loop SMB with solvent gradient for ternary separations [101].
D1 - stronger solvent; D2 - weaker solvent; A, B, and C are the least, intermediate, and most
retained solutes.

In another work, the SG-SMB was applied to the separation of two important amino acids:
phenylalanine and tryptophan [104]. The design and simulations of a solvent gradient mode of
operation for the separation of these amino acids showed that the productivity in the isocratic
process could be significantly improved by solvent gradient operation [104]. Following the
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theoretical study an experimental validation of the process was carried out [105]. A laboratory
scale SG-SMB based in a 4-zone open loop configuration was assembled and experiments were
performed using the operating conditions presented in Table 3.2. A poly-4-vinylpyridine (PVP)
resin was used as adsorbent, and the mobile phase was distilled water with ethanol as modifier
solvent. The separation was successful, with extract and raffinate purities above 98 %, and in
accordance with previous simulation runs, as it can be seen in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 – Experimental and simulated outlet concentrations as a function of step number
for the optimized SG-SMB process: (a) extract port and (b) raffinate port. A: phenylalanine,
B: tryptophan. The concentrations were averaged over one switching period [105].

3.3.6.2

Temperature Gradient SMB (TG-SMB)

Similarly to solvent gradients, temperature can also be manipulated in a SMB system to modify
adsorption behavior in each section and thus improve the separation performance. For
successful temperature gradient operation, the columns and fluid temperatures must be
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rigorously controlled and the temperature variations must be fast enough in relation to the
retention times. Hence mass transfer, momentum transfer, and heat transfer all establish an
upper limit on fluid velocity, and the limiting effect will depend on the physicochemical
properties of the system. TG-SMB allows purity improvements compared to the isothermal
mode of operation as well as decreased solvent consumption. Temperature gradient operation
can be particularly interesting in SMB reactors where temperature variations can be used to
influence both adsorption and reaction kinetics. Migliorini et al. [106] developed a design
technique for a SMB with temperature gradient. The unit operation was numerically simulated
and optimized for a model system demonstrating the feasibility of this strategy.
Jin and Wankat [107] demonstrated that a thermal SMB, where the fluid is heated and cooled
before entering a column, through the use of heat exchangers, can improve the separation
performance. The separation of toluene/p-xylene (linear isotherms) was simulated using a 2-22-2 thermal SMB resulting in increased average purity (from 92.00 to 99.99 %). For the
separation of p-xylene/other C8 isomers (nonlinear isotherms) a purity of 99.9 % was achieved
with fewer columns than in a conventional SMB. Additionally it was verified that the dead
volumes introduced by the heat exchangers were not significant. However, this SMB can also
be used without heat exchangers by modifying the temperatures of the feed and desorbent
streams.

3.3.7

Variable external streams

In certain cases it can be advantageous to dynamically modify operating conditions throughout
the separation such as flow rates, feed concentration, and the opening/closing of inlet and outlet
streams. This section covers the Partial-Feed, Partial-Discard, Partial-Port-Closing, and Outlet
Swing Stream (OSS) modes of operation which implement those strategies.

3.3.7.1

Partial-Feed

In the Partial-Feed mode, the feed stream is inserted in the system in the form of a
discontinuous pulse as opposed to the common continuous flow. The Partial-Feed adds two
additional degrees of freedom to the separation: the feed length (the duration of the feed) and
the feed time (the time at which the feed enters the column). The Partial-Feed showed to be
able to increase separation efficiency especially when a small number of columns per zone are
employed, resulting in improvements in purity and recovery [108,109]. This was verified for the
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separation of Dextran T6 and raffinose with feed concentration of 0.05 g/cm3 each (linear
isotherms) in a 1-1-1-1 SMB [108].

3.3.7.2

Partial-Discard and related arrangements

The Partial-Discard strategy also considers a non-permanent external stream. In this case, a
small part of the extract or raffinate streams is discarded at the beginning or at the ending of
each switch time. This technique was shown to be capable to significantly increase the purity
of both extract and raffinate products but at the expense of lower recoveries than those obtained
by conventional SMB [110]. The Partial-Discard has been applied in conjunction with the
Partial-Feed resulting in improved product purity [110]. The fraction of undesired product
(discarded portion) can be reintroduced in the system to minimize losses [109].
Recently a recycling method was developed for the Partial-Discard strategy consisting in
recycling the discarded fraction of the extract and raffinate to the system through the feed
[111]. Simulations showed that, when applied to a binary mixture in a 4-zone SMB, the PartialFeed with Partial-Discard attained higher purities of extract and raffinate compared to the
Partial-Discard method while also mitigating the performance losses inherent to the PartialDiscard strategy (recovery, productivity, and eluent consumption) [109,111]. Instead of
discarding the non-desired fraction of the product or redirecting it to the feed stream, another
proposal, the Fractionation and Feedback SMB (FF-SMB), collects this fraction in a separate
vessel and then periodically feeds it back to the system in alternation with the original feed
avoiding product losses [112–114]. A comparison of the conventional, partial-discard and
fractionation and feedback processes on a model system based the on the separation of
cycloheptanone from cyclohexanone on silica and using n-hexane/ethyl acetate (85/15 %, v/v)
as the mobile phase has shown that the FF-SMB resulted in better productivity, purity, and
eluent consumption and presented product recovery similar to the conventional SMB and well
above the partial-discard method [112].

3.3.7.3

Partial-Port-Closing

Another alternative to minimize the yield loss caused by discarding product fractions is the
Partial-Port-Closing strategy [115]. In this solution the product ports are only opened for part
of the switch time while, for the remaining time, the product port is closed leading the
component to continue its movement to the following zone of the SMB unit, resulting in
improved product purity. Simulations were conducted by Mun [115], using a model mixture of
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dextran T6 and fructose (adsorption isotherms assumed linear) in a 1-1-1-1 SMB unit, either
maximizing the throughput (

2 ⁄D ,

where D is the column volume) for a fixed purity (98 %) or

maximizing the purity for a defined throughput. In the first case the application of the partialport-closing to either the raffinate or the extract resulted in an 85 % increase in throughput in

relation to the conventional SMB operation. In the second case, a significant improvement is
also verified as it can be seen in Figure 3.10. For instance, if a solution resulting in 98 % extract
purity is desired, the partial-port-closing system results in approximately 98.8 % raffinate purity

versus 94 % in a the conventional SMB.

Figure 3.10 – Optimized purities of extract (;5 ) and raffinate (;3 ) for a fixed throughput
comparing the conventional SMB and the partial-port-closing strategy, with either extract or
raffinate closing (PRC – partial-raffinate-closing; PEC – partial-extract-closing) [115].

3.3.7.4

Outlet Swing Stream (OSS)

Similarly to the strategies described above, the Outlet Swing Stream (OSS) technique creates
variable flow rates in the extract and raffinate streams, allowing variable zones I and IV flow
rates but keeping those of sections II and III constant by controlling the eluent flow rate
accordingly. This allows the expansion or contraction of the product fronts at the collection
points, leading to either improved purities or reduced eluent consumption [116]. More recently
this technique was experimentally tested for the separation of guaifenesin enantiomers,
demonstrating its feasibility despite the usual instability of the internal flow rates and long
time needed to reach cyclic steady state associated with variable flow techniques [117].
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3.3.8

Unconventional number of zones (n-zone SMB, n≠4)

Conventionally a SMB unit is composed by four zones as shown in Figure 3.2, with each zone
carrying a specific task (e.g. zones I and IV are regeneration zones). However, several different
configurations with two or three zones have been proposed, as well as units consisting of a
higher number of zones or single column systems.
A single column system analogous to a 4-zone SMB has been proposed as an inexpensive and
flexible alternative to elution chromatography and classic SMB that can be used with several
operation policies. The low price and easy use of operation of this system can make it especially
interesting for experimental testing of operating conditions and operation policy for a desired
separation [57,67,118,119].
Due to the cross-contamination that might occur in conventional cyclic operation, open-loop 3zone systems have been presented to preclude contamination at the expense of higher desorbent
consumption [120,121]. Recently, 3-zone SMBs have been used to obtain L-ribose produced
from the epimerization of L-arabinose [122], to separate cytosine and guanine [123], and in the
fractioning of polyethylene glycol (PEG) with different molecular weights [124]. Additionally,
a modelling study of a 3-zone SMB (zone I eliminated) demonstrated that it can reduce
adsorbent consumption and system pressure without negative effects to the product purity
[125].
2-Zone SMB systems with a center cut have been used for the separation of ternary [60,126,127]
and quaternary mixtures [128]. These systems are simple and relatively easy to control and
allow for reasonable purities.
SMBs can also have more than four zones. These systems are mainly utilized for
multicomponent separation, i.e., when more than two product streams are required.
Multicomponent separations are further discussed in Section 3.3.10.

3.3.9

Pseudo-SMB (JO Process)

The Pseudo-SMB is commercialized by Japan Organo Co. (hence why it is also known as the
JO process) and can be applied when three high purity output streams are required (ternary
separation). This process is characterized by being conducted in two steps: initially the feed
(solution of A, B, and C) is introduced in the unit which works as a fixed bed column, and the
intermediate component (B, the component with intermediate affinity to the solid phase) is
recovered just before the feed input. In the second step the feed input is closed and the unit
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works like a conventional SMB where the inlet/outlet ports switch every switch time and the
most (C) and less (A) retained components are recovered at the extract and raffinate outlets.
Figure 3.11 shows a schematic representation of both steps. The closing of the feed input in
step 2 eventually leads to the creation of a zone composed solely by the intermediate component
from where both the other components move away. When the inlet/outlet ports shift to their
initial positions, the closed loop is cut, the feed is once again introduced, and the intermediate
component is recovered. The Pseudo-SMB operation requires some modifications in relation to
the conventional SMB, namely a shut off valve (to allow the switch from closed to open loop
flow) and an additional outlet for the recovery of the intermediate component [129–132].

Figure 3.11 – Schematic representation of both steps in the Pseudo-SMB process [130]. A, B,
and C are the weakly, intermediate, and strongly adsorbed components.

A Pseudo-SMB system was optimized by Lee and Wankat [62] to be used in the separation of
nadolol isomers (see Table 3.2 for the operating conditions). The operation conditions were
optimized by multi-objective optimization for target purity of the intermediate retained
component of 99 %. The separation was conducted in normal Pseudo-SMB operation (number
of port switches in step 1 is equal to the number of columns, and thus the positions of feed and
intermediate ports do not change) as well as in a new Pseudo-SMB design with two additional
parameters: the feed and intermediate ports position in step 1 and the number of port switches
in step 2. Simulations with varying column lengths and varying feed composition ratios showed
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that the new Pseudo-SMB design allowed improved productivity and lower solvent consumption
compared to normal operation. When compared with recycle chromatography, the Pseudo-SMB
achieved productivity 4.3 times higher and a desorbent to feed ratio 45 % lower. In relation to
a 16-column SMB cascade, the Pseudo-SMB required double desorbent to feed ratio, however
this cascade system is significantly more complex.

3.3.10 Other operation schemes for multicomponent separation
Most of the operation modes presented thus far are intended to separate two product fractions
and this is the case of most SMB applications. For instance, enantiomeric separation, one of
the main applications for this technology is, by definition, a binary separation. However, certain
situations require the separation of three or more components and for these processes the SMB
can still be a valuable tool. The recovery of more than two product streams is usually
accomplished through the use of SMB units with more than four zones or a SMB cascade.
SMB cascades consist of two or more SMB units in succession and are the most common
approach to multicomponent separations [133–136]. A 9-Zone SMB cascade was studied by
Wooley et al. [137] for the separation of glucose and xylose from a mixture also containing
sulphuric acid and acetic acid. The unit is composed by two coupled SMB loops operating on
the same switch time. In the first SMB, consisting of five zones, sulphuric acid is isolated and
in the second SMB, consisting of four zones, the two sugars are recovered in the raffinate. Fivezone systems have also been presented mainly for ternary separation and differ from the
conventional system in that a side stream is withdrawn from the point of highest concentration
of the intermediate component [138,139].
Recently, Wei et al. [140] presented two new SMB cascades for ternary separation, each with a
total of five zones. One cascade (called (3+3)-SMB) combines two 3-zone SMBs in series where
zone III is shared by both (Figure 3.12a). The first SMB (zones I – III) is used to separate the
least retained component (A) and the second (zones III – V) separates the intermediate (B)
and the most retained component (C). Once the CSS is reached, from the outlet of the shared
zone III, component A is obtained during the first part of each switch time while in the second
part component C is recovered. The second proposed cascade (called (4+3)-SMB) is constituted
by 4-zone and a 3-zone SMB, where zones I and IV are shared (Figure 3.12b). The first SMB
(zones I – IV) isolated the most retained component (C) and the second SMB (zones IV, V,
and I) separates the intermediate and the least retained components (B and A). In this case,
component B is recovered from the outlet of shared zone IV while components A and C are
recovered successively from the outlet of zone I.
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Through model simulations as well as analysis of the concentration waves these two cascades
were confirmed to be feasible. It was verified that when the separation of (A+B) from C is
easier than that of A from (B+C) the (3+3)-SMB cascade has better productivity, solvent
consumption, and recovery than the second cascade design. However if the separation of A from
(B+C) is easier the (4+3)-SMB cascade has a better performance.

Figure 3.12 – SMB cascades proposed by Wei et al. [140] for continuous ternary separations.
The (3+3)-SMB is composed by two 3-zone SMBs that share zone III. The (4+3)-SMB is
composed by a 4-zone and a 3-zone SMB that share zones I and IV. A, B, and C represent
the least, the intermediate, and the most retained solute, respectively.

Other possibilities for multicomponent separation using only one SMB unit include the use of
different adsorbents which present different behaviors for the desired components [141], the
Pseudo-SMB discussed in Section 3.3.9, and the application of Partial-Feed and Partialcollecting strategies.
The aim to evaluate and determine the most efficient technique for the separation of the
intermediate component in a ternary mixture has been the focus of several studies [142,143].
SMB cascades composed by two coupled 4-zone units were compared with an integrated 8-zone
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SMB with internal recycle and with the Pseudo-SMB (JO process) by Nowak et al. [142]. When
both separations – the less retained (A) from the intermediate component (B), and the
intermediate (B) from the most retained component (C) – are equally difficult, the performance
of the SMB cascade appears to be better than the integrated 8-zone SMB which, in turn, has
better performance than the Pseudo-SMB configuration. Agrawal and Kawajiri [143] compared
six SMB schemes: two modified conventional SMB systems (a 5-zone system where one zone in
the conventional SMB scheme is divided in two and an additional withdraw stream is
implemented, and 4-zone system where columns one and two are disconnected and an additional
eluent stream is added); a SMB cascade; an 8-zone SMB; a Pseudo-SMB; and new Generalized
Full Cycle (GFC) approach. The GFC formulation can be seen as a more general case of the
Pseudo-SMB strategy that allows the change of flow rate of inlet and outlet streams, as well as
their turn-off, in different steps of the same cycle. The multi-objective optimization aimed to
maximize purity and productivity of the component with intermediate affinity to the solid
phase. For the case adopted for comparison the GFC SMB presented the best performance as
it can be seen in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13 – Productivity of the intermediate affinity component in a ternary mixture in
relation to its purity for several SMB operation schemes. Lines: (—) full cycle modified
systems; (- -) cascade systems; (-·-) modified 4-zone SMB systems [143].
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3.3.11 SMB Reactor (SMBR)
With the development of the SMB technology, the potential benefits of combining it with other
processes quickly became apparent. One of these cases is the SMB reactor (SMBR), which is a
hybrid unit that combines the chemical reaction and the chromatographic separation of
products in a single unit. The coupling of both reaction and SMB processes require additional
aspects to be taken into account when compared to the SMB systems discussed thus far. In
addition to the adsorbent, a catalyst is usually necessary and both may be present in the same
pellet but they can also be two different materials that may be mixed in all columns or be
placed in alternate columns [144]. The choice of operating conditions must also reflect the
requirements of the reaction and separation steps. For instance, the SMBR cannot usually be
used if reaction and separation require different temperatures. The SMBR can be especially
interesting in equilibrium controlled chemical reactions, since conversion can be significantly
improved over its equilibrium values by the continuous separation and removal of reaction
products. Another useful application presents itself when the desired component is an
intermediate species of a chemical process, thus requiring its selective separation or when one
of the formed compounds has inhibiting or poisoning effects on the reaction. The SMBR has
been applied to esterifications [145–149], isomerizations [150–152], synthesis of MTBE [153] and
methanol [154], coal gasification [155], and enzymatic reactions [144,156–159].

Figure 3.14 – Schematic representation of the 3-zone SMBR used by Palacios et al. [160,161].
The dashed columns represent the chromatographic reactors. Left – setup for the production
of the strongly retained component B (reaction takes place within zone III); right – setup for
the production of the weakly retained component A (reaction takes place within zone I).
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In recent years, a SMBR system has been presented by Palacios et al. [160,161] that is
theoretically capable of producing single enantiomers with 100 % purity, yield, and conversion.
The unit used is a 3-zone SMB functioning in closed-loop where the racemization reaction occurs
in the regeneration zone. A schematic representation of the unit used is shown in Figure 3.14.
The experimental testing of this concept was conducted on a 2-zone open-loop SMBR (see Table
3.2 for the operating conditions) and confirmed that single enantiomers can be produced with
near 100 % yield and conversion values [161].

Table 3.2 - Recent publications (2010 – August 2017) concerning SMB technology and its
applications. Updated from [162].
Year

SMB
scheme

System

Mobile phase
(%, v/v)

2017

Carbon dioxide
Methane

Nitrogen

2016

GC-SMB
(2-column
relay)
Eight-zone

Methanol/water
(50/50)

2016

Classic

2016

Varicol

Cyclopentanone
Cyclohexanone
Cycloheptanone
Butanediol (BDO)
Propanediol
(PDO)
Racemic
aminoglutethimide

2015

Open-loop

2015

FeedCol

2015

3-column
I-SMB
cascade
Open-loop

2015
2015

2015

Three-zone
Open-loop
SF-SMB
Classic

Galactose
levulinic acid
5-hydroxymethylfurfural
Toluene
p-xylene

DDW

n-hexane/ethanol/
monoethanolamine
(30/70/0.1)
DDW

Methanol/water
(80/20)

Four stereoisomers
of nadolol

Heptane/ethanol/
diethylamine

Psicose
Fructose
Schisandrol A/B
Schisandrin A/B

DDW

Several ethyl esters

CO2 with 2propanol as cosolvent
methanol

Stationary phase
SMB Configuration
(L×D) mm
Activated carbon
1-1 (180×21)
LiChroprep RP-18
1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1
100×10
Mitsubishi SP70
2-2-2-2
142.4×26.4
Chiralcel OD
1/1.5/1.5/1
150×10
Dowex-50WX8 resin
1-1-1-1
217×25
C18
2-2-2-2
250×8
Chiralpak AD
1-1-1
150×4.6
DOWEX 50 WX4-400
2-2-2-2
LiChroprep Si 60
2-2-2
100×10
Globalsil ODS-AP
2-2-2-2
150×10

xf
(g/L)

Purity (%)

Ref.

1 % CO2
1 % CH4
98 % N2
1 each

Px > 98
Pr > 98

[163]

Phexa >98

[164]

50 or 100
each

PBDO = 100
PPDO =
92.6
Px=99.3
Pr=99.3

[165]

2 – 5 each

Pgala >98

[167]

2 each

Px = 99.8
Pr = 99.8

[168]

10 - 15

Px= 99.7
Pr = 99.4

[169]

50 (psic)
150 (fruct)
5.025

Px= 98.0
Pr = 99.9
Pure
Schisandrol
A
Px= >99
Pr= >99

[170]

4 each

100
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2015

Three-zone
Open-loop
GC-SMB

Propane
Propylene

isobutane

13X zeolite
4-2-2
100×21.1

2015

Cascade
Three-zone
SMB

Water/methanol
(90/10)

Chromalite-PCG600C
resin
217×25

2014

Pseudo-SMB

Methanol/water
(85/15)

ODS silica gel
1-2-5
100×10

2014

Three-Zone
PartialDiscard
Classic

Valine (A)
Leucine (B)
Alanine (C)
Ammonium sulfate
Capsaicin and
dihydrocapsaicin
from other 2 crude
capsaicinoids
Valine
Isoleucine

DDW

Amberchrom-CG161C
1-1-1
217×25
LiChroprep RP-18
1/2/2/1
100×21.2
Dowex Monosphere
99Ca/320 resin
1-1-1-1
450×15
Inertsil Econo Prep-SIL
3-2-3
250×30
YMC-Pack ODS-A
1-1-1-1
250×10
ChiralCel OD
1221
100×10
LiChroprep RP-18
150×10

2014

A, B and C where
A is the target

Water/ethanol
(60/40)

Maltose (A)
Glucose (B)
Fructose (C)

DDW at 50 C

2014

Pseudo-SMB
and
Generalized
Full Cycle
Three-Zone

Flax orbitide
extract

Ethanol

2014

Classic

Uridine (A) and
guanosine (B)

Water/methanol
(90/10)

2014

Classic

Racemic mandelic
acid

2014

SF-SMB

Natural extract of
triterpenoids

2014

Open-loop

Racemic
methionine

2014

Varicol

Guaifenesin
racemate

Hexane/
isopropanol
(85/15)
CO2 with 7.5 wt%
ethanol as
cosolvent
MeOH/aqueous 5
mM ammonium
acetate (55/45)
n-hexane/ ethanol
(70/30)

2014

Three-Zone

2014

I-SMB

Formic acid
Acetic acid
Succinic acid
Racemic Tröger's
Base

2014

108

DDW

Ethanol

Chirobiotic TAG
1-1-1-1
100×4.6
Chiralcel OD
1/1.5/1.5/1
150×10
Amberchrom-CG300C
1-1-1
217×25
Chiralpak AD
1-1-1-1
150×4.6

33%
propane
67%
propylene
40/1.2/2.1
/15 (A/B/
C/D)

99.9
propylene

[173]

99.3 valine

[174]

c.a. 20

-

[175]

5 each

98.01
(valine)

[176]

8.18/0.51/
0.32 for
A/B/C
40, 180,
180 (A, B,
C)

98.6

[177]

PPseudo =
77.5
PGFC = 76

[178]

5

-

[179]

42.05 (A)
40.75 (B)

97.8 (A)
97.2 (B)

[180]

30

100 % on
both

[181]

6.22 mg/g

PuX =
80.4 PuR
= 78.5
Px > 99
Pr > 99

[182]

6.5

[183]

8

Px= 99.3
Pr = 99.2

[184]

1 each

96 %
(formic
acid)
Px= 99.9
Pr = 99.3

[185]

5 to 17.4

[186]
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2013

Classic SMB

2013

Classic SMB
Size
exclusion
3-Zone SMB
(open-loop)

2013

Sugars and ionic
liquid from
biomass
hydrolysates
Recombinant
proteins

DDW or 5 mM
H2SO4

Immunoglobulin Y
(IgY) from hen
eggs
Mitotane
enantiomers

Acetonitrile/
DDW/TFA
(85/15/0.1)
Acetonitrile/
isopropanol
(25/75)

Refolding buffer

2012

Varicol

2012

SG-SMB
(open loop)

Phenylalanine
Tryptophan

Ethanol/water

2012

SF-SMB

Ethyl linoleate
Ethyl oleate

SC-CO2

2012

I-SMB
(open-loop)

Tröger’s base
enantiomers

Ethanol

2012

Classic SMB
Ion
exclusion

Glucose
Xylose
EmimAc

DDW

2012

3-Zone SMB
(open-loop)

Polyethylene glycol
with different MW

DDW

2012

SG-SMB
3-Zone SMB
(open loop)

Epigallocatechin
gallate (EGCG)
tea polyphenol

Methanol/water
(30/70)

2012

Two-feed
SMB

α-tocopherol from
its homologue
mixture

Methanol

2012

Classic SMB
(open loop)

Amino acid

NH4Ac/methanol
(90/10 or 75/25)

2012

3-Zone SMB

Guanine
Cytosine

Water/methanol/
acetic acid
(90/10/0.2)

Dowex 50WX4-400
exchanged with
[BMIM]Cl
2-2-2-2 (100×10)
HiScale 26/20
1-1-1-1
(70×2.6)
ODS-2
1-1-1
(150×4.6)
amylose tris(3,5dimethylphenyl
carbamate)
0.98/1.46/1.32/1.29
(100×10)
PVP resin (poly-4vinylpyridine) 362 µm
1-1-1-1
(217×25)
Kromasil 60-10-SIL
2-2-2-2
(72-75×30)
Chiralpak AD 20 µm
1-1-1-1
(150×4.6)
Dowex 99Ca/320
(exchanged with
[Emim]+)
2-2-2-2 (300×11)
TOSOH GMPW
(hydroxylated poly
methacrylate) 17 µm
2-2-2 (300×7.5)
C18-bonded ODS silica
20 - 30 µm
1-1-2 (100×10)
Sinochrom ODS-BP 10
µm
2-2-2-2
(100×10)
Chirobiotic TAG 16 µm
1-2-1-1
(100×10)
ZORBAX 300SB-C18
1-1-1
(250×4.6)

-

-

[187]

-

Px= 100
Pr = 83

[188]

-

PIgY = 98

[189]

50

Px and Pr
= 97

[74]

0.40 each

Px and Pr
= 98

[105]

4.1 – 4.7

Px = 73
Pr = 41

[98]

0.5 each

Px and Pr
= 94

[91]

20

41 - 79

[9]

252 – 1674
ppm

Px =
64–100
Pr = 57–
100
Px = 97.8

[124]

Ptocopherol =
100

[191]

Px =
92–100
Pr =
68–100
PCyt = 94.9
PGua=89.8

[10]

27.5
EGCG in
tea poly-phenol
10; 50

10

0.1 – 0.3

[190]
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2012

Classic SMB

2011

Classic SMB

2011

3-Zone SMB

-

2011

SG-SMB
(open-loop)

2011

SG-SMB
(open-loop)

Nordihydrocapsaicin
Dihydrocapsaicin
Homodihydrocapsaicin
Phenylalanine
Tryptophan

2011

FeedCol

-

-

2011

Classic SMB

Flurbiprofen
enantiomers

2011

Classic SMB

Ketoprofen
enantiomers

2011

Classic SMB

Succinic acid
lactic acid

2011

SMBR

Chlorthalidone
enantiomers

Ethanol/nhexane/TFA
(10/90/0.01 or
100/0/0.01)
Ethanol/nhexane/TFA
(10/90/0.01 or
100/0/0.01)
Sodium sulfate
(aqueous 100mM)
methanesulfonic
acid
Methanol/BTP
(40/60)

2010

Pseudo-SMB

Nadolol isomers

2010

I-SMB

2010

I-SMB

(RS,RS)-2-(2,4difluorophenyl)butane-1,2,3-triol
Tröger’s base
enantiomers

2010

FF-SMB

-

-

2010

Classic SMB

Mandelic acid
enantiomers

Hexane/TBME
(85/15)

110

Proprietary chiral
pharmaceutical
intermediate
Homoharringtonine
Harringtonine

Ethanol /
diethylamine
(100/0.1)
Methanol/water/
ammonium
formate
(45/55/0.05)
Methanol/water
(80/20 – 60/20)

Ethanol

Methanol/triethylamine with acetic
acid (20/80)
Hexane/ethanol/
methanol
(60/20/20)
Ethanol

Chiralpak AD 20 µm
2-2-2-2
(100×48)
Capcell Pack C18
10 - 100 µm
2-2-2-2
(250×46)
5 columns
(100×10)
ODS silica gel 20–45 µm
2-3-3
(100×10)

66.1

Px > 99
Pr > 81

[11]

1 – 1.5

-

[12]

15

Px and Pr
= 99.9
-

[125]

-

[101]

PVP resin
1-1-1-1
(217×25)
1+2-2-2-2
(40×5.5)
Chiralpak AD 20 µm
1-2-2-1
(100×20)

-

Px and Pr
= 98

[104]

variable

-

[192]

40
(racemic
solution)

Px and Pr
= 99.4

[13]

Chiralpak AD 20 µm
1-2-2-1
(100×20)

40
(racemic
solution)

Px and Pr
= 98.6

[14]

Amberchrom CG300C
resin 120 µm
2-2-2-2
(116×15)
Nucelodex-β-OH
8 columns
(65×16)
Perphenyl
carbamoylated b-CD
8-column (25, 50, 100)
Chiralpak AD
1-1-1-1
(150×4.6)
Chiralpak AD
1-2-2-1 and 1-1-1-1
(150×4.6)
1-1-1-1
(100×10)
Kromasil TBB gel
1-1-1-1
(300×3.9)

1 - 50

-

[193]

0.5

-

[161]

1/1/1, 1/2
/1, 2/1/2
(ratios)
3 - 15

Pint = 99

[62]

Px and Pr
= 98

[90]

1.0

Px and Pr
= 99.5

[194,8
8,89]

1 each

Px and Pr
= 93
82 - 94

[113]
[15]
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2010

3-Zone

2010

GC-SMB

2010

Classic SMB

2010

SG-SMB

L-Ribose
L-arabinose
Propane
Propylene
Fusion protein of
127 amino acids

Acetonitrile/water
(85/15)
n-Butane
Neopentane
-

o-Xylene
p-Xylene

Phenomenex NH2
1-1-1
zeolite 13X
Sephacryl S-100 HR
2-2-2-2
(800×10)
C18 Kromasil 25 um
(100×10)

5

[122]

-

Pr=
90 - 98
-

-

-

[16]

[195]

45, 50, 60, 75,
0.25 each
Px and
[196]
90% Acetonitrile /
Pr=100
DDW
2010 OSS-SMB
Guaifenesin
Heptane/ethanol
Chiralpak IB 5 um
2
Px=98.8
[117]
enantiomers
(85/15)
(250×4.6)
Pr=95.8
PX – extract purity; PR – raffinate purity; Pint – intermediate retained component purity; DDW – distilled and deionized water;
TFA – trifluoroacetic acid; SC-CO2 – supercritical CO2; NH4Ac – ammonium acetate; MW – molecular weight;

Table 3.3 - Recent (2010 – 2013) patents concerning SMB technology and its applications.
Updated from [162].
Year

Inventor

2013

Huozhu, L.
Xuequn, W.
Haidong, Yu
Lijuan, G.
Xuefei, Z.
Jingxiang, C.
Lihua, Z.
Shiquan, L.
Yi, J.
Guanghong, L.
Chenghou, W.
Zuoqing, Z.
Min, C.
Zhonghua, H.
Xiaomai, Y.
Yanjun, W.
Zhi, L.
Biyu, T.
Yiwen, Y.
Baogen, S.
Liyun, K.
Zongbi, B.
Yun, S.

2013

2013

2013

Applicant /
Patent Number
Huozhu, L.
CN203220780

Short description
Frequency-conversion pressure-control flow-control sequentially
simulated moving bed

University of Science
and Technology
Liaoning
CN103193218

Method for performing chromatographic separation and
purification of fullerene C70 by using simulated moving bed

Guangxi Light Industry
Science Technology
Research Institute
CN103113422

Method for separating and refining high-purity L-arabinose and
D-xylose with a simulated moving bed

Zhejiang University
CN102924555

Method for preparing 24-dehydrocholesterol through separation
of simulated moving bed chromatography
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2013

2012

2012

Qilong, R.
Junsheng, Y.
Xiaofu, G.
Yinghui, X.
Jun, W.
Yanlan, L.
Fei, L.
Yuan, L.

2012

Stewart, D. G.
Chao, G.
Smith, B. E.
Sohn, S. W.
Noe, R. J. L.
Wei, F.

2012

Oroskar, A. R.

2012

Su, L. I.
Mo, G. Y.
Il, K. J.
Sun, I. J.
Il, J. W.
Jae, L. I.
Su, L. I.
Sun, I. J.
Il, J. W.
Jae, L. I.
Yeol, R. J.
Koo, Y. M.
Kim, J. I.
Park, H. M.

2012

2012

2012

2012
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Li, Q.
Cong, J.
Zhang, W.
Wang, S.
Lin, B.
Tang, X.
Chen, S.
Huang, J.
Huang, K.
Liao, F.

Hebei University of
Technology
CN202724749

Simulated moving bed device for continuously extracting
potassium from seawater

Yuan, L.
US8241492

Simulated moving bed chromatography device, has bypass
channels provided for partition plates of outer fluid transfer
segments, and flow channel formed by removal of partition
plate between adjacent outer fluid transfer segments
Method for minimizing cross-contamination of e.g. fluids in
simulated moving bed, involves filling replacement volume on
one side of valve corresponding to volume in line on another
side of valve to receive remnant in line

UOP LLC
US8211312

Ningbo Institute of
Technology, Zhejiang
University
US2012071691
Orochem Technologies,
Inc.
US8349175
C&S Co Ltd
CN201280051778

Method for separating a mixture comprising three components
by simulated moving bed chromatography

Rotary valve apparatus for simulated moving bed separations

Valve integration equation column end piece method used for
simulating moving bed process and sleeve, comprises
minimizing connection inflow of column end piece of outflow
part of on/off valve integrated with rotary valve and outflow
part

C&S Co Ltd
KR2012008594

Successive feedback flow controlling apparatus for processing
simulated moving bed, is equipped with several components for
measuring temperature, flow rate, and pressure around
continuous simulated moving bed

Inha-Industry
Partnership Institute
KR2012011603

Simulated moving bed processing method, involves producing
switching time by area pump that is connected to extract
outlet port line, and connecting raw material pump to
supplying material inlet port line
Preparation of ginsenoside Rb1 comprises taking Panax
notoginoside as raw material, and separating and preparing
ginsenoside Rb1 using simulated moving bed chromatography

Liaoning University of
Technology
CN102336799

Guangxi Chongzuo
Xianggui Sugar Co., Ltd
CN102285664

Method for preparing molecular sieve for separating L-lactic
acid and D-lactic acid on simulated moving bed, involves using
sol-gel process and calcining process followed by combining and
performing chemical reactions

3.3. SMB operation modes

Qin, J.
Wei, X.
Xu, Y.
Liang, M.
Hong, Z.

I-Shou University
CN102527086

2011

Hotier, G.
Le Cocq. D. L.

IFP Energies Nouvelles
US2011315634

2011

Kelliher, A.
Morrison, A.
Oroskar, A.
Ñair Rema, R.
Agarwal, A.
Bisschops, M. A.
Londo, T. R.
Lehoucq, S.
LudemannHombourger, O.
Nicoud, R.
Hamende, M.
Cavoy, E.
Delaney, E.
Oroskar, A.
Tietz, W.
Schulze, J.

BASF Pharma
Equateq Limited
WO2011080503

2012

2011
2011

2011
2011

Method of simulated moving bed for separating threecomponent mixture, involves condensing weak adsorption force
component of mixture by gamma region and separating
component at weak adsorption discharge portion
Process and apparatus for simulated moving bed separation
comprising bypass lines in every other bed and with controlled
flushing flow rates during injections and withdrawals
Simulated moving bed chromatographic separation process
for recovering a polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) product,
from a feed mixture, comprises introducing the feed mixture to
a simulated or actual moving bed chromatography apparatus

Tarpon Biosystems, Inc.
WO2011046936
Novasep Process
EP2301644

Conversion of fixed-bed liquid chromatography processes to
simulated moving bed processes
Method for separating component e.g. optical isomer, from
mixture in simulated moving bed in pharmaceutical industry,
involves circulating main fluid in group of chromatographic
columns, where columns are mounted in series

Axcan Pharma Inc.
WO2011071890
UHDE GmbH
WO2011160760

Methods for purifying monosaccharide mixtures containing
ionic impurities
Process for removing, isolating and purifying dicarboxylic acids

2011

Augier, F.
Darmancier, D
Hotier, G.

Institut Français du
Pétrole
US8388840

System for stiffening the plates of a large-diameter multi-stage
column

2011

Augier, F.
Hotier, G.

IFP Energies nouvelles
US20110303602

2011

Sohn, S. W.
Rice, L. H.
Kulprathipanja, S.
Matos da Silva,
V. M. T.
Marques Pereira,
C. S.
Rodrigues, A. E.
Ichi, T.
Shimizu, R.

UOP LLC
US8283511

Device for distributing fluids in a simulated moving bed
column with limited degree of immersion within the granular
bed
Ethylene production by steam cracking of normal paraffins

2011

2011

Universidade do Porto
WO2010116335

Simulated moving bed membrane reactor, new hybrid
separation process and uses thereof

San-Ei Gen F.F.I.,Inc
JP2011051909

Purifying rebaudioside A used as sweetener, involves
separating rebaudioside A and stevioside in test sample using
simulated moving bed chromatography and collecting
simulation moving bed eluting solvents
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2011

Chen, M.
Wei, F.

2011

Lu, F.
Wang, C.
Li, Y.
Meng, N.
Zhang, L.
Wang, L.
Wang, X.
Feng, X.
Jia, P.
Zhang, D.
Cai, Y.
Zhang, W.
Wang, Y.
Ding, Y.
Liao, X.
Li, Z.
Luo, J.
Yang, P.
Li, X.
Hu, J.
Liang, K.
Zhao, S.
Cheng, D.
Shang, L.
Xu, P.
Wang, Y.
Dong, D.

2011

2011

2011

2011

Ningbo Institute of
Technology, Zhejiang
University
CN101961564
Tianjin University of
Science and Technology
CN101899486
Heilongjiang
Agricultural Products
Processing Engineering
Technology
CN101928305
Jiangnan University
CN101948399

Xi'an Hangtian Huawei
Chemical & Biological
Engineering
CN101940850

Simulated moving bed has circulation pump that is provided
between adjacent chromatographic columns, where feed inlet of
chromatographic columns at odd number position is arranged
with valve

Shanghai Bocheng
Biotechnology Co., Ltd.
CN102199227

Preparation of polyglucan with high purity by reacting glucose,
sorbitol and citric acid monohydrate to obtain crude
polyglucan, preparing into solution, processing by simulating
moving bed chromatography isolating system and eluting
Method for asynchronously starting four zones-based simulated
moving bed chromatography, involves moving raw material
inlet from second zone to third zone to start chromatography
when eluent solution is introduced into first zone
Parex Feed Unit

2011

Koo, Y. M.
Kim, J. I.
Kim, I.

Inha-Industry
Partnership Institute
KR1036554

2010

Go, A.
Pilliod, D. L.
Porter, J. R.
Augier, F.
Darmancier, D.

Exxonmobil Chemical
Patents Inc.
WO2010138284
Institut Français du
Pétrole
US2009321359
Institut Français du
Pétrole
US20110201865

2010

2010
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Decoodt, X.
Hotier, G.
Leflaive, P.
Le Cocq. D. L.

Chromatograph separating system for five-area simulating
moving bed, has chromatographic column formed with five
areas, where one of areas is formed between circulation liquid
inlet and product outlet
Separating and purifying oligo-xylose by simulated moving
bed, comprises pre-processing e.g. deionization of feed liquor
obtained by enzyme hydrolysis of hemicellulose, filtering and
deoxidizing by pure water, separating by chromatography
Purification method of xylo-oligosaccharide, involves
concentrating, immersing cationic exchange resin in
hydrochloric acid, feeding obtained solution into simulated
moving bed to adsorb and elute, concentrating and spray
drying
Continuous separation and purification of valine in
fermentation liquor, involves using simulated moving bed
chromatograph

Novel fluid distribution and collection system in a multistage
column comprising a jet breaker
Simulated-Moving-Bed Separation Method and Device with
Modulated Tapped-off

3.3. SMB operation modes

2010

Decoodt, X.
Hotier, G.
Leflaive, P.
Le Cocq. D. L.
Wilke, A. P.
Mierendorf, R. C.
Grabski, A. C.
Cheng, C.
Decoodt, X.
Hotier, G.
Leflaive, P.
Le Cocq. D. L.
Woods, R. R.
Krikorian, V.
Smithers, J.

Institut Français du
Pétrole
US048973

Process and device for separation in a simulated moving bed
with a bypass fluid flow rate that is not regulated
automatically

Semba Biosciences, Inc.
WO2010021815

Valve block assembly

Institut Français du
Pétrole
US258505

Process and apparatus for simulated moving bed separation
comprising bypass lines in every other bed and with a
modulated bypass fluid flow rate

Primafuel, Inc.
US206812

2010

Lu, J.
Guo, X.

Zhejiang University
CN101829438

2010

Zhang, L.
Zhang, B.
Tang, N.
Tang, L.
Gao, J.
Zhang, C.
Wei, Y.
Gong, F.
Wang, Q.
Cao, L.
Diao, J.

JiangSu Litian
Technology Co., Ltd
CN101823972

Separation and purification of compounds in liquid mixture
involves integrating continuous simulated moving bed
chromatography apparatus with vapour compression
distillation unit to create high efficiency separations
Optimization method for simulated moving bed chromatograph
operation parameter, involves calculating model of simulated
moving bed, and determining policy variable and restriction
condition of simulated moving bed
Clean production of o-(p-)aminophenyl methyl(ethyl)ether by
preparing mixture comprising nitrophenyl compound,
hydrogen, catalyst, and solvent, reacting, separating, and
performing chromatographic simulated moving bed separation
Integrated treatment device of trash, landfill, leachate, has
mixing reaction tank, oblique pipe settling tank, biological
carbon filter bed, and simulated moving bed reactor (SMBR)
which are provided with sewage discharging hole

Zhu, Q.
Zhou, H.
Cai, H.
Wan, H.
Yuan, J.
Tang, N.
Tang, L.
Jiang, R.

Nanjing University of
Technology
CN101774935

2010

2010

2010

2010

2010

2010

2010

2010

2010

Zhang, L.
Zhang, B.
Tang, N.
Tang, L.
Ma, L.
Shang, H.

Wei, Y.
CN201530771

Heilongjiang Bayi Landreclamation University
CN101781671

Separating and purifying antioxidant peptide of maize by
hydrolyzing maize protein powder, flocculating, filtering, and
separating and purifying hydrolysate by multifunctional
simulated moving bed separating system
Isolating and purifying L-ornithine from a fermentation liquor
comprises removing thallus and solid content from the liquor
by ultrafiltration, introducing the obtained feed liquid to a
simulated moving bed, crystallizing and desiccating

Wuxi Hongrui
Biopharmaceutical
Technology Co., Ltd
CN101823979
JiangSu Litian
Technology Co., Ltd
CN101823998

Clean production of phenacetin by reacting p-nitrophenetole
with hydrogen, reacting p-phenetidine with water and acetic
anhydride, solid-liquid separating, and subjecting liquid
mixture to chromatographic simulated moving bed separation
Preparing ethoxy quinoline for coupling simulated moving bed
reactor, involves preparing mixture by mixing paraphenetidine, acetone, catalyst and water entrainer

Anhui Fengyuan
Fermentation

Separation and extraction of L-ribose, involves centrifuging
and separating L-ribose liquid synthesized using L-arabinose,
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2010

2010

2010

2010

Li, R.
Xue, P.
Wu, P.
He, Y.
Wang, X.
Wang, Y.

Liu, D.
Liu, Y.
Sun, H.
Yu, H.
Lee, C.
Lee, H.
Kim, G.
Lee, C. H.
Lee, H. H.
Kim, K. M.
Il, Y.

2010

Gong, F.
Wang, Q.
Wei, Y.

2010

Cong, J.
Lan, S.
Lin, B.
Tang, X.
Wang, S.
Zhang, W.
Cao, L.
Feng, X.
Li, H.
Wang, X.
Zhang, G.
Zhang, L.
Dai, D.
Shao, M.
Sun, Z.
Zhuang, P.

2010

2010
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Technology Engineering
Co., Ltd
CN101781338

separating by simulated moving bed chromatography, and
condensing and crystallizing obtained solution

Heilongjiang
Agricultural Products
Processing Engineering
Technology Research
Center
CN201441839
Tianjin Jianfeng Natural
Product R&D Co., Ltd.
CN101712643

Multi-functional simulated moving bed chromatography
separating device, has communicating channel whose ports are
connected with port pipelines at ends of chromatographic
column

Industry-Academic
Cooperation Foundation
- Yonsei University
KR2010098891

Hankyong Industry
Academic Cooperation
Center
KR2010128970
Wei, Y.
CN101708917

Liaoning University of
Technology
CN101732890

Extracting xanthophyll involves using molecular distillation
and simulated moving bed technology, where organic solvent is
adding into marigold extract and extracting by stirring
mixture twice or thrice, and condensed to obtain concentrate
Sedimentation layer adsorbing apparatus, has pre-processing
unit provided with simulated moving bed valve that controls
movement of fluid inflow port, raffinate exhaust port, release
agent inflow port, extract exhaust port and adjacent ports

Dead volumes simulation method for simulated moving bed
chromatographic process, involves simulating fluid
concentration change corresponding to time at dead volume
Integral treatment device for garbage leachate comprises
denitrifying mechanism, mixing polymerization reaction tank,
inclined plate/tube sedimentation tank, and bio-carbon
filtering bed and Simulated Moving Bed Reactor
Three-band simulated moving bed chromatograph, has threeband simulated moving bed operation model with independent
band or three-band simulated moving bed operation model
with backflow between two bands that is formed

Heilongjiang
Agricultural Products
Processing Engineering
Technology
CN101717418

Separating stevioside through simulated moving bed comprises
crushing, water soaking, introducing ultrasonic wave, rough
filtering, precipitating, fine filtering, concentrating, absorbing
and separating, and concentrating and drying

Ningbo Liwah Plant
Extract Technology
Co.,Ltd
CN101607975

Preparation of albiflorin involves taking total glucosides of
paeony extract as raw material, and using simulated moving
bed chromatographic separating method including simulated
moving bed chromatography using fixed phase and flowing
phase
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3.4

Equipment designs

The valves system is one of the most important aspects in SMB design and construction as it
will greatly dictate the flexibility of the unit to apply different SMB strategies. The application
of the operation modes discussed above requires several modifications to conventional units
namely in regard to the valves system design. Furthermore, other aspects of SMB design, such
as the selection of mobile and stationary phases as well as the automation and control of the
SMB unit, are also important for the successful operation of a SMB unit.

3.4.1

Valve schemes

The SMB operational schemes detailed in the previous section require different kinds of
equipment and components, particularly in what concerns the valve designs. The valves system
can be considered the core of a SMB separation, determining the flexibility of the unit to apply
different modes of operation [33]. A flexible SMB unit is one that allows modifications such as
changes in zone configurations, creation of zone bypasses (the diversion of a stream from one
zone to a non-adjacent one), open-loop operation, addition of columns or asynchronous port
switch. However, the use of more complex valves systems, aimed at maximizing flexibility, can
often lead to the introduction of undesirable contaminations from shared junctions or tubing
lines. Furthermore, an increase in complexity of the valves system may also lead to an increase
in the system dead volume, which is particularly prejudicial in small scale units [197].
SMB valve designs can be classified into central and distributed. The former was the first to
appear in the UOP [4,198] and ISEP [199] systems, and employs single proprietary rotary valves
with long and complex connections/paths. The single rotary valve in these systems causes fluid
lines to be shared between inlet and outlet streams, resulting in cross contaminations (the
extract is contaminated with feed and the raffinate with the eluent) that can be significant
particularly in small units. Additionally central valve designs cannot be easily modified to
accommodate different configuration or more advanced operation policies. Distributed valve
designs use several generic rotary valves and/or on-off (two-way) valves. Rotary valves are the
most common and consist of a rotor that rotates to align with the ports on the stator, thus
creating different flow paths depending on the rotor position (see Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.15 – A schematic representation of: (a) SD (Select-Dead-end) rotary valve; (b) ST
(Select-Trapping) rotary valve.

A conventional 2-2-2-2 SMB can be constructed using four two-way valve in each column [198]
along with one variable recycle pump and four constant speed pumps in the inlets and outlets.
This scheme is highly flexible allowing the application of most SMB operation modes. Although
two-way valve designs possess exclusive inlet and outlet lines, contamination can occur in the
transfer lines between valves and the tees. Furthermore, the high number of valves used can
introduce dead volume in the system that can significantly hinder the performance especially
in small units as has been mentioned above [197]. To counter this problem to some extent, the
two-way valves can be replaced by three-way valves (e.g. a 4-two-way valve design can be
substituted by a 2-three-way valve design).
In general, rotary valve configurations allow more flexibility with lower number of valves that
the two-way valve designs. An SMB unit can utilize one rotary valve before each column. If a
SD (Select-Dead-end) valve (see Figure 3.15a) is used the valve design is known as the 1SD1C
(one SD valve per column). This system allows asynchronous port switching and the
introduction of additional columns, however the number of zones is limited to the number of
ports on the valve and open-loop configurations cannot be applied. The 1SD1C uses
independent manifolds for each stream, nonetheless, contamination can still occur in the shared
lines between the valves and the tees. With the addition of on more valve per column (2SD1C)
higher flexibility can be achieved, since the matching of connections in the first and second
valves provide more processing options. This modification allows the increase of the number of
columns or separation zones, the functioning in open-loop mode, and the creation of zone
bypasses.
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Another design can use one SD valve in each inlet or outlet stream (1SD1S - one SD valve per
stream) [200]. This system is simple to operate, presents the lowest number of valves among
distributed valve designs, and allows the addition of new zones by increasing the number of
valves accordingly. On the other hand, a SMB based on the 1SD1S design is limited to a number
of columns that cannot exceed the number of ports in the SD valve used. Additionally the
1SD1S does not allow open-loop operation as well as zone bypasses, is highly susceptible to
contaminations, and cannot operate under Varicol or Pseudo-SMB policies.
The ST valve is another commonly utilized rotary valve (shown in Figure 3.15b). A one ST
valve per column design (1ST1C) is similar to the 2SD1C design mentioned above as the two
SD valves are substituted by one ST valve, resulting in lower cost. Figure 3.16 shows a 2-2-2-2
SMB using a 1ST1C valve design. If we consider, for instance, valve ST5 (detailed in Figure
3.17), in step one it is being used to add the feed to the stream coming from column 4, and
directing the resulting stream to column 5. After the switch time (step 2), valve ST5 is used to
transmit the fluid directly from column 4 to 5 through the S6 closed loop. In step 3 the valves
rotate again, with the valve ST5 now directing the process fluid to the extract outlet where the
extract is withdrawn and the remaining fluid transmitted through valve ST5 to column 5. This
design presents similar characteristics to the 2SD1C allowing high purity and high productivity,
column expandability, multisolvent and multicomponent operation, zone flexibility, open loop
operation, and variable switch times.

Figure 3.16 – Schematic representation of a one ST valve per column (1ST1C) design in a 22-2-2 SMB [33]. F – feed; D – desorbent; R – raffinate; X – extract; B1 – B4 – closed loops.
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Figure 3.17 – Detailed view of three consecutive switch times (steps) of valve ST5 in the 2-22-2 SMB of Figure 3.16.
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3.5. Mobile and stationary phase selection

A comparative summary of the main capabilities of UOP, ISEP, 4-two way, two SD valves per
column (2SD1C), one SD valve per stream (1SD1S), and one ST valve per column (1ST1C)
valve designs is presented in Table 3.4. A more in depth review on SMB valve designs has been
published by Chin and Wang [33].

Table 3.4 – Comparison of SMB valve designs [33].
Valve design

Central valve designs
UOP
ISEP
Yes
Rotating
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

Distributed valve designs
4-two-way
2SD1C
1SD1S
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

1ST1C
Stationary columns
Yes
Column expandability
Yes
Zone bypasses
Yes
Asynchronous port
Yes
switching
Contamination
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Number of valves for a
1
1
32 (Two16 (SD)
4 (SD)
8 (ST)
2-2-2-2 system
way)
2SD1C – two SD valves per column; 1SD1S – one SD valve per stream; 1ST1C - one ST valve per
column.

3.5

Mobile and stationary phase selection

The selection of the mobile and stationary phases is a very important step in the implementation
of a SMB unit. These must be chosen in accordance with the separation system under study,
ensuring compatibility with the compounds to be separated and compatibility between mobile
and stationary phases.
One of the main advantages of SMB technology is its low desorbent consumption in comparison
with preparative chromatography [201]. Additionally, common solvents like water [9,124],
ethanol [11,88,91], methanol [202], or mixtures thereof [101,105,123,190] can be utilized opposed
to the more complex solvent mixtures used in preparative chromatography. Both these aspects
contribute to a significant reduction in desorbent costs. The mobile phase will influence the
separation selectivity, retention time, and solubilities of the analytes. The desorbent strength
is also an important aspect to consider, as it strongly affects the separation performance,
especially the maximum feed flow rate and the minimum desorbent flow rate [203,204]. The
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application of solvent gradients (discussed in Section 3.3.6.1) can further increase the separation
performance while minimizing solvent consumption.
Numerous chiral stationary phases (CSP) have been developed and are available for HPLC and
SMB chiral separations. The Chiralpak series of CSP from Chiral Technologies Europe have
been used extensively [11,13,14,88,90,91]. A SMB unit is composed by several columns and, as
most models consider that all columns are identical, their packing should minimize any potential
differences between columns in order to allow reliable modelling results for successful
optimization and control.

3.6

Other aspects of SMB design

Several other aspects should be taken into account when designing a SMB unit. For instance,
automation and control of the unit operation are very important for successful continuous
operation. Obviously, more complex operation modes like Varicol or I-SMB will require a higher
level of control complexity. Studies on the control and automation of SMB units can be found
in many recent references [205–211]. Other measurements might be necessary to guarantee that
models can correctly represent, interpret and simulate the SMB process in question such as
kinetic and hydrodynamic data, and dead volumes in both columns and piping. Pressure drop
can be estimated using the Ergun equation, however, because the SMB unit contains several
fittings, valves and tubings, an accurate measurement might require experimentation.
Regarding the evaluation of the performance of the SMB unit, it is done based on the
parameters compiled in Table 3.5: purity of both products, solutes recovery, solvent

consumption, and productivity. Purity (;?y and ;?z, for extract and raffinate, respectively)

is defined for both product streams and represents the ratio between the concentration of the

desired component and the total concentration of all solutes. Recovery (z<{y and z<{z, for
extract and raffinate, respectively) is the ratio between the amount of the desired component
in a product stream and the total amount of the same component fed to the system. Recovery
is particularly important when the feed mixture is expensive. In this case, a low recovery of
either product means that a high amount of feed mixture is required to obtain small amounts
of the pure components. The solvent consumption (| ) is defined as the total volume of solvent
used per unit mass of the solutes in the feed. Finally, the productivity (;}~•) is defined as the
amount of feed mixture processed per unit volume of stationary phase per unit time.
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Table 3.5 – Performance parameters used for the evaluation of the SMB operation.
Purity:
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Nomenclature

2

‚
/
C
Cƒ;
;<
;}~•
;?z , ;?y
∗

z

z<{z , z<{y
|
∗

?@
∗

Cross section area of a chromatographic column
Concentration of component in the bulk
Total solute concentration of feed
Desorbent
Axial dispersion coefficient
Feed
Mass transfer coefficient
SMB column length
Number of columns per section in the SMB
Number of theoretical plates
Peclet number
Productivity
Purity of raffinate and extract
Concentration of component in the solid phase
Solid phase concentration in equilibrium with the fluid phase
Volumetric flow rate
Raffinate
Recovery of raffinate and extract
Solvent consumption
Time variable
Switch time interval
Interstitial solid velocity in the TMB
Interstitial fluid velocity in section of the TMB
Interstitial fluid velocity in section of the SMB
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D
7
y

Column volume
Dimensionless axial coordinate
Extract
Axial coordinate

Greek symbols
>

Number of mass transfer units

9∗

Ratio between solid and fluid interstitial velocities in the SMB

9

8

Ratio between solid and fluid interstitial velocities in the TMB
Column porosity
Dimensionless time variable

Subscripts and superscripts
A, B, C

Generic components

E

Eluent or desorbent

F

Feed

i

Component

I, II, III, IV

Sections or zones in the SMB/TMB

j

Column in the SMB or section in the TMB

R

Raffinate

s

Solid

X

Extract

Abbreviations
1SD1S

One SD valve per stream

1ST1C

One ST valve per column

2SD1C

Two SD valves per column

CSP

Chiral Stationary Phase

CSS

Cyclic Steady State

DDW

Distilled Deionized Water

FF-SMB

Fractionation and Feedback SMB

GC-SMB

Gas Chromatography SMB

GFC

Generalized Full Cycle

I-SMB

Intermittent SMB

MW

Molecular weight

OSS

Outlet Swing Stream

SC

Select-Common-Outlet

SD

Select-Dead-end
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SF

Select-Flow-through

SF-SMB

Supercritical Fluid SMB

SG-SMB

Solvent Gradient SMB

SMB

Simulated Moving Bed

SMBR

Simulated Moving Bed Reactor

ST

Select-Trapping

STF

Select-Trapping/Flow

TG-SMB

Temperature Gradient SMB

TMB

True Moving Bed
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Chapter 4
Simulated Moving Bed simulator

The SMB model presented in Chapter 3 is constituted by a system of partial differential
equations (PDE), ordinary differential equations (ODE) and algebraic equations that must be
solved simultaneously. Nowadays several proprietary or commercial SMB simulation tools are
available that numerically solve this set of equations. One may cite the gPROMS package
(general PROcess Modeling System from Process Systems Enterprise) using the orthogonal
collocation on finite elements method (e.g. [1–7]), and the Aspen Chromatography software
(Aspen Technology Inc.), which uses the Triangle Theory for initial flow estimations (e.g. [8–
11]). Due to the problem complexity and methodology employed, discrepancies are often found
in the simulation results across several softwares. For instance, Choi et al. compared the results
obtained with gPROMS software and the Aspen Chromatography for the separation of
bupivacaine enantiomers and demonstrated that values projected by the gPROMS more closely
matched experimental data [12].
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4.1

Program features and usage

In this work a SMB simulator was coded from the ground up and was used to assist the design
of SMB units and perform simulations and process optimization. The simulator was developed
using Matlab (MathWorks) and employs the “pdepe” function, an implementation of the
method of lines together with a finite element discretization in space, to solve the system of
differential equations. The main features and capabilities of the SMB simulator are listed below:
•

Simulates conventional four section SMB with any column configuration;

•

Capable of handling binary and multicomponent systems;

•

Can determine operating conditions based on the Triangle Theory approach;

•

Simulates Varicol mode of operation (asynchronous switch times);

•

Simulates Modicon mode of operation (variable feed concentration);

•

Simulates PowerFeed mode of operation (variable feed flow rate);

•

Detects cyclic steady state (CSS) based on criteria set by user;

•

Calculates performance parameters after CSS (purity and recovery of both extract and
raffinate, solvent consumption, and unit productivity);

•

Displays concentration profiles of each component over time and/or for user defined
switch times;

•

Displays concentration histories of raffinate and extract ports;

•

Offers graphical user interface.

The SMB simulator requires a Windows PC and Matlab version R2010b or higher. It can be
run in command line (MAIN.m) or in graphical user interface (SMBSIM.fig) format, as shown
in Figure 4.1. The command line version allows greater customization of process variables and
simulation options by modifying the MAIN.m file, where all necessary inputs are defined. Four
simulators (smb.m, varicol.m, modicon.m, and powerfeed.m) are then available for the
corresponding supported operation modes. In the MAIN.m file all operation conditions can be
specified manually or, alternatively, the triangleTheoryLinear.m function may be used to calculate
operating conditions (flow rate and switch time) based on the Triangle Theory approach,
previously presented in section 3.2.3. In Table 4.1 the program directory structure is shown,
displaying all necessary files for running, as well as a brief description of each file purpose.
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Table 4.1 – SMB simulator file structure and description.
File structure

Description

SMBSIM/

Main folder

intFlowRates.m

Calculates internal flow rates (required for SMBSIM.fig)

MAIN.m

Input data file for command line version

modicon.m

Simulator functions for Modicon SMB mode of operation

pdentrp.m

Required Matlab function to run pdepe.m

pdepe.m

Matlab function partial differential equation solver

powerfeed.m

Simulator functions for Powerfeed SMB mode of operation

smb.m

Simulator functions for conventional SMB mode of operation

SMBSIM.fig

Graphical user interface (GUI)

SMBSIM.m

Callback functions for the GUI

triangleTheoryLinear.m

Defines operating conditions based on the Triangle Theory

varicol.m

Simulator functions for Varicol SMB mode of operation

outputs/

Output file folder (created automatically when simulation ends)

Cout.mat

Stores all concentrations in the SMB outlets over time

output.txt

Stores complete simulation data (input and outpute variables)

Figure 4.1 – SMB simulator graphical user interface after completed simulation.
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4.2

Validation against literature data

The SMB simulator was initially tested by comparing its results with those from literature
sources. Both the performance parameters defined in Table 3.5 and summarized in Table 4.2,
as well as the modeled concentration profiles under cyclic steady state, shown in Figure 4.2 and
Figure 4.3, were compared. Distinct types of system were chosen for comparison, consisting of
different equilibrium relations, and care was taken to make sure a similar chromatographic
model was used. In literature data, it is seldom clear at which point in the switch time the
concentration profile was recorded. An effort was put into finding cases for comparison where
this is clearly stated to allow rigorous comparison conditions.
Following Table 4.2, three separation systems consisting of a conventional SMB unit were used.
These were: glucose/fructose (linear isotherms) [13], bi-naphthol enantiomers (bi-Langmuir
isotherms) [14], and 1a,2,7,7a-tetrahydro-3-methoxynaphth-(2,3b)-oxirane enantiomers, a chiral
epoxide (linear-Langmuir isotherms) [14]. In all cases, all necessary data for simulation were
obtained from the respective articles. The Varicol mode of operation was tested with the
separation of guaifenesin enantiomers (linear-Langmuir isotherms) [15].

Table 4.2 – Comparison of performance parameters.
Case study

Plot
(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

99.8

99.8

99.8

99.8

99.6

99.7

98.4

97.8

93.0

96.2

97.3

91.6

92.9

96.6

96.6

92.5

97.5

99.6

-

-

99.8

99.9

-

-

Guaifenesin enantiomers (Varicol) [15]

99.9

99.8

-

-

- SMB Simulator of this work

99.8

99.8

-

-

Glucose/fructose (conventional) [13]
- SMB Simulator of this work
Bi-naphthol enantiomers (conventional) [14]
- SMB Simulator of this work
Chiral epoxide enantiomers (conventional) [14]
- SMB Simulator of this work

Fig. 4.2a
Fig. 4.2b
Fig. 4.2c
Fig. 4.3

Comparing the concentration profiles for the glucose/fructose system on a three column per
section SMB [13] we observe that they are very similar (see Figure 4.2a), however around the
feed inlet the profile obtained from the literature is straighter than the one provided by the
simulator. Purity of the raffinate and extract streams is also nearly identical although a larger
deviation occurs for the recovery values, especially at the raffinate (Table 4.2). For the binaphthol separation [14] on a 2-2-2-2 SMB, the concentration profiles, presented in Figure 4.2b,
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are nearly identical reveling only a small difference at the discontinuity caused by the feed inlet.
Likewise, the performance parameters are also very similar with 0.1 % and 0.4 % difference in
purities and around 0.7 % difference in purities (Table 4.2). With regard to the chiral epoxide
system [14], a slightly larger difference can be noticed in Figure 4.2c in concentration profile
curvature, however the overall behavior remains consistent. For this system only purities are
reported in the literature and these are below the values provided by the SMB simulator.
Finally, Figure 4.3 shows the concentration profiles of the Varicol separation of guaifenesin
enantiomers [15], demonstrating the SMB simulator under a non-conventional mode of
operation. Two profiles are shown under different conditions: feed flow rate in Figure 4.3b is
double that of Figure 4.3a, while keeping section I flow rate equal. Nearly complete overlap of
the profiles is seen, especially at the larger flow rate (Figure 4.3b). Input data for these
simulations is presented in Table 4.3.
Overall the results achieved by our SMB simulator are consistent with the published data.
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Figure 4.2 – Comparison of concentration profiles at cyclic steady state provided by the SMB
simulator (solid lines) with literature results (dashed lines) for the a) separation of glucose
and fructose [13], b) separation of bi-naphthol enantiomers [14], and c) separation of a chiral
epoxide enantiomers [14] (E – eluent; X – extract; F – feed; R - raffinate).
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Figure 4.2 – (continued) Comparison of concentration profile at cyclic steady state provided
by the SMB simulator (solid lines) with literature results (dashed lines) for the a) separation
of glucose and fructose [13], b) separation of bi-naphthol enantiomers [14], and c) separation
of a chiral epoxide enantiomers [14] (E – eluent; X – extract; F – feed; R - raffinate).
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Figure 4.3 – Comparison of concentration profile at cyclic steady state provided by the SMB
simulator (solid lines) with literature results (dots) for the Varicol separation of guaifenesin
enantiomers under different operating conditions [15] (E – eluent; X – extract; F – feed; R raffinate).
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Table 4.3 – Input data for the simulations in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
Case study: Glucose and fructose [13] (Figure 4.2a)
Configuration

3-3-3-3

(cm)

11.5

(cm)

2.6

(g/l)

,
∗

(s-1)

(ml/min)

28.12

105

(ml/min)

22.50

(ml/min)

1.28

(ml/min)

23.78

0.4

(ml/min)

3.89

(ml/min)

19.89

30.0

(ml/min)

8.23

2000
!"# $g/l( = 0.3401

!"#

/0

(s)

0.1

(ml/min)
5.62
1!"# $g/l( = 0.5634

/0

1!"#

Case study: Bi-naphthol enantiomers [14] (Figure 4.2b)
Configuration

2-2-2-2

,
∗

(s-1)

(ml/min)

56.83

2.75

(ml/min)

40.83

3.64

(ml/min)

44.47

9.09

(ml/min)

35.38

10.5

(cm)

2.6

(ml/min)

0.4

(ml/min)

2.9

(ml/min)

21.45

(ml/min)
0.10 5
+
1+ 5+3 9
9
0.30 5
+
1
+
9
5+3 9

16.00

(g/l)

2000
2.69 5
5 $g/l( =
1 + 0.0336 5 + 0.0466
3.73 5
9 $g/l( =
1 + 0.0336 5 + 0.0466

(min)

0.1

(cm)

Case study: Chiral epoxide enantiomers [14] (Figure 4.2c)
Configuration

2-2-2-2

,
∗

(s-1)

(ml/min)

33.74

(cm)

9.9

3.3

(ml/min)

25.10

(cm)

2.6

(ml/min)

1.00

(ml/min)

26.10

0.4

(ml/min)

4.72

(ml/min)

21.38

5.0

(ml/min)

12.36

2000

(ml/min)

(g/l)

(min)

0.4

8.64
7.32 × 0.087 5
5 $g/l( = 1.35 5 +
9 $g/l( = 1.35
1 + 0.087 5 + 0.163 9
Case study: Guaifenesin enantiomers [15] (Figure 4.3a)
Configuration
(cm)
(cm)

15.0

,5

1.0

,9
∗

0.686

@
5

=>?,9 (cm2 s-1)

1-1.5-1.5-1

(g/l)

4.0

=>?,5 (cm2 s-1)
5

3.69×10-4
31.0 × 0.028 A
= 1.2 A +
1 + 0.028 A + 0,098

B

(s-1)
-1

(s )

(min)

9

+

7.32 × 0.087 9
1 + 0.087 5 + 0.163

9

2.75×10-4

(ml/min)

6.2

0.42

(ml/min)

4.9

0.75

(ml/min)

11.8

2.5

(ml/min)

6.9

(ml/min)

8.6

(ml/min)

1.7

(ml/min)

3.0
9

(ml/min)
31.0 × 0.098 9
= 2.2 B +
1 + 0.028 5 + 0.098 9

5.6

– column length;
– column internal diameter; – bulk porosity;
– concentration of C in feed;
–
∗ Peclet number; =>?, – axial dispersion coefficient;
–
linear
driving
force
mass
transfer
coefficient;
,
switch time; – volumetric flow rate; – concentration of component C in the solid; – concentration of
component C in the fluid; F – feed; R – raffinate; E – eluent; X – extract; I-IV – SMB section.
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4.3

Problems and limitations

The use of the “pdepe” function to solve chromatographic models can lead to numerical
instability when large Peclet numbers (small axial dispersion contribution) occur, as seen for
the betulinic acid profile in Figure 4.4. The reason for the oscillations lies in the discretization
of the first-order derivative of the concentration with respect to the axial coordinate.
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E
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E
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i
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0

2

4

Column
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8

Figure 4.4 – Concentration profile of betulinic in a 2-2-2-2 SMB using a) 30, b) 60, and c) 120
discretization points in the axial coordinate. See input data in Table 4.4.
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In order to overcome this problem the implementation of upwind discretization schemes [16]
may be proposed. Two other options remain: increase the number of discretization points in
the axial coordinate or artificially increase the diffusion term which might not change the overall
solution too much. In the case presented in Figure 4.4, increasing the number of discretization
points from 30 (Figure 4.4a) to 60 (Figure 4.4b) improved results but only at 120 points (Figure
4.4c) it seems to completely remove the instability. It is important to note that this is
accomplished at the expense of increased calculation time, which goes from 19 to 50 to 128
minutes, respectively.

4.4

Application to the separation of triterpenic acids

Upon completion of the SMB simulator, several preliminary simulations were carried out in
order to determine the viability of using the simulated moving bed technology in the separation
of triterpenic acids. As an initial approach, the separation was envisioned in two steps: in the
first, betulinic acid (BA) is isolated from oleanolic (OA) and ursolic (UA) acids and, in a second
separation, the OA+UA mixture that comes from the first step is separated into pure oleanolic
and ursolic acids. Several preparative dimensions of commercially available Grace Apollo C18
columns were used in simulations in an attempt to evaluate real columns that could be installed
in our laboratory unit. A mobile phase composed of methanol/water 95/5 (%, v/v) was
considered.
Equilibrium and kinetic data required for simulation were obtained from previously conducted
breakthrough experiments in an analytical scale Grace Apollo C18 column (250 mm × 4.6 mm,
5 µm) using methanol/water 95/5 (%, v/v) as mobile phase. Column porosity for the SMB was
considered the same as that determined for the analytical column. The measurement of
equilibrium and kinetic data along with other relevant system characteristics, such as column
features and solubilities, is described more in depth in Chapter 6. The SMB operational flow
rates and switch time were determined using the Triangle Theory, previously described in
section 3.2.3, while fixing the flow rate in section I of the SMB to comply pressure drop
limitations. Feed concentration of the BA+OA+UA mixture was defined in order to represent
a real mixture of triterpenic acids obtained by solid-liquid and supercritical fluid extraction of

Eucalyptus globulus bark, a process also being studied in our laboratory [17,18]. Complete input
data for the simulations are presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4 – Simulation parameters for the separation of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids.
Configuration
(cm)
(cm)
G

(µm)

1-1-1-1 or 2-2-2-2

D95

3.14

15 or 25

DE5

3.44

0.7 or 1.0 or 2.2

DF5

5

3.50
2

=>?,95 (cm /min)

0.0014

2

0.335

=>?,E5 (cm /min) 0.5683

H95 (wt.)

0.20

=>?,F5 (cm2/min) 0.3083

HE5 (wt.)

0.25

HF5 (wt.)

0.55

,95
,E5
,F5

(min-1)

80.6

-1

39.6

-1

15.9

(min )
(min )

– column length;
– column internal diameter; G - particle diameter;
– bulk porosity; H – mass fraction of C in feed; D – slope of linear
isotherm of component C; =>?, – axial dispersion coefficient of C;
, –
linear driving force mass transfer coefficient of C; BA – betulinic acid; OA
– oleanolic acid; UA – ursolic acid.

Simulations were performed for one column per section and two columns per section
configurations, and five commercially available column dimensions were considered. The 1-1-11 configuration represents the smallest number of columns required for the conventional
operation of a SMB unit, using a single column in each of its four zones. If this configuration
was viable it would also correspond to smaller cost of adsorbent. The 2-2-2-2 (two column per
zone) configuration corresponds to the maximum number of columns that would be
economically viable for installation in our laboratory, at the time. Intermediate configurations
with different number of columns per section are also possible but initial simulations were
confined to the mentioned practical limits.
The performance of each configuration was evaluated in terms of purity of the raffinate and
extract products as previously defined in Table 3.5. Regarding the initial separation step, purity
of extract (containing a mixture of oleanolic and ursolic acids) and raffinate (where betulinic
acid should be isolated) are presented in Figure 4.5 for the 1-1-1-1 and 2-2-2-2 configurations.
The results show that it is possible to obtain pure betulinic acid using the (25 × 2.2) cm column
in a two column per section configuration. Obtaining a mixture containing only oleanolic and
ursolic acids is much simpler in this case and can be achieved even with a 1-1-1-1 configuration
as can be seen in Figure 4.5a. This mixture is then separated in the second step.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.5 – Simulation results in terms of purity of extract and raffinate streams for the
separation of BA from OA+UA (step 1) for five different column dimensions and a) 1-1-1-1
configuration and b) 2-2-2-2 configuration. See input data in Table 4.4.

The separation of oleanolic and ursolic acids is more difficult to accomplish due to the similarity
of the two molecules (positional isomers) and thus a major challenge in this work. Simulations
demonstrated that a single column per section configuration is not capable of separating the
two compounds, therefore only the simulations results obtained with a 2-2-2-2 configuration are
presented in Figure 4.6. As it can be seen, it is not possible to obtain pure compounds even
with a two column per section configuration. In the best case ursolic acid can be obtained with
a purity of 95.5 % and oleanolic acid with a purity of 81.3 %. However, it is important to
remind that these simulations were conducted without optimization of the process variables. In
fact, these results show the importance of optimizing the SMB process for each particular
separation, in other to achieve successful separation. In the following chapter we present an
optimization strategy that takes advantage of the simulator capabilities and, by combining a
small number of simulations with the Design of Experiments and Response Surface
Methodologies, allows the determination of optimum operation conditions aimed at maximizing
purities and productivity. In Chapter 6, this approach is applied to the separation of the
triterpenic acids under study.
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Figure 4.6 – Simulation results in terms of purity of extract and raffinate streams for the
separation of OA from UA (step 2) for five different column dimensions and 2-2-2-2
configuration. See input data in Table 4.4.
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Chapter 5
General optimization strategy of
simulated moving bed units
through design of experiments and
response surface methodologies
This chapter is based on: José P.S. Aniceto, Simão P. Cardoso, Carlos M. Silva. General
optimization strategy of simulated moving bed units through design of experiments and response
surface methodologies, Computers & Chemical Engineering, 90 (2015) 161-170.

Optimization is a necessary step of any separation process design and development. In the case
of simulated moving bed (SMB) units, it is often performed through detailed phenomenological
models that may require extensive work and excessive computation time, thus being many
times difficult to apply. For this reason, several optimization methods such as the Triangle
Theory and the concept of separation volume have been proposed. However, the well-known
Triangle Theory does not provide accurate results when mass transfer effects are significant
and, on the other hand, the separation volume approach despite guaranteeing the desired
purities requires a large number of simulations to be performed.
In this work, a combined Design of Experiments and Response Surface Methodology (DoERSM) approach is proposed for the optimization of SMB separations aimed at providing good
results with low complexity and reduced number of simulations, that can be a useful starting
point for the design and operation of preparative chromatographic units. An additional
advantage of the DoE-RSM approach is that it is not necessary to measure the adsorption
isotherms, in case this methodology is applied to real systems where only SMB runs are
available. As an example, the separation of trans-stilbene oxide (TSO) enantiomers on Chiralcel
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OD adsorbent is modelled and analysed via DoE-RSM, and compared with Triangle Theory
and concept of separation volume. The suggested optimization strategy allowed for purities of
99.60 and 99.96 % for (R,R)-(+)-TSO and (S,S)-(-)-TSO, respectively, and productivities of
65.41 kg/(m3adsorbent day). In the whole accurate results are obtained from DoE-RSM approach
with a small number of simulations which confirms it is a potential alternative for SMB
optimization.

5.1

Introduction

Chromatographic techniques are relevant and even compelling alternatives for the isolation of
compounds whose differences in key properties such as volatility, solubility in solvents, fusion
points, and molecular size are not enough to provide a viable separation. In this context,
techniques involving the interaction between the desired compounds and selective solid phases
like membranes and adsorbents show great potential. In the last decades simulated moving bed
(SMB) chromatography has been increasingly used in fine chemistry and the separation of
enantiomers may be cited as successful applications [1–4]. Some recent examples are the
separation of guaifenesin [5], flurbiprofen and ketoprofen [6,7], and Troger's base enantiomers
[8,9].
The SMB process is a separation technique derived from the earlier true moving bed (TMB).
The countercurrent movement of both solid and liquid, promoted by the TMB, is difficult to
accomplish and causes several technical problems. The SMB appeared as a more practical
application of the TMB concept [3,10] since it imitates the movement of the solid by
substituting the TMB column by several smaller fixed bed columns and periodically displacing
the inlet/outlet streams in the direction of the fluid flow. The simulated interaction between
solid and liquid phases maximizes the mass transfer driving force, causing significant reduction
in mobile and stationary phases consumption in comparison with elution chromatography. In
Figure 5.1 a schematic representation of a SMB unit with a 3-3-3-3 column configuration is
shown. There are 4 separation zones, as well as two inlet streams (feed and eluent) and two
outlet streams (raffinate and extract). Zones are delimited by the position of the external
streams in each cycle and have different roles: in zone I the adsorbent is regenerated; in zone
II the less retained component (A) is desorbed; in zone III the more retained component (B) is
adsorbed; in zone IV the eluent is regenerated. The inner arrow in clockwise direction shows
the displacement of the external streams positions around the SMB unit every
∗

∗

seconds. The

(switch time interval) is a crucial design parameter specifically tailored for obtaining high

purity and productivity.
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Figure 5.1 – Schematic representation of a SMB unit for the separation of components A
(weakly adsorbed) and B (strongly adsorbed). Dashed lines represent the external streams
after switch time interval, ∗.

The optimization of SMB units is an important step to achieve efficient operation and desired
performance. The optimization may be accomplished through the use of detailed
phenomenological models for the SMB process, however, due to the complex nature of the
mathematical problem they can be unpractical to apply with this purpose, especially in the
early stages of SMB design. Other simpler methods for determining optimum operating
conditions have been proposed, namely the Triangle Theory [11,12] and the Standing Wave
Design [13,14]. Because the Triangle Theory is based on the equilibrium theory it does not
produce reliable results when mass transfer resistances are significant. As such, Azevedo and
Rodrigues [15] used simulations to evaluate the effect of operating conditions in cases where
mass transfer resistances cannot be neglected. This method was named concept of separation
volume and was applied in the SMB separation of fructose from glucose [15] and for the
resolution chiral epoxide enantiomers [16].
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Recently, the design of experiments (DoE) and response surface methodology (RSM) have also
been utilized in various areas for the optimization of several processes [17–23]. These are
statistical tools of optimization that analyse the performance of a system in order to evaluate
how it is affected by the variation of selected variables [24]. The DoE methodology has been
widely utilized in analytical chromatographic studies, such as in the development of HPLC
methods, e.g. for the separation of aporphine alkaloids from leaves of Spirospermum

penduliflorum Thouars [21] and the analysis of 25-hydroxyvitamin D [22]. The DoE was applied
by Freydell and coworkers [23] to study the combined effects of mobile phase pH and feed
concentration on the yield of protein refolding by size-exclusion SMB. A 3-level factorial design
was used with two factors (pH and feed concentration of denatured and reduced protein)
requiring 13 experiments. However, up till now, DoE and RSM methodologies have not been
applied in the optimization of SMB separations, although as shown in this work it appears as
a powerful technique. The separation of trans-stilbene oxide (TSO) enantiomers was adopted
in this essay as a case study.
Trans-stilbene oxide (TSO) is a synthetic proestrogen from a class of compounds called stilbenes
[25]. Due to its chiral carbon atom, TSO is an important intermediate in the synthesis of chiral
compounds like pharmaceutical drugs and chiral selectors [26]. It has been shown to be the
substrate for GSH S-transferase, and inducer of enzymes such as omithine decarboxylase and
S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase [27]. The synthesis of TSO may be accomplished under
liquid phase reaction conditions using trans-stilbene in the presence of different oxidants such
as tert-butylhydroperoxide, hydrogen peroxide and iodosobenzene, different solvents like
tetrahydrofuran, methanol and dimethylformamide, using Zr–Mn-MCM-41 and Mn-MCM-41
catalysts [28].
As mentioned above, due to the chiral nature of TSO it is not viable to perform the separation
of both enantiomers through conventional techniques. Preparative chromatography and
simulated moving bed (SMB) are possible solutions, however, the first alternative is frequently
associated with low productivity and high solvent consumption. Zhao and coworkers [26] used
an enantioselective membrane prepared with cellulose acetate and N,N-dimethylformamide in
the casting solution of acetone, and were able to achieve an optical resolution of TSO of 85 %
enantiomeric excess. Toga et al. [29], as well as Gong et al. [30], have performed the
chromatographic separation of TSO at preparative scale. The former, utilizing Chiralcel OC
(cellulose tris(phenylcarbamate)) as the adsorbent and hexane/2-propanol (90/10 %, v/v) as
the mobile phase, found that the productivity could be increased by combining two columns of
different dimensions in series [29]. The later have successfully performed the separation using
Chiralcel OD (cellulose tris(3,5-dimethylhenylcarbamate)) as adsorbent and a mixture of
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hexane/2-propanol (95/5 %, v/v) as the mobile phase [30]. Huthmann and Juza [31] studied
the separation of TSO enantiomers in different types of Chiralpak AS stationary phases. The
best results were obtained with Chiralpak AS-V.
In this work, the separation of TSO enantiomers was modelled and optimised via computational
simulations using data available in the literature for Chiralcel OD adsorbent (silica supported
celulose tris (3,5-dimethylphenylcarbamate)), a widespread and successful chiral stationary
phase [32]. The validation of estimated kinetic parameters was accomplished by comparing
simulation results with experimental data for pulse response experiments. Three optimization
methods were employed and compared to determine the operation conditions that guarantee
the best purity for both enantiomers. The methods were the Triangle Theory, the concept of
separation volume, and the combined design of experiments and response surfaces methodology
(DoE-RSM). It is shown that the purposed DoE-RSM approach retains the advantages of the
separation volume methodology with regards to its applicability in systems where mass transfer
resistances are significant, while significantly reducing the number of simulations, and thus
computational time, required. Additionally, when applied to a real system where simulations
are replaced by experiments, this methodology does not require the knowledge of the adsorption
isotherms.

5.2

Modelling

In this section the theoretical basis for the design, modelling and simulation of the simulated
moving bed are presented. Initially the mathematical models used to represent the SMB
behaviour are detailed, followed by the methods utilized to calculate the required model
parameters, such as axial dispersion and mass transfer coefficients. Finally the basis for the
Triangle Theory, the separation volume approach, and DoE-RSM are presented as
straightforward methodologies for a preliminary design of SMB units and estimation of its
operating conditions.

5.2.1

SMB modelling

The modelling of the SMB unit is performed considering that the solid phase is stationary, but
its movement is simulated by the periodic shift of the inlets/outlets of the unit. The set of
equations are summarized below starting by the mass balance of component in the fluid phase
of column

[33]:
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=
where

−

−

∗

1−

(

is the concentration in the fluid phase,

∗

−

)

is the axial dispersion coefficient,

the solid phase concentration in equilibrium with the fluid bulk,
solid phase,

is the bed porosity,

=

⁄(

∗

is

is the concentration in the

is the global linear driving force (LDF) mass transfer

) is the interstitial velocity of the fluid,

coefficient,

∗

column ,

is the cross section area of the column,

The mass balance of component

(5.1)

is the axial coordinate, and

in solid phase of column
=

(

∗

−

is the volumetric flow rate in
is time.

is given by:

)

(5.2)

The competitive adsorption isotherms of (S,S)-(-)-trans-stilbene oxide (designated component
A) and (R,R)-(+)-trans-stilbene oxide (designated component B) in Chiralcel OD adsorbent
were collected from the literature [30]:
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The initial and boundary conditions necessary for integration are:
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is the feed concentration, 2 is the column length, and 5 is the cycle number. The

global balances to the nodes are given by:
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represents the interstitial velocity in the eluent stream, and similar

definitions are introduced for the extract (

∗
7 ),

feed ( ∗ ), and raffinate (

∗
8 ).

Equivalence can

be established between the SMB and the TMB if the following relations are respected:
=

∗

9: =

where

− 9:
2

(5.14)
(5.15)

∗

the interstitial fluid velocity in section

of the TMB, 9: is the solid velocity and

∗

is

the switch time.
Because each column plays a different role depending on the section it belongs, the boundary
conditions for each column change after each switch time. As such, a cyclic steady state (CSS)
is reached in a SMB, instead of a real steady state that occurs in the TMB operation. This
means that, once CSS is reached, although the internal concentration profiles vary within a
cycle, they are identical at the same point in time for two consecutive cycles.

5.2.2

Model parameters

The axial dispersion coefficient in column j (

) is calculated following the correlation

proposed by Edwards and Richardson [34,35], taking into account the contribution of molecular
diffusion (

<

) and the flow around the adsorbent particles:
= 0.73

<

+ 0.5 >?

∗

(5.16)

where >? is the particle diameter. The molecular diffusion coefficient can be estimated through
the equation of Wilke and Chang [36]:
<

cm ⁄s = 7.4 × 10CD

EFGHI
-.M
JI KL?,

(5.17)
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where E is the absolute temperature (K), G is a dimensionless association factor for the solvent,

HI is the molecular weight of the solvent (g/mol), JI is the solvent viscosity (cP), and KL?, is

the solute molar volume at its normal boiling point (cm3/mol). In this case, the solvent is a

mixture n-hexane/2-propanol (95/5 %, v/v) hence G = 1, and the viscosity values were obtained
from the National Institute of Standards and Technology [37].

Adopting the linear driving force model, the global mass transfer coefficient,

, can be

estimated by the law of combined resistances [35,38]:
1

=

N

1

+

O?
P
3NI

(5.18)

where O? = >? ⁄2 is the adsorbent particle radius, P is the local isotherm slope, N

is the

linear driving force coefficient calculated by equation (5.19), and NI is the convective mass

transfer coefficient estimated here by the correlation of Wilson and Geankoplis [35] valid for
0.0015 < OR < 55 (equation (5.20)):
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where Ω = 10 is a constant,
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is the

is the particle porosity, Sh is the Sherwood number, and XI is the fluid

Triangle Theory

The detailed model presented in section 5.2.1, along with the subsidiary equations of the
previous section, can be used for the simulation of the SMB process. Nonetheless, for the
purpose of designing the SMB unit, they are complex and computationally lengthy, thus not
practical to apply. For this reason, the Triangle Theory was proposed since it provides a more
simplified approach to SMB design [3,11]. The Triangle Theory considers a chromatographic
unit under the scope of the equilibrium theory, i.e. local equilibrium between solid and bulk
fluid phases is assumed (mass transfer resistances are neglected) and axial dispersion is
neglected.
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Due to the equivalence between the TMB and an SMB with an infinite number of columns it
is possible to design a SMB unit based on its TMB analogue. The relationship between their
internal flow rates can be derived from equations (5.14) and (5.15) and subsequent
multiplication by

(free cross section area):
∗

where

∗

and

=

+

K_

(5.21)

∗

are the internal fluid flow rates in the SMB and TMB, respectively, and K_ is

the column volume. By considering the role of each TMB section and establishing that the unit
achieves complete separation, it is possible to determine a set of constrains of the operation
parameters (flow rates in each section of the SMB) that defines a region within which the
desired separation is obtained successfully. These constrains are expressed in terms of net fluxes
in each section [11,12]:
3 '3

` '3

where

`

>1;

33

33

`

33

>1;

33 '33
` '33

<1;

333
`

333

333

>1;

333 '333
` '333

<1;

Q 34 C 34
<1
Q ` qfgh

(5.22)

is the solid flow rate in the TMB. It is customary to represent the fluid and solid flow

rates as a ratio ij :

ij =

− K_
(1 − )K_
∗ ∗
j

,

N ≡ I, II, III, IV

(5.23)

This methodology allows the graphical representation of the separation region created by the
constraints of equation (5.22) that lead to a triangular region for the case of linear isotherms
or a triangular shaped form for the case of nonlinear isotherms. A more detailed explanation of
this methodology can be found elsewhere [11,12].
Since the flow rate in section I is the highest internal flow rate, it was defined so that a
reasonable value of pressure drop can be obtained in this section. Such pressure drop can be
calculated using the Ergun equation [35,39]:
2
1−
150(1 − )
Δo = p Z q W
+ 1.75Y XI \
Re
>?

∗

]

(5.24)

where Re is the Reynolds number.
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5.2.4

Concept of separation volume

When mass transfer resistances are significant, the region obtained via the Triangle Theory
may not correspond to a complete separation (100 % purity of both products) and the actual
separation region is expected to be narrower. For these cases Azevedo and Rodrigues [15]
proposed the concept of separation volume, a methodology where a desired purity criteria is set
(e.g. 99 % purity of both products) and the separation region is evaluated by simulations [15,40].
To analyse the effects of mass transfer on the separation region, the SMB model presented in

section 5.2.1 is solved for several (i33 , i333 ) combinations within the equilibrium separation

region in defined increments. The values of the switch time, flow rate in zone IV, and the total
inlet/outlet flow rate (

t

=

t

=

7

+

8

=

+

6)

are fixed through all simulations corresponding

to the values obtained with the Triangle Theory approach, while i3 varies for each run

according to:

(1 − )K_
∗

(i3 − i34 + i333 − igg )

(5.25)

In this study, the values of (i33 , i333 ) that resulted in purities for both extract and raffinate

above 99 % were collected to define the new separation region while the remaining combinations
that did not fulfil this criterion were discarded. In the end a new separation region is formed,
residing inside the initial separation region obtained with the Triangle Theory, wherein the
separation is accomplished with at least 99 % purity for both products.

5.2.5

Design of Experiments

Design of experiments (DoE) and response surface methodology (RSM) are statistical tools that
allow the optimization and evaluation of direct and crossed relations between experimental
conditions (independent variables) and system responses (dependant variables). Additionally
this method minimizes the number of experimental runs necessary for optimization of processes
when rigorous modelling is difficult to apply [41].
The independent variables (called factors in this context) are studied over a certain degree of
variation (levels) defined prior to experimentation. A table containing the randomly selected
experiments within the studied domain was created. Each experiment corresponds to a

simulation of the SMB separation using a certain set of flow rate ratios i33 and i333 that

correspond to a point within the initial separation region determined via the Triangle Theory.
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Following the DoE methodology, independent variables were codified according to the
expression below such that the lower level of each variable is -1, and the higher level is 1 [41]:
uj =

vj − vΔvj

(5.26)

where uj is the coded value of variable vw , v- is its real value at the central point of the domain,
and Δvj is the step change.

The response surface methodology fits empirical models to the data and allows the creation of
response surfaces for the system performance parameters of interest [41]. In this case each
response is described by a second degree polynomial of the following type:
x = y- + y/ u/ + y u + y/ u/ u + y// u/ + y u

(5.27)

where x is the studied response, u/ and u are the system variables, in coded form, y- is a
constant, y/ and y are model coefficients related to linear effects, y// and y

are coefficients

linked to pure quadratic effects, and y/ is a coefficient for interaction or crossed effects.

In this work two factors were studied: the flow rate ratios in sections II and III of the SMB
which create the triangular separation region. Three levels were considered ranging from 1.75
to 3.50 for each factor. The system responses evaluated were the purities of each product (z9u

and z9O) and the unit productivity (z{|>). These performance parameters are detailed in
section 5.3.1.

5.3

Results and Discussion

In this section, we start by presenting the performance criteria adopted to express the SMB
optimization results, followed by the validation of the kinetic parameters estimated prior to the
simulations. Then the results of the optimized separation of TSO enantiomers in Chiralcel OD
are shown using three optimization approaches: the Triangle Theory, the concept of separation
volume, and DoE-RSM. All calculations and simulations were accomplished using Matlab
software (version R2011a, MathWorks). The “pdepe” function, based on the Method of Lines
[42], was used to solve the partial differential equations.
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5.3.1

Performance criteria

The evaluation of the performance of the SMB unit is done based on the parameters compiled
in Table 5.1: purity of both products, solutes recovery, solvent consumption, and productivity.

Purity (z9u and z9O, for extract and raffinate, respectively) is defined for both product streams

and represents the ratio between the concentration of the desired component and the total
concentration of all solutes. Recovery (OR}u and OR}O, for extract and raffinate, respectively)

is the ratio between the amount of the desired component in a product stream and the total
amount of the same component fed to the system. Recovery is particularly important when the
feed mixture is expensive. In this case, a low recovery of either product means that a high
amount of feed mixture is required to obtain small amounts of the pure components. The solvent
consumption (~ ) is defined as the total volume of solvent used per unit mass of the solutes in
the feed. Finally, the productivity (z{|>) is defined as the amount of racemic mixture processed
per unit volume of stationary phase per unit time. In certain cases, products purities can be
considered more important than productivity and solvent consumption. This can be particularly
true in separations of compounds aimed for the pharmaceutical industry, such as our TSO
enantiomers, as higher purities can be required and at the same time lead to a huge increase in
market value. For this reason, special relevance was given to attain high purities for both
products (above 99 %).

Table 5.1 – Performance parameters used for the evaluation of the SMB operation.
z9u =

Purity:
Recovery:

5.3.2

7

OR}u =

7
'

+

7
'

7
7 '
'

× 100 ; z9O =

8

× 100 ; OR}O =

Solvent
consumption:

~ =

Productivity:

z{|> =

\

6

\

+

+

+

Kt

8

+

8

8

8
'

× 100

× 100

']

']

(5.28)
(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)

Validation of kinetic parameters

The axial dispersion coefficient (
coefficient (N

), global mass transfer coefficient (

), internal LDF

), and convective mass transfer coefficient (NI ) of TSO enantiomers were

estimated in this work by equations (5.16), (5.18) – (5.20), respectively. Frequently, these
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parameters, particularly

, are optimized using experimental SMB data in order to improve

the simulation results. Therefore, in this work, the purely estimated parameters were validated
using data reported for pulse response experiments in a preparative column. Data refers to
TSO/Chiralcel OD system at 25 ºC, for a rectangular injection of (S,S)-TSO and (R,R)-TSO
of 1.87 mg/mL and 2.82 mg/mL during 7.5 and 9.5 min at a flow rate of 3 mL/min [30]. In
these experiments the column was initially fed with a pulse of known concentration after which
fresh mobile phase was continuously introduced.
From Figure 5.2, it is evident the good results achieved with the estimated mass transfer
coefficients. Accordingly, this validated approach was applied for the remaining SMB
calculations. All predicted parameters, as well as remaining adsorbent and column properties
necessary for the simulation of the SMB process are presented in Table 5.2. The estimated
values for the axial dispersion coefficient were (5.32–11.4)×10-4 cm2/s,
longitudinal Peclet numbers (Pe =

2^

giving rise to

) higher than 16000 which ensures that axial

dispersion is negligible. The values of the global mass transfer coefficients are different for each
enantiomer due to the isotherm effect (see equation (5.18)): 5.24 and 3.18 s-1. In the range of
concentrations under study, the isotherm is approximately linear and therefore the variation of
concentrations has little effect on the predicted

values.

Figure 5.2 – Breakthrough profiles for a rectangular injection of (S,S)-TSO and (R,R)-TSO of
1.87 mg/mL and 2.82 mg/mL during 7.5 and 9.5 min at a flow rate of 3 mL/min at 25 ºC.
Experimental data from [30] and calculated results obtained in this work using estimated
axial dispersion and mass transfer coefficients.
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Table 5.2 – Estimated parameters and column properties necessary for the simulation of the
SMB separation of TSO enantiomers.
Parameter or Property

Value

Configuration

3-3-3-3

'

(mg/mL)

1.5

(mg/mL)

1.5

2 (cm)

25.0

>? (µm)

20

>_ (cm)

?
<

0.451
0.450

(cm2/s)
(cm2/s) range

5.3.3

1.0

2.68×10-5
(5.32–11.4)×10-4

,

(s-1)

5.24

,'

(s-1)

3.18

Optimization of TSO enantiomers separation through Triangle Theory

The Triangle Theory was adopted to establish the inlet/outlet and the internal flow rates in
each section for SMB operation. The separation region for the system TSO/Chiralcel OD was
determined using the non-linear isotherms (equations ((5.3)) and (5.4)) and is plotted in Figure
5.3. The vertex of the separation region represents the optimum point for operation in terms of
productivity and solvent consumption.
Once all flow rates are determined, along with the mass transfer and axial dispersion
coefficients, it is possible to simulate the behaviour of the SMB unit. The adsorbent and packing
features were taken from the article dealing with this material [30]. Table 5.3 presents all
estimated parameters and necessary data for the simulations, together with the results obtained
using the operating conditions corresponding to the vertex point of the triangular region. A
three column per section configuration was selected as it is a commonly used configuration and
allows, for the hydrodynamic conditions determined via Triangle Theory, high purities for both
enantiomers.
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Figure 5.3 – Calculated separation region for the TSO enantiomers/Chiralcel OD system, in
accordance with the Triangle Theory. The vertex represents the point of maximum
productivity and minimum solvent consumption.

Taking into account the length and diameter of the columns, packing features, and internal
flow rates, the maximum pressure drop inside the unit calculated by the Ergun correlation
(equation (5.24)) is 1.8×105 Pa, which is totally acceptable in liquid chromatography.
As it can be seen from Table 5.3, the optimum point of operation provided by the Triangle
Theory does not guarantee complete separation but rather (R,R)-(+)-trans-stilbene oxide in
the extract stream with purity of 97.15 % and (S,S)-(-)-trans-stilbene oxide in the raffinate
stream with 96.71 % purity. This indicates that mass transfer resistances might be present and
are relevant for the optimization of the unit, however they are not taken into account by the
equilibrium theory. This remains the main disadvantage of the Triangle Theory that otherwise
constitutes a simple and practical method to determine appropriate operation conditions,
especially in the early stages of SMB design when numerical optimization of the SMB model
equations may be too complex and time consuming.
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Table 5.3 – Optimized operating conditions and simulation results for the SMB of TSO
enantiomers on Chiralcel OD optimized using Triangle Theory, the concept of separation
volume, and DoE-RSM (this work) approaches.
Triangle Theory

Concept of
separation volume

DoE-RSM

(min)

2.38

2.38

2.38

(cm3/min)

20.00

21.01

22.13

(cm3/min)

8.62

9.11

9.39

(cm3/min)

14.31

13.80

12.96

(cm3/min)

7.57

7.57

7.57

(cm3/min)

12.43

13.43

14.55

(cm3/min)

5.69

4.69

3.57

7

(cm3/min)

11.38

11.89

12.73

8

(cm3/min)

6.74

6.23

5.39

97.15

99.34

99.60

96.71

99.37

99.96

95.89

99.79

100.00

94.98

96.87

97.30

1.06

1.29

1.69

104.4

85.97

65.41

1

324

11

Optimization approach
∗
∗
3

∗
33

∗
333
∗
34
6

z9u (%)
z9O (%)

OR}u (%)
OR}O (%)

~ (m3/kgfeed)

z{|> (kg/(m3adsorbent·day))
Required simulations

5.3.4

Optimization of TSO enantiomers separation via the concept of separation
volume

In order to overcome the difficulties of the Triangle Theory method to provide a good set of
operating conditions when mass transfer resistances are significant we apply, in this section,
the approach proposed by Azevedo and Rodrigues [15], shortly presented is section 5.2.4.
A purity criterion of 99 % for both products was imposed and a step of 0.1 in terms of i33 and
i333 ratios was used as it provides sufficient resolution for the new separation region. In Figure

5.4 the new region is shown (within that previously calculated region provided by the Triangle
Theory) formed by the several dots representing each simulation run that produces 99 % purity
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for both enantiomers. As it can be seen, a significant area of the initial triangle provides purities
below 99 %. Once more the vertex of the new region (large dot) was chosen as the optimum
point of operation as it provided maximum productivity for the target purities. As such purities
of 99.34 % for (R,R)-(+)-trans-stilbene oxide in the extract stream and of 99.37 % (S,S)-(-)trans-stilbene oxide in the raffinate stream were obtained (see Table 5.3). This methodology
can guarantee the desired purities, though a much bigger workload is required. In this case a
total of 324 simulations were conducted representing a large increase in the time needed for
optimization when compared with the Triangle Theory approach. If a higher definition is
essential for the creation of the separation zones more simulations are required.

Figure 5.4 – Optimum operation point (large dot) found using the concept of separation
volume. The smaller dots form the new separation region that guarantees 99 % purity for
both enantiomers.

5.3.5

Optimization of TSO enantiomers separation using design of experiments
and response surface methodology (DoE-RSM)

In order to reduce the number of simulations required by the previous approach, we may utilise
the DoE and RSM. Mathematical software Design Expert (version 9.0, Stat-Ease, Inc.) was
used for the DoE and RSM analysis in conjunction with Matlab. A custom design was used
consisting of two continuous factors, the flow rate ratios in sections II and III of the SMB (i33

and i333) studied over five levels each (equally spaced and ranging from 1.75 and 3.5 for both
factors). The i33 − i333 domain was chosen to encompass the original triangular region obtained
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by the Triangle Theory. Additionally the constrain i333 ≥ i33 was imposed to obey the known

requirements for separation. Three system responses were evaluated: extract purity (z9u),

raffinate purity (z9O), and productivity (z{|>). A total of 11 simulations were carried out
covering the separation region obtained through the Triangle Theory. The simulated conditions
are shown as triangles in Figure 5.5. Regarding the optimization of the performance parameters,
a purity above 99 % was once again set as a requirement for both extract and raffinate streams
while the productivity was maximized. In this way the DoE-RSM procedure can be compared
with the concept of separation volume as the targets for the system responses were the same.

Figure 5.5 – Optimum operating point found using DoE and RSM (large dot), and all
simulations conducted to find it (triangles). The smaller dots form the separation region that
guarantees 99 % purity for both enantiomers obtained via the concept of separation volume
(section 5.3.4).

Following RSM empirical expressions were fitted to the simulation data collected for each
response under study. Quadratic models were applied to both purities while a linear model was
used for productivity. They are presented below in the form of uncodified factors.
z9u = −214.84 + 52.03i33 + 161.69i333 − 12.31i33 i333 − 1.53i33 − 21.62i333
z9O = 94.79 − 6.85i33 + 11.37i333 + 3.36i33 i333 − 0.51i33 − 3.78i333
z{|> = 0.89 − 61.05i33 + 60.92i333
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(5.32)
(5.33)
(5.34)
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The obtained models fit the simulation data well with determination coefficients, O , of 0.964,
0.899, and 0.999, and adjusted determination coefficients, O

•

, of 0.946, 0.845, and 0.999 for

the extract purity, raffinate purity, and productivity, respectively. The O

•

values, which take

into account both O and the degrees of freedom, do not differ substantially from O within
each response. In cases where large differences are observed between O and O

•

the model is

prone to include non-significant terms [41]. The models also present adequate prediction
capacity as indicated by the values of O?‚T• (0.920, 0.813, and 0.999, for z9u, z9O, and z{|>,

respectively) which are in agreement with O

•

.

The models response surfaces are presented in Figure 5.6. As it can be seen a maximum can be
found for both purities over the studied range of flow rate ratios. At the extract outlet it occurs
for higher flow rates in zone III while the flow rates at zone II (right after the extract outlet)
have little effect within the studied domain. For the raffinate stream, situated after zone III, a
clear maximum can be found regarding i333 , while higher flow rate ratios in zone II improve

purity. Regarding productivity, its variation is linear with the feed flow rate and thus with the
ratios in sections II and III. Higher productivity is found for increasing i333 and decreasing i33,

which corresponds, in the i33 – i333 plot, from moving from the diagonal to the vertex of the

triangular separation region.

Figure 5.6 – Response surfaces formed by the models fitted to extract purity (a), raffinate
purity (b), and productivity (c).

The regression coefficients and respective p-values are listed in Table 5.4 for all responses. The
significant terms for each model at 95 % confidence level are presented in bold. For the extract
purity this shows that the terms addressing the crossed effects (y/ ) as well as the quadratic
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term of y// are not significant. For raffinate purity only y- , the interaction term (y/ ) and the

quadratic y

term are deemed significant while for productivity all considered terms are

significant. The non-significant coefficients (p<0.05) may thus be removed from the models,

and new reduced equations may be obtained containing only the contribution of the significant
factors. However for the purposes of optimization the complete models were used since they
provide better results.

Table 5.4 – Regressed coefficients of the complete quadratic model fitted to the three
responses under study for the TSO enantiomers/Chiralcel OD system.
Extract Purity (ƒ„…)
Coefficients
yy/

y

y/

y//

y

Productivity (ƒ‡ˆ‰)

Raffinate Purity (ƒ„†)

Value

p-value

Value

p-value

Value

p-value

-214.84

<0.010

94.79

<0.001

0.89

<0.001

52.03

0.050

-6.85

0.455

-61.05

<0.001

161.69

0.013

11.37

0.732

60.92

<0.001

-12.31

0.095

3.36

0.018

-

-

-1.53

0.715

-0.51

0.493

-

-

-21.62

<0.001

-3.78

<0.001

-

-

The optimization was conducted aiming for purities above 99 % for both enantiomers while
maximising productivity. The optimum operating point found is represented by the large dot
in Figure 5.5 and provides purities of 99.60 and 99.96 % for (R,R)-(+)-trans-stilbene oxide and
(S,S)-(-)-trans-stilbene oxide, respectively (Table 5.3). Figure 5.7 shows the concentration
profiles during a certain switch time after CSS was reached along the SMB unit for the operating
conditions determined by the Triangle Theory in section 5.3.3, and by our DoE-RSM approach.
In both cases it is possible to see the perturbation caused by the feed input, which creates a
jump in the concentration profiles at the 5th column. Concentrations are also lower for the
second case as a result of the higher dilution of the compounds (

6

is higher when using the

conditions provided by DoE-RSM – see Table 5.3). Little to no contamination is visible at the
extract outlet for both cases, but especially for DoE-RSM conditions. In the case of the raffinate
stream, contamination can be clearly seen for the Triangle Theory situation (column 8 of Figure
5.7a). Additionally, the range of columns with measurable concentrations is visibly different in
the two profiles. For instance, (R,R)-TSO can be seen in columns 1 through 9 in the first case
and 2 through 8 for the DOE-RSM optimized conditions.
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Figure 5.7 – Bulk fluid concentration profiles at CSS for the (a) optimized operating point
determined by the Triangle Theory and (b) obtained from the DoE-RSM approach.

The main advantage of this optimization approach lies in the reduction of computation time
required. The 11 simulations necessary by this procedure are significantly less than those
associated to the concept of separation volume approach and require significantly less time than
that needed to perform all necessary iterations of a conventional optimization approach using

e.g. the Nelder-Mead or the Levenberg-Marquardt methods, which could in this case lead to
hours or even days of computation time. Moreover, it is possible to disclose the real impact of
each variable. Additionally, the DoE-RSM approach may also be applied in an experimental
problem, where instead of 11 simulations we have 11 experiments. In such case, it is even not
necessary to have any prior knowledge of the adsorption isotherms thus reducing the amount
of experimental work load by elimination the need to measure them.

5.4

Conclusions

The optimization of SMB processes using conventional numerical methods such as the NelderMead and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms can be complex and time consuming especially in
the early stages of SMB design. In this work, we proposed a DoE-RSM approach intended to
facilitate and speed up the SMB optimization and compare it with the Triangle Theory and
the concept of separation volume. This study was applied to the separation of trans-stilbene
oxide enantiomers, aiming at obtaining high purities and maximizing productivity. These
compounds have significant interest particularly to the pharmaceutical and fine chemical
industries, however due to their chiral nature they are difficult to isolate and thus require
advanced separation techniques such as simulated moving bed chromatography.
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The well-known Triangle Theory was the first applied approach to optimise the separation,
though due to significant mass transfer effects in the system under study it did not provide the
best results (97.15 % purity in the extract and 96.71 % in the raffinate stream). In order to
account for the mass transfer effects the concept of separation volume approach was applied,
thus guaranteeing purities above 99 % for both extract and raffinate products. However, this
approach requires a high number of simulations to be conducted. Finally, the proposed approach
based on the design of experiments and response surface methodologies was implemented.
Starting from the separation region provided by the Triangle Theory, by using a combined
DoE-RSM it was possible to determine, from a small number of simulations, the operating
conditions capable of providing 99.60 % and 99.96 % purity in the extract and raffinate,
respectively, and productivities of 65.41 kg/(m3adsorbent·day). This methodology can thus provide
a simple and efficient strategy for the optimization of SMB processes that can be further
improved in later stages of process design and set up. Additionally, when applied to a real
system where simulations are replaced by experiments, another advantage appears as the DoERSM approach eliminates the need to measure the adsorption isotherms.

Nomenclature:
A

(S,S)-(-)-trans-stilbene oxide
Cross section area of a chromatographic column

B

(R,R)-(+)-trans-stilbene oxide
Concentration of component

>_

TII

in the bulk of SMB column

Solute concentration in the feed
Internal diameter of column
Effective diffusivity
Axial dispersion coefficient of solute

<

>?
P

NI
N
2

ij
Pe
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in column

Diffusion coefficient of solute
Particle diameter
Local isotherm slope for component
Convective mass transfer coefficient
Internal linear driving force mass transfer coefficient
Global linear driving force mass transfer coefficient
SMB column length

fluid and solid flow rates ratio in section N = I, II, III, IV
Peclet number
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z{|>

z9O, z9u
∗

O

O•
Re
∗

OR}u, OR}O
~
∗

9:
∗

K_

Kt
v-

vj

uw

Productivity
Purity of raffinate and extract
Concentration of component

in the solid phase in column

Solid phase concentration in equilibrium with the fluid phase
Determination coefficient
Adjusted determination coefficient
Reynolds number
Volumetric flow rate in the TMB
Volumetric flow rate in the SMB
Recovery of raffinate and extract
Solvent consumption
Time
Switch time interval
Interstitial solid velocity in the TMB

Interstitial fluid velocity in section j of the TMB
Interstitial fluid velocity in section j of the SMB
Column volume

Total volume of all SMB columns
Real value of a variable at central point
Real value of a variable
Coded value of a variable
Axial coordinate

Greek symbols:
y

Δo
?

t

JI
XI
[

Ω

Regression coefficients
Pressure drop
Bed porosity
Particle porosity
Total bed porosity
Fluid viscosity
Fluid density
Tortuosity
Geometric LDF factor

Subscripts and superscripts
A

(S,S)-(-)-trans-stilbene oxide

B

(R,R)-(+)-trans-stilbene oxide
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E

Eluent or desorbent

F

Feed

i

Component

I, II, III, IV

Sections or zones in the SMB/TMB

j

Column

R

Raffinate

S

Solid

X

Extract

Abbreviations
CSS

Cyclic Steady State

DoE

Design of Experiments

LDF

Linear Driving Force

RSM

Response Surface Methodology

SMB

Simulated Moving Bed

TMB

True Moving Bed

TSO

trans-Stilbene oxide
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Chapter 6
Design and optimization of a simulated
moving bed unit for the separation of
betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids
This chapter is based on: José P.S. Aniceto, Ivo S. Azenha, F.M.J. Domingues, A. Mendes, Carlos
M. Silva. Design and optimization of a simulated moving bed unit for the separation of betulinic,
oleanolic and ursolic acids mixtures: Experimental and modeling studies, Separation and
Purification Technology, 192 (2018) 401-411.

Betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids are naturally occurring triterpenic acids that have
attracted considerable interest due to their nutraceutical and pharmacological properties. These
compounds can be extracted from natural sources, however, their simultaneous occurrence and
very similar structures make their separation a challenging task.
In this work we designed a simulated moving bed (SMB) unit for the separation of a
representative natural extract containing betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids into high purity
compounds using a two step process: firstly, betulinic acid was isolated from oleanolic and
ursolic acids, and secondly oleanolic and ursolic acids were fractionated. Preliminary HPLC
experiments were conducted to select appropriate mobile and stationary phases. Equilibrium
and mass transport parameters were determined through breakthrough experiments with pure
compounds in a single column. Subsequently this information was successfully applied in the
simulation of a ternary mixture separation, whose results were validated with ternary
breakthrough measurements. Finally the SMB was designed and optimized using Design of
Experiments and Response Surface Methodologies combined with rigorous simulations, and it
was demonstrated that it is possible to produce betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids with
purities of at least 99.4 %, 99.1 %, and 99.4 %.

Chapter 6. Design and optimization of a SMB unit for the separation of TTAs

6.1

Introduction

Natural products (NPs) play a central role in drug discovery being the most successful and
broadest source of lead compounds in the pharmaceutical industry [1]. Despite their remarkable
contribution, NPs have been somewhat forgotten and left aside by the major pharma companies
in the last decades. Among the various reasons for this disinterest is the fact that lead
compounds are often present in small concentrations and their isolation is a laborious and time
consuming process [2]. Chemical synthesis was thus seen as a preferable route [3]. However, in
the recent few years a tremendous interest in NPs has been observed as pharmaceutical
companies strive to develop innovative and highly effective drug formulations. NPs continue to
provide unique structural diversity showing a higher degree of bioavailability since they are
naturally occurring metabolites [2,4].
Terpenes are the largest class of NPs. Their broad and unique spectrum of benefic biological
activities explains their wide occurrence in the industry as flavors, fragrances, spices, in
perfumery, cosmetic products, food additives, and pharmaceuticals [5]. Triterpenic acids
(TTAs) are a subgroup of terpenes and are ubiquitous compounds in the plant kingdom,
occurring in plant surface tissues (stems, barks and leaves) and are naturally integrated in the
human diet through the consumption of several fruits (olives, grape berries, and apples peels)
[6]. In the last few years we have been studying extensively the potential of Eucalyptus spp.
residues as a source of TTAs [7–10]. It is reported that the outer barks of several Eucalyptus
spp. possess high amounts of triterpenoids (5.2–24.6 g/kg of bark, depending on the species),
which are mainly TTAs and their acetylated forms: betulonic, betulinic (BA), 3-acetylbetulinic,
ursolic (UA), 3-acetylursolic, oleanolic (OA) and 3-acetyloleanolic acids [7,8,10]. In pulp mills,
these bark residues are usually burned for energy production. However, an intermediate
extraction step can generate a high-value product while still allowing the bulk of the bark to
be used for energy purposes. Supercritical carbon dioxide and organic solvents have been
successfully employed for the extraction of fractions of TTAs [10–12].
Betulinic acid (3β-hydroxy-lup-20-en-28-oic), oleanolic acid (3β-hydroxyolean-12-en-28-oic) and
ursolic acid (3β-hydroxyurs-12-en-28-oic), whose molecular structures are shown in Figure 6.1,
as well as their derivatives have attracted much interest being regarded as promising secondary
plant metabolites for the development of new multi-targeting bioactive agents due to their
nutraceutical and pharmacological properties [13–15]. Betulinic acid has shown to possess
antimalarial [16], anthelmintic [17], anti-inflammatory [18], antimicrobial [19] and anti-HIV
(human immunodeficiency virus) [20,21] properties. One of the most important pharmacological
properties attributed to oleanolic acid is its hepatoprotective effect, protecting the liver from
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chemically induced injuries and fibrosis caused by chronic liver diseases [22]. Ursolic acid, for
instance, may be used as a suppressive drug for the treatment of arthritis [23] and has also the
anabolic potential to stimulate osteoblast differentiation and enhance bone regeneration [24].
Both oleanolic and ursolic acids are also generally known for their antimicrobial [19], antitumor
[25,26], anti-inflammatory [27,28], and cytotoxic activities [29].
The simultaneous occurrence of TTAs in plant extracts as well as their structural similarity
renders their separation/isolation into a challenging task. Oleanolic and ursolic acids are very
similar position isomers (see Figure 6.1), a difficulty subsequently translated to prices of pure
TTAs, which increase greatly with increasing purity.

Figure 6.1 - Molecular structures of betulinic (BA), oleanolic (OA) and ursolic acids (UA).

Analytical methods such as capillary electrophoresis [30], supercritical fluid chromatography
[31], thin layer chromatography (TLC) [32], gas chromatography (GC) coupled to flame
ionization (GC-FID) and mass spectrometry (GC-MS) [33,34], and high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) coupled to ultraviolet (UV), diode array (DAD), evaporative light
scattering, and mass spectrometry detection systems [35–38] have been applied for both
quantitative and qualitative analysis. Nonetheless, due to the low volatility of TTAs,
derivatization steps are required for GC analysis. HPLC incomplete resolution and low UV
absorbance, requiring the detection to be carried out at wavelengths of approximately 200 nm,
are important limitations in this case [15]. Moreover, none of these mentioned techniques
provide a continuous isolation of TTAs, i.e., due to their intrinsic analytical nature, the
experiments are carried out in a batch mode. Hence, if one desires a process with a high
throughput for the isolation of each TTA with high purities, alternatives should be investigated.
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Simulated moving bed (SMB) chromatography is now a well established technique [39,40].
Originally developed for separations of petroleum components and sugars, SMB has seen
throughout the years an increasing number of applications towards fine chemistry and even
enantiomers separation [41,42]. The continuous operation in countercurrent of SMB units
maximizes the mass transfer driving forces enabling the effective separation of components even
when selectivities approach the unitary value, contrary to batch elution chromatography, in
which high selectivities are a mandatory requirement. Moreover, this operation mode reduces
significantly mobile and stationary phases consumption. Thus, SMB may be seen as a potential
candidate for TTAs separation [40].
In this work a SMB unit for the isolation of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids with high
purity was purely designed for the first time. For this purpose, pulse experiments were
performed to determine column total and bed porosities using uracil and blue-dextran,
respectively, as non-retained tracers. Breakthrough adsorption experiments for each acid were
carried out to obtain their unary isotherms as well as their respective mass transfer coefficients.
The obtained parameters were then validated by modeling a breakthrough curve of a ternary
mixture of betulinic, oleanolic, and ursolic acids. The triangle theory and a general optimization
strategy based on Design of Experiments and Response Surface Methodologies (DoE-RSM)
[43,44] were used to optimize the operation conditions (flow rates and switch times) for the
SMB separation of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids in two steps.

6.2
6.2.1

Modeling
Single column and SMB modeling

In opposite to the true moving bed (TMB) scheme, the solid phase in the SMB is completely
stationary, but its movement is simulated by the periodic shift of the different inlets/outlets of
the unit [39–41]. In Table 6.1 the model equations along with the initial and boundary
conditions are shown. In this model axial dispersion was considered and the internal and
external resistances were lumped in the linear driving force mass transfer coefficient.
The axial dispersion coefficient of component in a given column

(

,

) was estimated using

the correlation proposed by Edwards and Richardson [45], which accounts for the contribution
of molecular diffusion (

where
(or
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) and the flow around the adsorbent particles:
,

= 0.73

,

+ 0.5

is the adsorbent particle diameter and
in a single column).

∗

∗

(6.1)
the interstitial fluid velocity in the SMB
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Table 6.1 – Modeling equations for single chromatographic column and SMB unit, and SMB
to TMB equivalence.
Mass balance of component in
fluid phase of column :
Mass balance of component
in solid phase of column :
Isotherm:
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Boundary conditions (single column):

Global balances to the nodes in the SMB:
Eluent node:

(6.3)
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(6.16)

SMB / TMB equivalence relationships:
= ∗ − 34
Relative velocity:
(6.17)
Switch time ( ∗ ), solid velocity
34 = ∗
(6.18)
(34 ) restriction:
– component; – column; n – cycle number; z – axial coordinate; – time;
– concentration in
∗
the fluid phase; % – average concentration in the solid phase; % – solid phase concentration in

equilibrium with the fluid phase; – bed porosity;
, – axial dispersion coefficient;
!"#, – global
∗
linear driving force (LDF) mass transfer coefficient; ' – adsorption constant;
= 6 ∗ ⁄(7 8 ) –

interstitial velocity of the fluid in the SMB;

– interstitial velocity of the fluid of the TMB; 6∗ –

volumetric flow rate in the SMB; 7 – cross section area of the column; ,* – inlet concentration;
– feed concentration; 34 – solid velocity; ∗ - switch time; - – column length; I, II, III, IV – section.

#
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The molecular diffusion coefficient can be estimated through the Wilke and Chang equation
[46,47]:
,

(cm ⁄s) = 7.4 × 10AB

CDEFG
HG I8*.J,

(6.19)

where C is the absolute temperature (K), E is a dimensionless association factor for the solvent,
FG is the molecular weight of the solvent (g/mol), HG is the solvent viscosity (cP), and I8

,

is

the solute molar volume at its normal boiling point (cm /mol). Viscosity and molar volume
3

data were obtained via Aspen Properties® V8.4 using Peng-Robinson equation of state [48] as
the base method and the Joback method [47,49] for the estimation of critical volume.
The SMB model equations were solved in Matlab employing the method of lines. The equations
were first discretized in the axial coordinate and then solved using a stiff ODE solver. The
Nelder-Mead simplex search method, also implemented in Matlab, with the least squares
objective function was used to fit the equilibrium and mass transfer parameters to the
experimental breakthrough curves.
The average absolute relative deviation (KKL ) was always calculated in order to access the

goodness of fittings and predictions. For a generic function M it is given by:
WXY

100
MS − MT
KKL (%) =
QR
O P
MS

UT

V),

R

V

(6.20)

where superscripts calc and exp denote calculated and experimental values, and O P is the

number of data points.

6.2.2

SMB optimization

Developed under the scope of the equilibrium theory, the Triangle Theory provides a simplified
approach to SMB design over the detailed model presented in Table 6.1, assuming instantaneous
equilibrium between the solid and fluid phases (i.e. mass transfer resistances are neglected) and
null of axial dispersion [39,50]. By establishing that the SMB unit achieves complete separation,
or specific purities of the product streams, it is possible to determine a set of constrains of the
operating parameters (flow rates in each section of the SMB) that defines regions within which
the desired separation is attained. The operating conditions may be expressed as dimensionless
flow rates (_` ) in each section a of the unit:
_` =
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6`∗ ∗ − IT
,
(1 − )IT

a = I, II, III, IV

(6.21)
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where IT is the column volume and 6`∗ the internal flow rate in section a. For a feed mixture

containing two components A and B, being A the more retained one, the following set of
constrains defines the total separation region [41]:
'b ≤ _.
'd < _.. ≤ 'b

(6.22)
(6.23)

'd ≤ _... ≤ 'b

(6.24)

_./ ≤ 'd

(6.25)
being section I the region between the eluent/solvent and extract nodes, section II the zone
between the extract and feed nodes, section III the zone between the feed and raffinate nodes,
and finally, section IV the region between raffinate and eluent/solvent nodes.
Since the flow rate in section I is the highest in the SMB unit, its value was set to comply with
the maximum pressure drop allowed which was considered to be 50 bar. After adding a safety
margin to this value, the flow rate in section I was set to 10 mL/min resulting in a pressure
drop of about 44 bar as calculated by the Ergun equation [51]:
Δg 150
=
-

∗
*,

where iG is the fluid density, and

HG (1 − )
∗
*,

h

+

1.75iG

∗
*,

1−
j h k

(6.26)

is the superficial fluid velocity in the SMB.

SMB performance was evaluated using purity and productivity, two commonly used

performance parameters [44]. Purity (P3l and P3L, for extract and raffinate, respectively) is

defined for both product streams and represents the ratio between the concentration of the
desired component and the total concentration of all solutes:
P3l =

1
b

2
d

× 100
(6.27)
2
2
+ d1
b + d
where A is the more retained component, B is the less retained component, and superscripts X
1
b

× 100 ; P3L =

and R denote extract and raffinate, respectively. Productivity (Prs ) is defined as the amount
of feed mixture processed per unit volume of stationary phase per unit time:
Prs =

6# t

#
b

+

#
du

(6.28)
Iv
where superscript F denotes feed stream and Iv is total volume of stationary phase in all SMB

columns.

The determination of optimal operation conditions was performed using a DoE-RSM approach
previously presented by the authors [43,44], which allows the optimization of the operating
conditions with a low number of simulations and small computational workload. Statistical
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software Design Expert (version 9.0, Stat-Ease, Inc.) was used for the DoE-RSM analysis and
the input data were generated by the SMB simulations described in the previous section. This
approach allows the determination and evaluation of direct and crossed relations between
factors (independent variables) and system responses (dependent variables) over a previously
defined degree of variation (levels). A small set of simulations is run within the studied domain
and the results are fitted to empirical models (usually polynomials) that relate the response
variable x to the factors l. In the case of third order polynomials one writes:
x = y* + Q yU lU + Q Q yU lU l + Q Q Q yU
U),

U),
Uz

),

U),

), (),
Uz z(

( lU l

l(

where, y* is a constant, yU are model coefficients for the linear effects, yU
for pair interactions, and yU

(

(6.29)
are the coefficients

are the coefficients for triplet interactions.

In this work two factors are studied: the flow rate ratios in sections II and III of the SMB, i.e.
_.. and _... . These factors were studied over three levels within the domain defined by the

triangular separation region. The system responses evaluated were the purities of each product
and the unit productivity (equations (6.27) and (6.28)). The desired _.. and _... values that

maximize simultaneously P3l, P3L and Prs were obtained by optimizing an embedded multiobjective function of Design Expert software, imposing minimum purity requirements of 99 %.

6.3
6.3.1

Materials and Methods
Chemicals

HPLC grade methanol, water, acetonitrile, 2-propanol, and n-butanol were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Uracil (purity ≥ 99 %) and blue dextran with an average molecular weight of
2,000,000 Da were also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Betulinic (purity ≥ 98 %), oleanolic
(purity ≥ 98 %), and ursolic (purity ≥ 98 %) acids were all obtained from Aktin Chemicals, Inc.
All products were used as obtained, without any further purification.

6.3.2

Equipment

A Gilson HPLC system (Gilson, Inc., Middleton, WI, USA) equipped with a 305 isocratic
controller pump, a 306 gradient pump, a 805 manometric module, a 811C dynamic mixer, and
a 118 UV/VIS was used to conduct the chromatographic experiments. A Unipoint Gilson
Software (version 5.11) (Gilson, Inc., Middleton, WI, USA) was used to record automatically
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all the chromatographic runs. The Apollo C18 HPLC column (250 mm × 4.6 mm, 5 µm) column
was purchased from Grace Davison Discovery Sciences.

6.3.3

Pulse experiments

All pulse experiments performed in this work consisted of small injections of 20 µL of feed at
room temperature (ca. 23 ºC). These preliminary assays were accomplished to select the mobile
phase for the TTAs separation in the SMB unit, to determine the porosities of the column by
injecting non-retained tracers of different molecular sizes, and to obtain all necessary calibration
curves.

6.3.4

System characterization

The total porosity ( v ), bed porosity ( ), and particle porosity ( ) were determined on the

basis of the elution times of non-retained species. Total porosity was obtained using uracil, a
non-retained tracer substance able to penetrate the particle pores, whilst the bed porosity was
determined using blue-dextran, which is unable to penetrate the particle pores due to its size
(F{ = 2000000) [52]. Small injections of uracil (0.15 mg/mL in 95/5 (%, v/v) methanol/H2O)

and blue-dextran (0.55 mg/mL in 50/50 (%, v/v) methanol/H2O) were performed at different
flow rates ranging from 0.4 – 2.3 mL/min. The detector wavelength was set to 254 nm and 600
nm for uracil and blue-dextran, respectively.
Taking into account equation (6.30), the retention times ( | ) of non-adsorbed uracil and bluedextran were plotted against -⁄ (ratio between column length and superficial velocity) with
the objective to determine

6.2,

v

= 0.623 and

v

and

from the slopes of their linear fittings. As shown in Figure

= 0.335, and the determination coefficients (L ) were above 0.99 in both

cases. Finally, the particle porosity ( ) was calculated from equation (6.31) using total and
bed porosities previously determined, and was found to be 0.434. These porosities were
determined to characterize the chromatographic system, but only

is used for column and SMB

modeling.
|

=

•

-

*
v

,

where

•

= + (1 − )

= or

v

(6.30)
(6.31)
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Figure 6.2 - Retention times of uracil and blue-dextran versus the ratio between column
length and superficial velocity for the determination of total and bed porosity, respectively.

The extra column volume of the HPLC unit was divided into the extra volume before the
UV/Vis detector (I8SG„|S ) and the extra volume after the detector (I G…S| ). The procedure to

determine the I8SG„|S was as follows: the column was removed from the system and a connector

with negligible dead volume was used to link the column inlet and outlet tubing. One of the
pumps was loaded with methanol and the other with acetonitrile. After pre-equilibration of the

whole system with methanol, the working pump was instantaneously switched and the time
taken by acetonitrile to be noticed at the detector was measured for three different flow rates
(0.4, 1.0, and 1.5 mL/min) resulting in an average I8SG„|S of 1.26 mL. The detector flow cell
volume was neglected. The extra column volume after the detector, which encompasses the

tubing connecting the detector to the collection vessel, was determined to be 0.072 mL based
on the tube internal diameter and length. The total extra column volume (IS
I G…S| ) is 1.34 mL, which represents 32% of the empty column volume.

6.3.5

…|

= I8SG„|S +

Triterpenic acids solubility measurements

The triterpenic acids solubility studies were carried out following a similar procedure to the
gravimetric method proposed by Gracin and Rasmuson [53]. An excess of each TTA was placed
in a capped vial containing ca. 10 mL of 95/5 (%, v/v) methanol/water mixture in order to
obtain a saturated solution. The solution was then allowed to equilibrate for at least 48 h at
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constant temperature (23 ºC), after which the supernatant solution was filtered using a 0.45
μm cellulose membrane filter, and a rigorous volume (5.00 mL) was transferred to a previously
weighted test tube. At this point the solvent was evaporated at 50 ºC in an incubator and the
final mass of solute was weighted. Three independent and concordant experiments were
conducted for each TTA and the average was taken as the final result. The solubilities of
betulinic acid, oleanolic acid, and ursolic acid in 95/5 (%, v/v) methanol/water are, respectively,
1.8 ± 0.1, 1.6 ± 0.1, and 3.5 ± 0.1 mg/mL.

6.3.6

Adsorption-desorption experiments

Equilibrium adsorption isotherms were determined using the well-known adsorption-desorption
method [54]. After equilibrating the column with mobile phase, the sample solution of known
concentration was continuously fed to the column until equilibrium. At this point, the pump
was switched to the solute free phase and the desorption stage initiated. The eluted volume in
the regeneration step was collected and later analyzed by HPLC to measure its concentration.
The same procedure was repeated for different concentrations of the feed solution. The amount
adsorbed was calculated through the mass balance:

where I† and

I†
†,V

†,V

= IT

#

+ (1 − )IT %V∗ +

#

IS

…|

(6.32)

are the volume and solute concentration of the eluted solutions collected

during the regeneration step, respectively,

#

is the feed concentration, %V∗ is the adsorbed phase

concentration in equilibrium with the feed solution, and IS

…|

the extra column volume

previously determined (section 6.3.4). The adsorption-desorption experiments used to determine
unary isotherms were conducted at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min and the detector wavelength was
set to 210 nm for betulinic acid and 225 nm for oleanolic and ursolic acids. Wavelength was
increased to 225 nm to avoid detection overload at higher concentrations.

6.3.7

Measurement of breakthrough curves

During the adsorption-desorption experiments described above, samples were collected
periodically throughout the adsorption step allowing the simultaneous experimental
measurement of breakthrough curves for each triterpenic acid. The breakthrough curves for a
ternary mixture of betulinic, oleanolic, and ursolic acids were also determined in order to
validate simulations based on the previous unary results.
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6.4
6.4.1

Results and Discussion
Elution chromatography experiments

Preliminary elution experiments were conducted with the purpose of finding an appropriate
mobile phase for the separation of the triterpenic acids. Regarding the stationary phase, three
C18 columns (Discovery, Lichrospher, and Apollo columns) were tested. Different compositions
of methanol/water and 2-propanol/water mobile phases, as well as n-butanol, were analyzed.
Preference was given to alcohol based mobile phases, as opposed to the also widely used
acetonitrile phases, due to their lower toxicity and general ease of use at larger scale operation
to which this SMB process may be intended. Initially an acidic modifier (H3PO4) was added to
the mobile phases. However, as no significant chromatogram improvements were observed, the
modifier was considered unnecessary. Additionally, for SMB application, a simpler mobile phase
is preferred as it simplifies the solvent preparation and recovery steps. Table 6.2 presents the
stationary and mobile phases tested as well as the selectivities obtained in each case.

Table 6.2 - Preliminary HPLC experiments for the separation of triterpenic acids.
Column

Mobile Phase (%, v/v)

Discovery C18

Methanol/Water (80/20) +

(150 x 2.1 mm, 5 µm)

H3PO4 (pH = 2.75)

Lichrospher C18
(250 x 4 mm, 5 µm)

Flow rate

Selectivity

(mL/min)

UA-BA

OA-BA

UA-OA

0.20

1.36

1.34

1.01

Methanol/Water (90/10) +

0.50

1.17

1.10

1.07

H3PO4 (pH = 2.75)

0.72

1.16

1.09

1.06

2-propanol/Water (90/10)

0.30

1.05

1.02

1.04

2-propanol/Water (80/20)

0.30

1.06

1.04

1.01

2-propanol/Water (60/40)

0.30

1.16

1.14

1.01

Methanol

0.40

1.11

1.06

1.05

Methanol/n-Butanol/Water

0.40

1.13

1.07

1.06

0.40

1.16

1.10

1.06

(90/5/5)
Apollo C18

Methanol/Water (95/5)

(250 x 4.6 mm, 5 µm)
BA – betulinic acid; OA – oleanolic acid; UA – ursolic acid.

Best results, shown in Figure 6.3, were found using a mixture of methanol and water.
Selectivities using 2-propanol/water were low and the introduction of n-butanol modifier in the
methanol/water mixture did not improve results. It was observed that a higher amount of water
increased the selectivity for the ursolic-betulinic acids pair and oleanolic-betulinic acids pairs.
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However at 80/20 (%, v/v) methanol/water the selectivity of the ursolic-oleanolic acids pair
was only 1.01. Additionally, increasing the water content of the mobile phase greatly hindered
the solubility of the triterpenic acids that is already quite low in all cases. This is undesirable
as it would require the SMB separation to operate under very dilute conditions, which would
result in higher solvent requirements and final recovery costs of the individual triterpenic acids
from solution. For these reasons all further studies were conducted using an Apollo C18 column
with a 95/5 (%, v/v) methanol/water fluid phase.

150
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Absorbance (mAU)

130

UA

110
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Figure 6.3 - Chromatogram of betulinic (BA), oleanolic (OA), and ursolic (UA) acids mixture
(461 μg/mL) using an Apollo C18 column with 95/5 (%, v/v) methanol/water as mobile
phase. Flow rate of 0.4 mL/min and UV detection at 210 nm.

6.4.2

Isotherm determination and transport parameters

The adsorption-desorption experiments for the three triterpenic acids were performed using feed
concentrations up to nearly the solubility limit of each one: 0.05 – 1.00 mg/mL for betulinic
acid, 0.12 – 1.18 mg/mL for oleanolic acid, and 0.05 – 2.98 mg/mL for ursolic acid. The resulting
isotherms were all linear as shown in Figure 6.4, which could be expected in advance taking
into account the very dilute solutions under study.
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Figure 6.4 - Single component adsorption isotherms of betulinic (BA), oleanolic (OA), and
ursolic (UA) acids on Apollo C18 adsorbent with 95/5 (%, v/v) methanol/water as mobile
phase. Points – experimental data obtained from adsorption-desorption experiments; Lines –
linear isotherms model.

During adsorption-desorption experiments samples were collected periodically throughout the
adsorption step allowing the experimental measurement of the adsorption breakthrough curves.
The chromatographic model presented in Table 6.1 applied to a single column was fitted to the
experimental data. Two parameters were optimized for each compound: the linear isotherm
constant, ' , and the global LDF mass transfer coefficient,
coefficient,

,

!"#,

. The axial dispersion

, was estimated for each triterpenic acids as described in section 6.2.1.

In Table 6.3 the ' measured from adsorption-desorption method together with ' and

!"#,

determined from breakthrough experiments are listed. Taking into account that the isotherm
constants, particularly for oleanolic and ursolic acids, obtained by the adsorption-desorption
method were not consistent with the chromatogram selectivities and with the breakthrough
data, they were discarded in favor of those obtained from the breakthrough experiments. The
analysis of these validated parameters indicates that the separation of betulinic acid from the
remaining compounds appears to be driven simultaneously by equilibrium and kinetics, while
the separation of oleanolic from ursolic acid seems to be dominated by equilibrium differences.
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Table 6.3 - Linear isotherm constants determined by the adsorption-desorption method and
parameters obtained from the experimental breakthrough for betulinic, oleanolic, and ursolic
acids on Apollo C18 adsorbent with 95/5 (%, v/v) methanol/water as mobile phase.
Triterpenic acid

Betulinic

Oleanolic

Ursolic

3.14

3.22

3.66

0.998

0.999

0.998

Adsorption-desorption method
'
L

Fitted parameters – Experimental breakthrough
'

3.13

!"#,
,

KKL

(min )
-1

(cm /min) *
2

(%)

3.44

121.34
4.70×10
3.7

3.50

12.72
-3

4.70×10
13.1

14.02
-3

4.70×10-3
13.8

*estimated by Edwards and Richardson correlation (equation
(6.1)). The values only differ in the third decimal place.

The experimental and fitted breakthroughs are shown in Figure 6.5 for three different feed
concentrations for each triterpenic acid. In general, the model correlates the experimental
results reasonably well, and the fitted parameters shown in Table 6.3 for the breakthrough
curves were used in the SMB design.

6.4.3

Validation of multicomponent system modeling

To validate the parameters obtained for pure components and to demonstrate their ability to
predict correctly the chromatographic behavior of mixtures of triterpenic acids, a breakthrough
experiment of a ternary mixture was carried out. The solution containing betulinic (0.125
mg/mL), oleanolic (0.123 mg/mL) and ursolic (0.131 mg/mL) acids was continuously fed at a
flow rate of 1.0 mL/min. Using the isotherms and transport parameters presented in Table 6.3,
the adsorption breakthrough curves were simulated using the mathematical model previously
described (Table 6.1). The calculated results (lines) are presented in Figure 6.6 and agree with
the experimental points (symbols) with KKL

of only 10.33, 4.41 and 5.58 % for betulinic,

oleanolic and ursolic acids, respectively, demonstrating the absence of competitive effects. In
general, the model slightly underestimates the concentration in the plateau. After checking the
validity of the optimized parameters they were used for simulating the SMB separation of the
three triterpenic acids.
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Figure 6.5 - Adsorption breakthrough curves of (a) betulinic acid, (b) oleanolic acid, and (c)
ursolic acid at three different feed concentrations in an Apollo C18 column with 95/5 (%,
v/v) methanol/water fed at 1.0 mL/min and UV detection at 210 nm. Points – experimental
data; Lines – fitted model.
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Figure 6.6 - Breakthrough curves of a ternary mixture of betulinic (0.125 mg/mL), oleanolic
(0.123 mg/mL) and ursolic (0.131 mg/mL) acids. Apollo C18 column with 95/5 (%, v/v)
methanol/water fed at 1.0 mL/min and UV detection at 210 nm.
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6.4.4

SMB separation of triterpenic acids mixtures

SMB simulations were carried out to assess the performance of using preparative Apollo C18
columns for the separation of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids. A simple two-step separation
process was envisioned where in the first step betulinic acid was isolated from oleanolic and
ursolic acids, and in a second step the oleanolic and ursolic acids mixture was subsequently
fractionated. The axial dispersion and LDF coefficients were recalculated for the experimental
conditions of the SMB, using the values obtained from the breakthrough assays reported above
in Table 6.3. The mass fraction of each acid in the initial mixture was established based on
data from the solid-liquid and supercritical fluid extraction of triterpenic acids from

Eucalyptus globulus bark, a process addressed by the authors [10,11]. All simulation parameters
are presented in Table 6.4. The DoE-RSM approach [44] was applied to the optimization of
each separation. In both cases the DoE domain was defined to encompass the separation regions
provided by the Triangle Theory (see Figure 6.7).

Table 6.4 – Simulation parameters for the separation of betulinic (BA), oleanolic (OA), and
ursolic (UA) acids by SMB.
Parameter

Value

- (cm)

25

(cm)

2.2

(µm)

5
0.335

v

0.623

#
‡db
#
‡ˆb
#
‡‰b

'db

0.434
(m/m, step 1)

0.20

(m/m, step 1)

0.25

(m/m, step 1)

0.55
3.13

'ˆb
'‰b
,

3.44
3.50
(cm2/min) *

4.70×10-3

!"#,db

(min )

121.05

(min )

12.71

!"#,‰b

(min )

14.01

!"#,ˆb

-1

-1
-1

* with three significant figures, the axial dispersion is
the same for
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Figure 6.7 – Separation region, DoE grid points (○), and DoE-RSM optimized operating point
(●) for the isolation of betulinic acid (BA) from oleanolic (OA) + ursolic (UA) acids (step 1),
and the separation of oleanolic acid from ursolic acid (step 2).

For the isolation of betulinic acid from the remaining two triterpenic acids (step 1) a custom
DoE design was used consisting of two continuous factors, the flow rate ratios in sections II
and III of the SMB (_.. and _...), studied within a domain chosen to encompass the triangular

separation region (ranging from 3.1 and 3.45 for _.. and _... ). Additionally, the constrain

_... ≥ _.. was imposed to obey the known requirements for separation. A total of 13 simulations

were required and their results are shown in Table 6.5. The analysis of variance of DoE-RSM
results demonstrated that cubic polynomials were adequate for both purities and a linear model

was sufficient for the productivity. The non-significant terms, those with p-value > 0.1, were
eliminated, while keeping the model hierarchical [43].
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Table 6.5 – DoE grid runs for the optimization of the isolation of betulinic acid from
oleanolic+ursolic acids (step 1) and the separation of oleanolic from ursolic acids (step 2).
_..

First step: BA – (OA+UA)
P3l
P3L
Prs
_...
(%)
(%)
(kg/(m3 day))

3.227

3.333

3.333
3.120

_..

Second step: OA – UA
P3l
P3L
Prs
_...
(%)
(%)
(kg/(m3 day))

99.77

99.43

1.0075

3.468

3.497

99.80

85.22

0.0390

3.387

99.96

99.36

0.5038

3.463

3.487

99.78

95.36

0.0325

3.120

100.00

0.00

0.0094

3.448

3.487

98.85

94.96

0.0520

3.173

3.307

100.00

99.48

1.2595

3.438

3.497

96.73

86.99

0.0780

3.253

3.387

100.00

99.21

1.2595

3.458

3.477

99.76

98.97

0.0260

3.120

3.440

99.35

95.46

3.0226

3.448

3.472

99.13

99.50

0.0325

3.253

3.307

100.00

99.51

0.5038

3.468

3.468

93.00

72.15

0.0013

3.440

3.440

99.97

79.35

0.0094

3.477

3.487

99.65

92.00

0.0130

3.120

3.280

99.05

99.50

1.5113

3.497

3.497

97.37

57.62

0.0013

3.173

3.227

100.00

99.64

0.5038

3.438

3.438

79.63

70.66

0.0013

3.280

3.440

100.00

93.22

1.5113

3.438

3.468

96.19

99.67

0.0390

3.173

3.387

100.00

99.19

2.0151

3.463

3.472

99.85

99.50

0.0130

3.280

3.280

99.92

97.95

0.0094

3.448

3.458

98.91

99.77

0.0130

BA – betulinic acid; OA – oleanolic acid; UA – ursolic acid.

The optimization was carried out using these reduced models, maximizing purities and
productivity, and setting a minimum purity requirement of 99 %. The best operating conditions
obtained using the DoE-RSM approach are presented in Table 6.6 along with the simulated
results. For the separation of betulinic acid from oleanolic+ursolic acids (step 1) the optimized
conditions were _.. = 3.177 and _... = 3.355, and for the separation of oleanolic from ursolic
acids (step 2) were _.. = 3.451 and _... = 3.476. These points are plotted in Figure 6.7 (dark

circles). The results in Table 6.6 indicate that it is possible to obtain betulinic acid with purity

over 99 % in the raffinate stream while guaranteeing that no betulinic acid contaminates the
extract stream. In this way the extract only contains oleanolic and ursolic acids to be separated
in the second step. The concentration profiles in the SMB columns at the end of a switch time
under cyclic steady state (CSS) are presented in Figure 6.8a, showing that betulinic acid can
be practically isolated through the raffinate port, which agrees with the above cited purity
higher than 99 %. At the same time both oleanolic acid and ursolic acid bands overlap at the
extract port while keeping free of the tail of the betulinic acid, resulting in no contamination
in the extract stream. Concentration histories of the raffinate and extract streams are presented
in Figure 6.8b and Figure 6.8c. For betulinic acid in the raffinate stream and oleanolic acid in
the extract stream, the actual CSS concentration is presented while for the remaining species
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only the average over each switch time is represented for simplicity reasons. It can be seen that
CSS is reached around switch time number 80 for both streams, i.e. 10 cycles after the beginning
of SMB operation.

Table 6.6 – Optimized simulation results for the isolation of betulinic acid from
oleanolic+ursolic acids (step 1) and the separation of oleanolic from ursolic acids (step 2).
Separation

BA – (OA+UA)

OA – UA

Configuration

2-2-2-2

3-3-3-3

25.35

25.35

3.177

3.451

3.355

3.476

(cm /min)

10.00

10.00

(cm /min)

9.18

9.86

9.62

9.92

8.91

9.80

1.09

0.20

0.44

0.06

0.82

0.14

0.71

0.12

100.0

99.4

99.4

99.1

1.6775

0.0332

∗

(min)

_..

_...
6.∗

6..∗

3

3

∗
6...
(cm3/min)
∗
6./
(cm3/min)

60 (cm3/min)
6# (cm3/min)

61 (cm3/min)

62 (cm3/min)
P3l (%)
P3L (%)

Prs (kg/(m

3
adsorbent

day))

BA – betulinic acid; OA – oleanolic acid; UA – ursolic acid; E –
eluent; F – feed; X – extract; R – raffinate.

In the second step the oleanolic and ursolic acids mixture coming from the extract stream of
the first unit was separated into pure oleanolic and ursolic acids. As such, the feed concentration
of each component was defined accordingly to the concentration of oleanolic and ursolic acids
in the extract of the first separation. A 3-3-3-3 column configuration was used as the two column
per section unit did not allowed to match the purity criteria. The same methodology was
applied to the determination of the optimal operating conditions. Ursolic acid was obtained in
the extract stream with 99.4 % purity while oleanolic acid was produced with a purity of 99.1
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%, complying with the set purity requirement. Figure 6.9a shows the concentration profiles at
the end of a switch time under CSS. Concentration histories (Figure 6.9b and Figure 6.9c) also
demonstrate that the system takes significantly longer to reach CSS compared to the first
separation since over 55 cycles are required (about 660 switch times) in contrast to 10 (80
switch times) in the first separation.
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Figure 6.8 – Simulation results at the end of the 30th cycle of SMB operation (cyclic steady
state already established) for the isolation of betulinic acid from oleanolic+ursolic acids: a)
concentration profiles of BA, OA, and UA in the SMB; b) switch time average concentrations
in the raffinate together with BA concentration history (light blue); and c) switch time
average concentrations in the extract. (E – eluent; F – feed; X – extract; R – raffinate).
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Simulation results show that the separation of the triterpenic acids can be achieved in the above
described two-step SMB process. Before a commercial implementation, experimental SMB
assays are necessary to validate the simulations and/or to take into account specific effects like
column packing efficiency, preferential flow patterns and dead volumes, which are not currently
considered in these modeling simulations.
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Figure 6.9 – Simulation results at the end of the 70th cycle of SMB operation (cyclic steady
state already established) for the separation of oleanolic from ursolic acid: a) switch time
average concentrations in the raffinate together with OA concentration history (light red); b)
switch time average concentrations in the extract together with UA concentration history
(light green). (E – eluent; F – feed; X – extract; R – raffinate).
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6.5

Conclusions

The separation of the triterpenic acids (betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids) was studied with
the objective of implementing their continuous separation using a simulated moving bed
technology. Preliminary experiments selected Apollo C18 columns as adequate stationary phase
and methanol/water 95/5 (%, v/v) as the best mobile phase, allowing a good compromise
between resolution and solubility of the target compounds. The adsorption-desorption approach
together with breakthrough experiments allowed the measurement of the individual isotherms
and the determination of the relevant global mass transfer coefficients. The validity of these
parameters for multicomponent mixtures was assessed and confirmed through the successful
prediction of a breakthrough experiment of a ternary mixture of betulinic, oleanolic, and ursolic
acids.
Based on the previously determined parameters, the SMB separation of the three triterpenic
acids was designed in two steps: in the first step betulinic acid was isolated from a mixture of
oleanolic+ursolic acids, and in the second step oleanolic and ursolic acids were separated. The
SMB operation was simulated and optimized using a Design of Experiments approach Response Surface Methodology (DoE-RSM), aiming at obtaining 99 % purity on all compounds.
It was demonstrated that a two column per section SMB unit allows the isolation of betulinic
acid with 99.4 % purity while providing an oleanolic and ursolic acid mixture with no betulinic
acid contaminant to be separated in a second step. Finally, the separation of oleanolic and
ursolic acids was accomplished in a three column per section SMB producing both compounds
with purities above 99 %.

Nomenclature
KKL

Average absolute relative deviation (%)
Concentration of component

,*

#

,
,

'

!"#,
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in the bulk of column

Inlet concentration of component

in the bulk of column

Solute concentration in the feed (mg mLA, )
Axial dispersion coefficient of solute
Diffusion coefficient of solute
Particle diameter (cm)

(mg mLA, )

in column

(cm minA,)

Local isotherm slope for component

(mg mLA, )

(cm minA, )

Global linear driving force mass transfer coefficient (minA, )
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-

SMB column length (cm)

O P

Number of data points

_

Prs

P3L, P3l
%

%∗
L

6

∗

7

∗
|

34
∗
*,

IT

fluid and solid flow rates ratio in section = I, II, III, IV
Productivity (kg mAh day A,)

Purity of raffinate and extract
Concentration of component

in the solid phase in column

(mg mLA, )

Solid phase concentration in equilibrium with the fluid phase (mg mLA, )
Determination coefficient

Volumetric flow rate in the SMB (mL minA, )
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R
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Solid
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Extract
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Chapter 7
Molecularly Imprinted Polymers
as potential adsorbents for the
separation of triterpenic acids

Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) have been applied in many fields including in liquid
chromatography as the stationary phase. These polymers are synthesized to possess binding
sites highly selective to a given analyte, making them very promising sorbents especially for
difficult separations, where the MIP development and synthesis cost might be justified if better
selectivity can be achieved in comparison with conventional materials, or when the market price
of the final products is sufficient to payback this investment.
This chapter starts by offering a brief overview of the current molecular imprinting technology,
presenting the most common imprinting processes, their main advantages and drawbacks.
Afterwards, the work carried out towards the development of a MIP adsorbent specifically
tailored for the separation of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids is presented. With this
objective in mind, several MIPs were synthesized using different formulations and the most
successful polymers were tested through batch adsorption experiments.

Chapter 7. Molecularly imprinted polymers as potential adsorbents for the separation of TTAs

7.1

Introduction

Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) are a class of materials that have artificially created
receptor structures. Since their discovery in 1972, MIPs have attracted considerable interest in
several applications, such as chromatography adsorbents, ion exchangers, membranes, sensors,
catalysis, and drug development. Several reviews on their preparation, properties and
applications have been published over the last decades [1–8].
Generically, MIPs are cross-linked polymers with specific binding sites for a particular
compound. These sites are tailor-made by the copolymerization of crosslinking monomers and
functional monomers in the presence of the target molecule, called the template. After
polymerization, the template is removed from the polymer leaving behind recognition sites that
are complementary to the target molecule in terms of size, shape and functionality. This leads
to the MIP selectively binding to the template or its analogues in preference to other molecules
(see Figure 7.1) [9]. MIPs present high affinity and selectivity, have a unique stability which is
superior to that demonstrated by natural biomolecules, have simple and low-cost synthesis
process and may be adapted to different practical applications [9].

Figure 7.1 – The molecular imprinting process: a) monomers, b) cross-linker, c) template
molecule, 1-2) imprinting, 3) template extraction, 4) rebinding. Reprinted from [10].

MIPs have been frequently used as stationary phases, particularly in analytical liquid
chromatography, being commonly synthesized by bulk, precipitation, or monolithic imprinting
polymerization. However, widespread use of MIP adsorbents in HPLC columns is limited by
the excessive peak broadening and tailing attributed to the heterogeneity of the binding sites
in the MIPs as a result of the synthesis method [11].
Conventional sorbents, like silica gel based adsorbents, have been employed to separate and
purify triterpenic acids [12–19]. However, the separation process can be difficult and inefficient,
due to poor affinity and selectivity, particularly in cases of compounds of very similar nature
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such as the oleanolic and ursolic acids studied in this work. In this context, the development of
a MIP specifically designed for the separation of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids appears
as an important step in an efficient purification process of these triterpenic acids from natural
extracts suitable for pharmaceutical applications.

7.2

Molecular imprinting process

The imprinting process involves formation of a template-monomer complex, followed by its
polymerization in the presence of cross-linking agents. During polymerization, the geometry of
the self-assembled template-monomer complex is captured in the growing polymer matrix.
Removal of the templates leaves behind sites possessing a shape and an arrangement of
functional groups corresponding to those of the template molecule [20]. A schematic
representation of the imprinting process is presented in Figure 7.1. The main components
involved in production of a MIP are the template molecule, the functional monomer, the crosslinking agent, and often an initiator that provides the radical source. To obtain the highest
affinity of the MIP towards the target compound, careful selection of the monomer composition
used in the production of the MIP is crucial.
Two main imprinting strategies exist based on either covalent or non-covalent interaction
between the functional group of the template and the monomer. Non-covalent imprinting is
more commonly used since its synthesis and template removal protocol is simpler to conduct
and a greater variety of functionality may be applied into the MIP.
In regard to the polymerization step, several methods have been used in MIP preparation. The
most extensively used method is the bulk or solution polymerization due to its quick and simple
procedure. It is followed by grinding and sieving of the bulk polymer to the desired sizes ranges.
Despite its simplicity the MIP physical form is difficult to control [3,7,8]. Precipitation
polymerization is similar to the bulk method but polymerization occurs in a higher amount of
solvent leading to the formation of bigger polymer chains that precipitate when they become
insoluble. The MIPs are recovered by washing and centrifugation, and particles are of regular
shape and of smaller size [3,8]. Another commonly used method is suspension polymerization
where droplets of pre-polymer are suspended in water in the presence of stabilizers or
surfactants. The use of aqueous medium or perfluorocarbon solvents, and fluorinated surfactants
limits its applicability, since water might interfere with non-covalent interactions and the
surfactants may hinder the interaction between template and monomers [7]. In surface
polymerization thin MIP layers are grafted into the surface of preformed beads as coatings,
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using several techniques to restrain the radical polymerization at the surface of the beads.
Because imprinting occurs on the particle surface, the extraction of template is simple compared
to the other methods [3,8]. The monolithic imprinted polymerization is a one-step free-radical
polymerization process that occurs directly in a chromatographic column. Solvent and template
removal after polymerization is accomplished by exhaustive washing [3,8]. More recently multistep swelling polymerization has been applied to prepare stationary phases that provide higher
efficiency and better mass transfer properties. It can produce monodispersed MIPs and perform

in situ modification [3,7]. Table 7.1 presents a summary of the main advantages and drawbacks
of the several polymerization methods.

Table 7.1 - Main advantages and drawback of MIP preparation methods.
Method

Advantages

Drawbacks

Bulk or solution

- Simple procedure

- Irregular particle size and

polymerization

shape
- High template consumption
- Difficult to scale-up

Precipitation

- Imprinted microspheres

polymerization

- Particles of uniform size

- High template consumption

- High yield
Suspension

- Spherical particles

- Water is incompatible with

polymerization

- Highly reproducible

most imprint methods

- Ease of scale-up

- Requires specialized solvent
and surfactants

Surface

- Monodispersed particles

- Complex process

polymerization

- Thin MIP layers

- Time consuming

Multi-step

- Monodispersed spheres of

- More complicated procedure

swelling

controlled size

and reaction conditions

polymerization

- Great for HPLC use

- Requires aqueous emulsions

Monolithic

- One step (no grinding or

- Extensive optimization required

imprinted

sieving required)

for each template system

polymerization

- Conducted directly on a
chromatographic column
- Good porosity
- Cost-efficient
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7.3

Commercial molecularly imprinted polymers

In order to assess the feasibility and cost of using molecularly imprinted polymers as an
adsorbent, several companies specialized in MIP synthesis were surveyed. Contacts were made
with MIP Technologies (Sweden), Polyintell (France) and NanoMyp (Spain) to inquire the
possibility of purchasing MIPs tailored to the separation of triterpenic acids.
Polyintell S.A. (now Affinisep S.A.S.), a company specialized in the synthesis of molecular
imprinted polymers for several applications [21–23], was selected to produce custom made MIPs.
Oleanolic acid was chosen as the template molecule since it presented the best solubility in the
polymerization medium (chloroform). Using a formulation proprietary to Polyintell, four MIPs
were prepared with different functional monomers along with their respective non-imprinted
polymers (NIPs). The NIPs are synthesized using the same formulation as the MIPs but without
adding the template molecule. MIP/NIP particles in the 25 – 45 µm range were then packed in
empty HPLC columns ((250 × 2.1) mm) and tested by HPLC, both by Polyintell and in our
laboratory, to confirm imprinted behavior and to access selectivity towards the triterpenic acids.
Betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids were injected in the different MIP/NIP columns named
“P”, “Q”, “A” and “B” at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min using ethanol as the mobile phase. Acetone,
an unretained compound, was used as the void volume marker and detection was performed at
220 nm. The retention times in each column are presented in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2 – Retention time of acetone, betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids in the different
MIP/NIP pairs. Mobile phase: ethanol; flow rate: 0.5 mL/min; detection wavelength: 220 nm.
Retention time (min)
Compound

MIP Q

NIP Q

MIP A

NIP A

MIP P

NIP P

MIP B

NIP B

Acetone

1.713

1.645

1.597

1.658

1.653

1.680

1.560

1.510

Betulinic acid

2.085

2.053

1.903

1.963

2.003

2.257

2.855

1.517

Oleanolic acid

1.917

1.912

1.770

1.828

1.850

2.070

2.910

1.502

Ursolic acid

1.965

1.938

1.790

1.853

1.868

2.067

2.970

1.445

Polymer pairs Q and A show little to no difference between MIP and NIP retention times
suggesting that molecular imprinting did not occur, and in pair P the higher retention times of
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the NIP indicate that imprinting hindered the polymer affinity. The best result was obtained
with polymer B for which the MIP and NIP chromatogram for the injection of oleanolic acids
is shown as an example in Figure 7.2. The broad peaks are expected due to the large size (25 –
45 µm) and irregular shape of the particles. The higher retention time of all triterpenic acids in
MIP B compared with NIP B indicates successful imprinting as well as higher affinity with the
target molecules compared with the remaining materials.
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Figure 7.2 – Superimposed chromatograms of oleanolic acid in the MIP B and NIP B
columns. Mobile phase: ethanol; flow rate: 0.5 mL/min.

Despite showing good imprinting behavior, MIP B exhibits selectivity for the compounds of
interest of 1.04 for the OA-BA and UA-OA pairs. These values are on par with those obtained
for conventional adsorbents such as the Apollo C18 column packing focused in Chapter 6. In
this case the investment on preparing a custom made material is not justified as commercially
available options of stable and tested adsorbents provide equivalent results. Figure 7.3a shows
the superimposed chromatograms of oleanolic and ursolic acids in ethanol. Additional tests were
conducted using different mobile phases such as acetonitrile/water 95/5 (%, v/v) (Figure 7.3b)
and methanol/water 90/10 (%, v/v) (Figure 7.3c), however selectivities remained quite low as
evidenced by the near complete overlap of the peaks of oleanolic and ursolic acids.
In face of these results and given the high cost of testing new formulations and producing
smaller and regular particles, further development of MIPs with Polyintell was abandoned and
a new approach was taken for the synthesis of molecular imprinted polymers.
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Figure 7.3 – Superimposed chromatograms of oleanolic and ursolic acids in the MIP B column
((250 × 2.1) mm) using different mobile phases: a) ethanol at 0.5 mL/min, b)
acetonitrile/water 95/5 (%, v/v), and c) methanol/water 90/10 (%, v/v).
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7.4

In-house molecularly imprinted polymers synthesis

Having acquired further knowledge on the molecular imprinting process, as well as taking
advantage of the know-how available at University of Aveiro in the synthesis of MIPs [24,25],
an attempt was made at developing and synthesizing in-house MIPs aimed at the separation of
the triterpenic acids of interest. Several MIPs were prepared and then characterized by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). The adsorption behavior towards the three triterpenic acids was
evaluated by batch adsorption experiments, for the most promising polymers.

7.4.1

Materials and apparatus

Methacrylic acid (MAA, 99 %), 4-vinylpyridine, trimethylolpropane trimethacrylate (TRIM),
1-buthanol (HPLC grade), chloroform (HPLC grade) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 1,4dioxane (99.9 %) was supplied by VWR and 2,2-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, >98 %)
from Fluka. Betulinic (BA, 98 %), oleanolic (OA, 98 %), and ursolic acids (UA, 98 %) were
acquired from Aktin Chemicals. A 50 mL glass reactor with magnetic stirring was used as the
reaction vessel. A laboratory scale Soxhlet apparatus was used for the template extraction step.
MIP characterization was performed by scanning electron microscopy imaging, on a HitachiS4100. MIP particles were coated with graphite prior to analysis.
Free concentration of TTAs in solution after adsorption experiments was determined by UVVisible spectrophotometry using a PG Instruments T60 Spectrophotometer. Absorbance
measurements were performed at 210 nm, and at least two replicates were conducted. In some
cases, results were verified by GC-MS. Analyses were performed using tetracosane as internal
standard, in a Trace Gas Chromatograph 2000 Series equipped with a Finnigan Trace MS mass
spectrometer, using helium as carrier gas (35 cm/s), equipped with a DB-1 J&W capillary
column (30 m × 0.32 mm i.d., 0.25 μm film thickness). The chromatographic conditions were
as follows: initial temperature: 80 °C for 5 min; temperature rate: 4 °C min-1; final temperature:
285 °C for 10 min; injector temperature: 250 °C; transfer-line temperature: 290 °C; split ratio:
1:50. The MS was operated in the electron impact mode with electron impact energy of 70 eV
and data collected at a rate of 1 scan s-1 over a range of m/z of 33–750. The ion source was
maintained at 250 °C. At least two replicates were performed.
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7.4.2

Selection of synthesis solvent

The solvent plays an important part in the polymerization process, acting as porogen (creates
the pores in the macroporous polymers) and reactive medium, bringing all components into one
phase. It influences the interaction between functional monomers and templates, affecting the
morphology of polymer and the recognition and separation capability of the MIPs for the
template molecules. Aprotic and low polar organic solvents, like acetonitrile and chloroform,
are often used in non-covalent polymerization processes to obtain good imprinting efficiency
and to minimize the interference a polar solvent like acetone could have by hydrogen bonding
[7,8].
Due to the low solubility of the triterpenic acids in most organic solvents, the selection of a
suitable polymerization medium becomes increasingly relevant in this particular case.
Acetonitrile and ethanol are the most commonly used solvents in MIP preparation as reported
in several works [24,26–28]. Based on these polymerization protocols a minimum concentration
of template molecule of 5.75 mg/mL is desired. The solubility of the three triterpenic acids in
acetonitrile was not found in the literature and was thus measured experimentally following a
similar procedure to the gravimetric method proposed by Gracin and Rasmuson [29] and
previously described in section 6.3.5. The solubilities at room temperature (23 ºC) in pure
acetonitrile were 0.09, 0.31, and 0.26 mg/mL for betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids. Using
the same procedure the solubilities in pure methanol were also determined as 4.07, 3.89 and
8.54 mg/mL, respectively. These values are significantly below the desired template
concentration, especially for acetonitrile, the most common polymerization solvent.
Faced with these results a different solvent was required for the synthesis. Data was compiled
from the literature on the solubilities of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids in several organic
solvents. Solubilities at 25 ºC obtained by combining data from four different sources [30–33]
are presented in graphic format in Figure 7.4 with the black line marking the desired minimum
threshold for the concentration of template molecule. It is visible that most solvents are very
close to this threshold with higher solubilities found across the alcoholic solvents, especially 1butanol and 1-propanol. A relatively high solubility is also found for 1,4-dioxane, although no
data on betulinic acid is available as it is overall scarcer. Taking this information into account,
1-butanol, 1,4-dioxane and chloroform were utilized for the MIP synthesis experiments
described below.
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Figure 7.4 – Solubility of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids in several solvents at 25 ºC.
Dark line represents the minimum desired solubility for MIP synthesis. Data collected from
literature [30–33].

7.4.3

MIP synthesis procedure

Polymer microparticles imprinted with oleanolic acid (OA) were synthesized by thermal
precipitation polymerization following a similar procedure to that reported by Granado et al.
[24]. Methacrylic acid (MAA) or 4-vinylpyridine were used as monomer, TRIM as cross-linker,
and AIBN as initiator. Three different solvents were tested including 1-butanol, dioxane, and
chloroform. For each imprinted polymer (MIP) the respective non-imprinted polymer (NIP)
was also synthetized. Synthesis was carried out in the 50 mL glass reactor with magnetic stirring
(Figure 7.5). A thermostatic bath was used to control the reaction temperature at 57 ⁰C. As
with any synthesis work, small deviations from the protocol can lead to different results and
low synthesis reproducibility. As such, a thorough and complete procedure used for all synthesis
is presented below.
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Synthesis:
1) The complete experimental installation was assembled inside a fume hood, as shown in
Figure 7.5a, but with the reactor vessel disconnected from the condenser.
2) 40 mL of solvent were measured using a graduated cylinder and placed in the reactor.
3) The desired volume of monomer was added with the use of a micropipette.
4) The template was added after being previously weighted in a microbalance.
5) The mixture was left equilibrating for 15 min to allow monomer and template to solubilize.
6) The cross-linker was added, followed by the desired mass of initiator previously measured
in a microbalance.
7) Mixture was degassed with nitrogen for 15 min.
8) Temperature was increased to 57 ⁰C.
9) Once 57 ⁰C is reached synthesis time starts. Nitrogen flow was turned off and condenser
was capped. The reactor was maintained at this temperature throughout the reaction
(usually 10 to 24 h).

a)

b)

Figure 7.5 – a) Reaction vessel with magnetic stirrer, condenser, nitrogen input (left), hot
water inlet/outlet (bottom right), cold water inlet (top right). Not shown: thermostatic bath.
b) Soxhlet extraction apparatus. From bottom to top: heating mantle; round bottom flask
with solvent; Soxhlet with cartridge; condenser.
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Recovery of polymer:
10) Once the reaction was terminated, reactor was disconnected and the reaction mixture was
transferred to Falcon tubes using ethanol to help wash the reactor.
11) The Falcon tubes were placed in a centrifuge, usually at 4000 rpm for 3 min. Supernatant
solvent was discarded.
12) Microparticles were washed with ethanol to remove traces of unreacted compounds,
centrifuging and discarding the solvent after each of at least three wash steps.
Removal of template molecule:
13) The washed microparticles were placed inside a cartridge and the Soxhlet extraction of the
template molecule was conducted for at least 8 h using ethanol (see Figure 7.5b).
14) Finally, the microparticles were dried in an oven at 50 ºC until constant weight was
observed.

Six different MIP formulations were tested using different combinations of monomers and
solvents. Oleanolic acid was chosen as the template molecule from the three triterpenic acids.
Solvent selection had to take into account the very low solubility of oleanolic acid in most
organic solvents. Throughout all reactions 40 mL of solvent were used as well as 1.3 mmol of
monomer, 2.1 mmol of TRIM, 0.5 mmol of AIBN, and 0.5 mmol of oleanolic acid. Solvent,
monomer, and reaction time for each synthesis is displayed in Table 7.3. For each MIP shown
in Table 7.3 the respective NIP was prepared. The NIP synthesis is exactly the same as the
MIP except that the template molecule is not added. (In this case, the microparticles were
simply washed and dried after collection from centrifugation).

Table 7.3 – Synthesis conditions for the prepared MIPs.
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Run

Solvent

Monomer

Time (h)

MIP1

1-butanol

Methacrylic acid

8

MIP1b

1-butanol

Methacrylic acid

10

MIP2

dioxane

Methacrylic acid

10

MIP4

1-butanol

4-vinylpyridine

10

MIP5

1-butanol

4-vinylpyridine

24

MIP6

chloroform

Methacrylic acid

10
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7.4.4

Synthesis results

A single batch of each MIP/NIP was produced resulting in 110–370 mg of dried polymer, with
the highest amount of solid obtained for MIP1 and the lowest for NIP6. Figure 7.6 shows the
result of the synthesis of MIP1 and MIP1b (Figure 7.6a) and MIP2 (Figure 7.6b) after template
extraction and drying. As it is visible from these images, MIP1 and MIP1b synthesis resulted
in a fine white powder as expected, while MIP2 resulted in an opaque gel-like material.

Figure 7.6 – Produced polymers after washing and drying: a) MIP1 and MIP1b (from left to
right) and b) MIP2.

The synthesized MIPs were analyzed by SEM to determine particle size and morphology
corresponding to distinct reaction conditions as well as compare the different characteristics of
imprinted and non-imprinted polymers (Figure 7.7). Most of the produced polymers present
irregular microspheres of heterogeneous size distribution. MIP4/NIP4 and MIP6/NIP6 did not
produce spherical particles (e.g. in Figure 7.7d). These polymers were synthesized using 4vinylpyridine as monomer and chloroform as solvent, respectively. Increasing the synthesis time
for the vinylpyridine polymer did not improve results (MIP5 in Figure 7.7c). The most uniform
particles were obtained for MIP1b and its respective NIP (Figure 7.7a and b), with relatively
uniform spherical particles ranging from 400–800 nm. Particle size does not appear to vary
between imprinted and non-imprinted particles. Conflicting studies from the literature have
reported both smaller particle size in imprinted polymers compared to non-imprinted ones
[26,34], as well as no influence of the template on particle size [35]. MIP1b and NIP1 were
selected for the batch adsorption studies presented in the following section.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7.7 – SEM images of (a) MIP1b, (b) NIP1, (c) MIP5, and (d) MIP6.

7.4.5

Batch adsorption experiments

The removal of the template molecule by Soxhlet washing is intended to free the binding sites
with high affinity to the solute. However, imprinted polymers are not homogeneous and contain
both selective and non-selective binding sites, which affects the affinity of the overall material.
Batch adsorption experiments were carried out to study the viability of using the previously
synthesized MIPs as stationary phase by evaluating their adsorption capacity and selectivity
towards betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids.
An amount of washed and dried polymer, ranging from 5 – 10 mg, was placed in 10 mL solutions
of known concentration of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids. The concentration of triterpenic
acids varied from 0.05 to 2 mmol/L. In the course of experiments, at least 42 h were allowed
to pass to reach equilibrium. At this point the solution was filtered and the concentration of
triterpenic acid was measured by UV-Vis spectrophotometry, using a wavelength of 210 nm
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(maximum absorbance of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids as determined by previously
conducted UV spectra). For each experiment calibration curves were determined using
previously prepared standard solutions of triterpenic acids in the solvents under study with
concentrations ranging from 0.01 – 2.00 mmol/L. In the ursolic acid batch experiments, the
final solute concentration in solution was also measured by GC-MS. The final concentration of
triterpenic acid in the liquid was used to calculate the adsorbed phase concentration,

, by

material balance:
=

where

−

(7.1)

is the initial concentration of triterpenic acid (TTA) in solution,

concentration of TTA,

is the solution volume, and

is the final

is the mass of MIP or NIP added.

Batch adsorption experiments of oleanolic and ursolic acids on MIP1b and NIP1 were conducted
using ethanol or acetonitrile as solvent. MIP1b and NIP1 showed adsorption ability of oleanolic
acid using ethanol. Several isotherms were fitted to the experimental data including linear,
Langmuir, Freundlich, linear-Langmuir, bi-Langmuir, and Toth models. Figure 7.8 presents the
equilibrium data of oleanolic acid in MIP1b and NIP1 as well as the two isotherms that achieved
the lowest average absolute relative deviations (AARD; equation (6.20)) for each case. For
MIP1b the best fit was obtained with Freundlich isotherm (AARD = 9.86 %) while for NIP1
it was the linear-Langmuir model (AARD = 8.01 %):

MIP1b:
NIP1:

⁄ .

(7.2)

5276
+
1 + 236.2

(7.3)

= 49.93
= 161.2

where the units are mg/g and mg/mL for the solid loading and solution concentration,
respectively. From Figure 7.8 it is also clear that MIP1b exhibits lower capacity for oleanolic
acid than its non-imprinted counterpart. This could indicate a blockage of the active sites
possibly caused by template molecules still present in the MIP that could not be removed.
However, upon further washing of the polymer by Soxhlet and conduction of further adsorption
experiments, the results remained the same.
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Figure 7.8 – Oleanolic acid adsorption isotherms in a) MIP1b and b) NIP1. The two isotherm
models that present the best fit are ploted in each case. The solvent is ethanol and
temperature is 23 °C.

Similar experiments were then carried out for ursolic and betulinic acids in ethanol, however
no adsorption was observed. Likewise, in the experiments performed using acetonitrile as
solvent, no adsorption of oleanolic or ursolic acids in 10 mg of MIP1b was detected.
These results are extremely relevant for a future chromatographic separation, since they
indicate that the selectivity towards oleanolic acid is infinite. Remember that the measured
selectivities of the Apollo C18 phase were only 1.10 and 1.06 for oleanolic acid towards betulinic
and ursolic acids, respectively (see Table 6.2). Furthermore, one can verify that the adsorption
capacity of MIP1b is even higher than that of the C18 material. In fact, for solutions
concentrations in the order of 1 mg/mL, the MIP1b phase achieves
from equation (7.2)) and the Apollo C18 reaches

= 49.9 mg/g (calculated

= 6.25 mg/g (from & = 3.44 – see Table 6.3

– and a bed density of 0.55 g/mL). Taking into account such favorable loading and the infinite
selectivity for oleanolic acid, the synthesized MIP1b appears as a strong candidate for future
applications in preparative chromatography.
At this point it is necessary to synthesize larger quantities of this material in order to confirm
these promising results and carry out fixed bed experiments as described in Chapter 6. With
such advantageous features, a different separation sequencing may be anticipated: initially, the
oleanolic acid could be separated from betulinic+ursolic acids mixture in arrangements of beds
in parallel or beds in series with trim bed (see Figure 7.9 for this second case). Then, the
solution containing betulinic+ursolic acids is separated in a SMB unit packed with the Apollo
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C18 phase, since it is efficient in this case as shown in Chapter 6. Due to time constrains these
developments were not pursued under this dissertation.

Figure 7.9 – Lead-trim-bed arrangement of two active columns in series for the adsorption
and one column under regeneration.

7.5

Conclusions

The synthesis of molecularly imprinted polymers specially tailored for the separation of
triterpenic acids appears as a potential alternative to the commonly used silica based adsorbent
phases, aimed at achieving higher selectivities between these very similar compounds, thus
improving the performance of the simulated moving bed process.
In this work, several molecularly imprinted polymers were synthesized by thermal precipitation
polymerization using oleanolic acid as template molecule, and different functional monomers
and solvents. The most uniform particles were obtained using methacrylic acid as monomer and
1-butanol as solvent, corresponding to our MIP1b and NIP1 materials. These polymers resulted
in a white powder, and SEM analyses confirmed they were microparticles of mostly uniform
size. Remaining formulations did not appear to provide successful MIPs. MIP1b and NIP1 were
used in batch adsorption experiments to test their potential on the separation of triterpenic
acids. Adsorptions isotherms were measured for ethanolic solutions of oleanolic acid (the original
template molecule) in MIP1b and NIP1 solids.
The infinite selectivities of MIP1b towards oleanolic acid, in conjunction with great adsorption
ability (higher than that of Apollo C18 phase), highlight the large potential of this material
under the scope of chromatographic separation of our triterpenic acids. Nonetheless more
experiments are required to confirm this assertion.
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Chapter 8
Design and construction of a
simulated moving bed unit

This chapter details the assembling of a simulated moving bed unit in our laboratory primarily
aimed at the separation of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids. Initially a background overview
is provided on simulated moving bed valve and pump systems to contextualize the design
choices followed for this specific unit. A description of our installation is given, covering the
main equipment utilized and focusing on the valve scheme used. Finally, the main construction
steps are covered once again with particular emphasis given to the installation of all connections
and valves.
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8.1

Introduction

Since its inception the simulated moving bed technology has moved from its early applications,
in the petrochemical industry, to sugar separations and nowadays to fine chemicals isolation,
particularly in the pharmaceutical industry.
The first commercial SMB unit is credited to Broughton and Gerhold from Universal Oil
Products (UOP) corresponding to a 1961 patent [1]. This system used a single central rotary
valve that distributed the streams to the several columns, a check valve to govern the direction
of fluid flow, and a variable speed recycle pump. UOP continued to improve its design with
several iterations from which the proposal authored by Rosset and Neuzil [2] may be detached
as it introduced the use of check valves and tees at each column, as well as on-off valves to
move the ports along columns. Despite the considerable advances in this period, these SMB
designs presented severe drawbacks: cross-contamination caused by shared fluid lines between
inlet and outlet streams (the extract is contaminated with feed and the raffinate with the
eluent), disruption of separation profiles caused by the non-instantaneous nature of the variable
speed pump, as well as lack of flexibility as the system could not be expanded to fit additional
columns or different configurations.
Nowadays, most SMB valving systems employ distributed valve schemes. These valves systems
typically use one rotary (multi-position) valve placed between each column to create different
flow paths depending on the valve rotor position. A more detailed explanation was presented
in Chapter 3 and a schematic representation of common rotary valves used in distributed valve
designs can be seen in Figure 3.15.
The more recent demand for the SMB technology, particularly due to its applications in the
pharmaceutical industry, have led to the appearance of many of the modes of operation
previously mentioned in this thesis (see section 3.3). However, the application of such nonconventional strategies remains a challenge as existing units usually require extensive
alterations to support these new operation modes. As such, flexibility is seen as an important
characteristic for any SMB unit, especially at laboratory or demonstration scales.
Recently Wang and Chin [3] from Purdue University developed and patented a new design for
a “Versatile SMB” based on distributed valve systems and the one-ST valve per column
(1ST1C) configuration that aims to provide the SMB with more flexibility and performance
compared with earlier systems. This design uses dedicated valves and introduces the use of
manifolds to improve purity and yield. It is adaptable to a wide range of configuration and can
operate using different modes by allowing zone bypasses, open-loop operation, multisolvent and
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multicomponent separation, and it provides independent column switching for operation with
a variable switch time, as used in the case of Varicol. Additionally, this valve system allows the
implementation of online decoupled regeneration of the SMB columns. This regeneration
procedure allows one or more columns to stay in the regeneration zone as long as necessary, by
applying to them a different switch time than that observed by the remaining unit, thus
decoupling these columns while avoiding the necessity to remove them from the SMB unit and
the consequent interruption of operation.
The design and construction of our laboratory simulated moving bed unit was in great part
based on the developments and valve design presented in this patent. The schematic showed in
Figure 8.1 illustrates the specific implementation of the one ST valve per column (1ST1C)
design as proposed for the Versatile SMB system [3] and adopted in this dissertatiom.

Figure 8.1 – Schematic representation of the implementation of the one ST valve per column
design proposed by Wang and Chin [3] that serves as a base for the design of our SMB unit.
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8.2

Simulated moving bed design

Considering the nature of the SMB equipment, composed by multiple columns connected by
several valves and pump arrangements, one realizes that the valve scheme utilized is the most
important aspect of the unit, hence determining its flexibility.
The SMB unit was designed following the one-ST Valve per Column valve design (1ST1C),
which is a distributed valve system that allows higher flexibility of SMB operation policies as
opposed to the centralized valve systems. It offers the possibility to alter the number of columns
and separation zones, permits zone bypasses, allows open-loop operation, which can be useful
for the determination of breakthrough curves and the study of preparative batch
chromatography separations, and enables the unit with the capability to accommodate different
operation modes.
The 1ST1C design interposes an ST (Select Trapping) rotary valve between each pair of
successive columns that interrupts the flow. After receiving the fluid from a previous column
the multiple ports of the ST valve create a multitude of processing opportunities, before
transmitting the fluid to the next column. The ST valve provides the four types of connections
required for the operation of most variants of the SMB: (i) a “closed” connection, where the
stream from the prior column is completely directed to the next column, as is the case with the
connections between columns belonging to the same section of an SMB; (ii) a “teed” connection,
where the stream from the prior column is partially withdrawn or joined with another stream
and the resulting stream directed to the column, as is required for the processing of the inlet
and outlet streams to the feed, eluent, extract and raffinate lines; (iii) an “opened” connection,
where the stream leaving the prior column is removed completely from the system, manipulated
or possibly replaced by a different stream or piped to nonadjacent sections of the SMB; and
(iv) a “plugged” connection, where one or both sides of the junctions are plugged, thus cutting
the flow between the adjacent columns.
A schematic representation of a ST valve is shown on the left of Figure 8.2 along with an actual
photo of a Valco Instruments Co. ST valve used in this work. As it can be seen, the valve
comprises four closed connection lines that correspond to the four connections between columns
in the same section that occur in a 2-2-2-2 SMB configuration (connections already in place in
both the scheme and the photo), and four input/output lines corresponding to the connections
at the entrance of each of the four zones of a conventional SMB unit. In its state depicted in
Figure 8.2, the valve is actuated to the S1 position in order to transmit the fluid between two
columns in the same zone.
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Figure 8.2 – Schematic representation of a 8-position ST (Select Trapping) valve (left) and
photo of a Valco Instruments Co. ST valve used (right).

The complete schematic of our SMB installation is drawn in Figure 8.3 for a two column per
section configuration and using the one-ST valve per column system. In this configuration eight
ST rotary valves, as the one shown in Figure 8.2, are required with at least eight available
positions. All tubing connections are shown in Figure 8.3, color coded to their respective
manifold. The use of these multiport manifolds in place of a multitude of tees, as commonly
utilized in previous designs, helps to reduce the dead volume of the unit. As the manifolds are
mutually exclusive, contamination does not occur within them [4].
In Figure 8.3 it is also possible to visualize the pump configuration used in the SMB unit. The
extract and raffinate pumps are constant speed internal recycle pumps, while the eluent and
feed pumps are external inlet pumps placed immediately after the feed and eluent vases. The
internal pumps circulate the fluid after the extract or raffinate has been withdrawn, thus helping
to assure correct fluid direction. The external placement of the feed and eluent pumps
guarantees sufficient injection pressure to these input lines.
The main possible disadvantage of the 1ST1C design resides in the splitting of the stream in
the rings of ST valves, a problem also shared by other rotary valves, that may create a stagnant
region within the valve. However, in practice this problem is mostly insignificant due to the
very low total volume (10 µL) of the rings of the Valco ST valves used [4].
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Figure 8.3 – Complete schematic of our SMB unit using the 1ST1C valve system.
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8.3

SMB assembling

The SMB unit was mounted in our laboratory in collaboration with Paralab, S.A. A list of
parts and equipment necessary to implement the selected design is presented in Table 8.1. In
the whole, the main components and materials are: eight multi-position rotary ST valves,
columns and respective racks, four pumps, flow-meter, tubing, high quality stainless steel
fittings, reservoirs, dedicated control computer and data acquisition system. Two balances will
be added in the future to measure the feed and eluent mass flow rates. A configuration with
four constant speed pumps is used with two inlet pumps (for the feed and desorbent) and two
recycle pumps placed in the internal line, as described above.

Table 8.1 – Equipment parts used in the installed laboratory SMB.
Equipment description

Manufacturer / Supplier

Amount

Closed casing

Paralab, S.A. (Portugal)

1

Multi-position trapping valves, 1/16’’, 0.75mm VICI International (Switzerland)

8

Smartline pump 1050

Knauer (Germany)

1

AZURA P 4.1S pump

Knauer (Germany)

3

Mass Flow Meter M13 mini CORI-FLOW

Bronkhorst B.V. (Netherlands)

1

Manifolds

VICI International (Switzerland)

6

Tees

VICI International (Switzerland)

Tubing 1/16’’ OD, 0.030’’ ID, 316SS

VICI International (Switzerland)

20
-

Several stainless steel fittings

Swagelok (USA)

-

Column racks

Paralab, S.A. (Portugal)

8

Fan heater

Paralab, S.A. (Portugal)

1

Thermometer

Paralab, S.A. (Portugal)

1

Computer

Paralab, S.A. (Portugal)

1

A casing was built to encompass the entire equipment providing protection and limited thermal
isolation. This casing, schematically shown in Figure 8.4, was built in stainless steel with acrylic
doors on all sides (for ease of access) and measures 288×101×101 cm3 (H×W×L). Spare space
was left available in case alterations are needed in the future, keeping the unit as flexible as
possible.
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Figure 8.4 – 3D model of the SMB casing showing dimensions and placement of the main
components.

The casing can be divided into three zones: a top section containing the pumps and a shelf for
feed and product reservoirs, a closed middle section containing most electronic components,
and a larger bottom section where the remaining equipment is placed. A circular opening in the
center of the structure provides the connection between the three sections. The top section will
house four pumps, one Smartline HPLC 1050 and three Azura P 4.1S pump all from Knauer,
with titanium heads that allow flow rates in the 0.01 – 50 mL/min range. A heating unit will
also be installed at the top capable of establishing a constant temperature up to 35 ºC in the
equipment, to guarantee comparable operating conditions throughout the whole year.
The electronic components of the system, such as valve power supplies, cables and controllers,
data acquisition boards, and cable routing racks are located in the enclosed middle section. A
top view of the opened middle section can be seen in Figure 8.5 with most of the wiring removed
to provide better view. On the left a schematic shows the disposition of the several components
and on the right a photo is presented.
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Figure 8.5 – Schematic representation (left) and photo during assembling (right) of the
middle section of the SMB structure containing most electronic components.

The bottom section of the casing contains the columns, manifolds and valves as well as most of
the tubing. As previously stated, eight 8-position Valco ST valves were used with 1/16’’ fitting
size and 0.75 mm internal diameter. Microelectric actuators that allow automatic alignment
and high-speed switching were used. Figure 8.6 shows the placement of the eight ST valves,
bolted directly under the middle section panel. Valve heads were mounted as close as possible
to minimize the tubing length. This was possible due to the 6’’ standoff (an extension between
the valve and actuator) of the selected valve model that allowed the valve heads to be placed
closed together under the center opening. The columns were placed at the very bottom using
individual clamps to facilitate their detachment or substitution without interfering with the
main and more permanent tubing and equipment.
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Figure 8.6 – Scheme (left) and photo during assembling (right) of the bottom section of the
SMB structure, displaying the multi-position valves placement and tubing arrangement.

The tubing and equipment dead volumes were minimized by utilizing tubing with 0.03 inches
of internal diameter and high quality fittings. It is also important to use tubes with the same
length for equivalent connections (same function) in order to minimize dead volume
asymmetries that could significantly impact operation. At the same time, the length of the
connection must be reduced as much as possible to minimize the overall dead volume within
the unit. Taking this information into account, tubing connections were cut according to the
dimensions registered in Table 8.2, as they are relevant for the calculation of dead volumes and
unit pressure drop. For each valve, the connections shown in Figure 8.7 were performed.

Table 8.2 – Dimensions of the several tubing connections.
Connection type
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Length (cm)

Number

Valve loop

9

32

Valve to Tee (straight connection)

5

8

Valve to Tee (curved connection 1)

9

8

Valve to Tee (curved connection 2)

10

16

Valves to manifolds

50

48

Pumps to manifolds

123

6

Column OUT to valve IN

30

8

Valve OUT to column IN

55

8

8.3. SMB assembling

Figure 8.7 – Representation of the connections of a single ST valve and all its connections up
to the inlet and outlet lines.

Automation is a key part in the installation of any laboratory or industrial unit. The ST valves
used in this equipment can be manually operated via a remote control in case of necessity,
however this is not a viable method of operating a unit with the complexity of the SMB. In
fact, the automation and control routines are what ultimately imparts flexibility to the unit,
allowing the application of the desired “recipes” to run different operation modes. The
automation and control software was created in LabVIEW (National Instruments, USA) by
Paralab, S.A. and is shown in Figure 8.8. This part was not performed by the author.
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Figure 8.8 – SMB control software interface.

8.4

Final remarks

The setup of this SMB in our laboratory, in collaboration with Paralab S.A., was a technically
and financially demanding project. Delays and financial restrictions meant that the unit could
not be concluded and tested in time for the presentation of this thesis. Work will continue and
the unit is expected to be finished in the following months. Finally, the photos on Figure 8.9
depict the state of the simulated moving bed unit at the time of conclusion of this thesis.
Currently, a preparative Apollo C18 column is being studied to evaluate its possible integration
in the SMB unit. At the same time, evaluation of alternative adsorbents continues and a
ThermoFisher Acclaim C30 column is being tested, because recent information shows improved
selectivities for the separation of oleanolic and ursolic acids in methanol/water, when compared
to C18 columns [5].
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Figure 8.9 – Photos of the laboratory SMB unit at the time of conclusion of this thesis.
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Chapter 9
General conclusions and
suggestions for future work

In this section the main conclusions of this thesis are compiled and summarized, nevertheless
more detailed conclusions are usually presented at the end of each chapter.
The simulated moving bed (SMB) technology has evolved significantly since its inception. A
thorough literature review gathered and discussed several modifications and operation modes
that have been proposed throughout the years to the conventional SMB scheme covering
established systems, such as Varicol and PowerFeed, as well as the latest innovations and
applications. This research evidenced the capabilities and flexibility of the SMB technology to
be applied in the fine chemical industry, currently its main area of application as opposed to
its earlier use in the petrochemical industry, as shown by the continuous increase in research
and patenting of new developments in the SMB field.
SMB remains a technology that requires significant startup capital when compared with other
separation technologies. For this reason modeling and simulations tools are of great importance
in this field allowing significant time and material savings in separation process development.
During this work a SMB simulator was developed in Matlab, capable of simulating conventional
operation as well as some of the most common operation modes: Varicol, which uses
asynchronous switch times; Modicon, where the feed concentration is varied during operation;
and PowerFeed, where the feed flow rate is variable. The program provides information of the
internal profiles in the unit and concentration histories at the product ports, as well as several
performance indicators such as the purities and recoveries of both product ports at cyclic steady
state, solvent consumption, and productivity of the SMB unit. This software offers valuable
insight into SMB operation and is an important tool for the optimization of SMB units.

9. General conclusions and suggestions for further work

Due to the large number of variables involved, the optimization of a SMB separation is a
complex and time consuming process. During this work, an optimization strategy that combines
the Design of Experiments and Response Surface Methodologies (DoE-RSM) with a small
number of computational simulations was developed, with the objective of facilitating and
speeding up SMB optimization.
This DoE-RSM approach was applied to the separation of trans-stilbene oxide enantiomers and
compared with Triangle Theory and the concept of separation volume. The proposed
methodology determined operating conditions capable of providing 99.60 % and 99.96 % purity
in the extract and raffinate, respectively, guaranteeing successful separation with a small
number of simulations. In comparison, the Triangle Theory approach, when applied to the same
problem, resulted in purities around 97 % for both products. On the other hand, the concept
of separation volume also guaranteed purities above 99 % for both extract and raffinate
products. However, this approach requires a high number of simulations to be conducted, nearly
thirty times those required by DoE-RSM technique.
The separation of betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids was studied aimed at implementing their
separation using a simulated moving bed unit. Upon testing several solvent/adsorbent pairs,
methanol/water 95/5 (%, v/v) and an Apollo C18 column were selected as mobile and
stationary phases. The pure component isotherms and the relevant global mass transfer
coefficients were determined through a series of breakthrough experiments. These parameters
were then validated with multicomponent mixtures by the successful prediction of breakthrough
curves of a ternary mixture of triterpenic acids.
The equilibrium and kinetic data were used to design the SMB separation of the three
triterpenic acids in two steps: initially betulinic acid would be isolated from a mixture of
oleanolic and ursolic acids, and in a later step oleanolic and ursolic acids would be separated.
SMB operation was optimized using the previously developed Design of Experiments and
Response Surface Methodology with the objective of obtaining 99 % purity of all compounds
while maximizing the unit productivity. It was demonstrated that this was achievable using a
SMB cascade composed by a two column per section SMB to isolate betulinic acid with 99.4 %
purity and a three column per section unit that receives the oleanolic and ursolic acid mixture
coming from the first step and separates them with purities above 99 %.
Seeking to improve this difficult separation, particularly in the case of oleanolic and ursolic
acids, by utilizing a stationary phase that could offer higher selectivity, the possibility of using
molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) as the adsorbent phase was pursued. For this purpose
several MIPs were synthesized by thermal precipitation polymerization using oleanolic acid as
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the template molecule, thus creating specific binding sites in the polymer matrix. Different
functional monomers and solvents were tested. The most successfully prepared polymer,
denoted by MIP1b, was obtained using methacrylic acid as monomer and 1-butanol as
polymerization media. Scanning electron microscopy analysis showed it is composed of
microparticles of mostly uniform size. Batch adsorption experiments were carried out to
measure the adsorption capacity and selectivity of MIP1b regarding the separation of triterpenic
acids. Isotherms were obtained for oleanolic acid in ethanol and no adsorption was observed
towards betulinic and ursolic acids, indicating that MIP1b presents infinite selectivity to
oleanolic acid, the template molecule of the synthesis. In addition to its adsorption ability,
superior to that of the Apollo C18 phase, these results evidence the large potential of MIP1b
to be applied in the separation of triterpenic acids.
During this work, the assembling of a laboratory unit was started and is approaching conclusion.
It was designed from the ground up in our laboratory in collaboration with Paralab, S.A., with
a flexible design that enables future upgrades or modifications. Although the testing of the SMB
unit was not accomplished in time for the presentation of this thesis, the considerable
engineering know-how acquired during the design and assembling phases on behalf of the
EgiChem group is being effectively passed onto new members of our team.

Suggestion for future work
The work presented in this thesis demonstrated the potential of using the SMB technology to
separate betulinic, oleanolic and ursolic acids. The most immediate research path after
concluding the installation of the laboratory unit would be to carry out SMB runs for the
separation of the triterpenic acids. The SMB simulator could then be used to model these
experimental data, further validating the program, and subsequently used for the optimization
of additional runs.
After initial tests conducted using model mixtures of triterpenic acids, the purification of real
mixtures should be studied. A relevant example would be the enriched extracts of triterpenic
acids obtained from the supercritical fluid extraction of Eucalyptus globulus bark, which is also
the focus of continued research in our laboratory, thus integrating extraction and purification
processes.
In this work a SMB cascade was proposed for the separation of the three triterpenic acids,
initially isolating betulinic acid and, in a second step, separating oleanolic and ursolic acids.
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However the separation of the three compounds may be possible using a single unit by applying
different modes of operation, for instance, using the Intermittent-SMB or Pseudo-SMB
strategies, by applying partial-feed and partial-collecting strategies or by using units with more
than four zones.
The laboratory SMB unit was constructed with this in mind, having the flexibility to have
further zones or valves installed allowing operation on alternative modes that could lead to
significant advantages either in terms of purities, productivity, or costs when compared with a
cascade system that requires a larger duplication of parts and equipment.
Regarding the optimization of SMB units, the strategy developed during this thesis could be
enhanced to include further variables in its design. For instance, it would be interesting to
integrate the optimization of the operating conditions in an economic analysis where parameters
like solvent consumption, productivity and column configuration could be taken into account
for the minimization of operation costs.
Concerning the adsorbent material, new stationary phases are constantly appearing on the
market that could provide valuable improvements to the separation. Further research on the
development of molecularly imprinted polymers is also warranted. Molecular imprinting
technology is a vast research area where the preparation of MIPs for a specific purpose can be
the topic of an entire thesis. New formulations and even different preparation methods could
lead to more successful polymers in terms of stability, equilibrium, and transport properties.
Experiments could also be conducted using different monomers and solvents, as well as utilizing
either betulinic or ursolic acids as the template molecule.
The promising results obtained with MIP1b also require additional research. Larger quantities
of material should be prepared, aiming to confirm previous findings. In case these results are
successfully verified, distinct separation sequencing or approaches may be investigated
supported by this material.
Finally, the SMB setup is certainly capable of handling different separation problems, opening
several new possible research paths in our laboratory that, having already a large focus on the
extraction and valorization of several compounds from biomass sources, can apply the SMB
technology to the purification of several molecules, thus increasing their value and range of
target industries and applications.
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